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Abstract 

The Geysers geothermal area, Califo~ia is the world's largest and most intensively 

exploited steam field, providing about 6% of California's electrical power. The geothermal 

area "is very active seismically, generating about 140 earthquakes per month with M~1.2. 

Non-DC earthquakes have been routinely detected in other geothermal and volcanic areas 

such as the Hengill-Grensdalur volcanic; complex, Iceland but previously went undetected 

at The Geysers. The steam field is, however, a likely source of non-DC earthquakes 

because large volumes of steam are extracted and condensate injected during the course of 

commercial exploitation which might cause cracks or fractures to open and close. 

Maps of seismic activity through time show conclusively that earthquakes initiate 

at the onset of production, continue through it and stop when production ceases. 

Furthermore the volume of steam extracted and/or condensate injected may directly 

control the rate of seismicity within the geothermal area. 

A temporary field experiment in April, 1991 recorded about 4000 high-quality 

earthquakes on three-component digital sensors. Three-dimensional tomographic models 

of vp and, for the first time at The Geysers, vplv5 were determined using 3906 P-wave and 

944 S-wave arrival.times from 185 earthquakes. Variations in lithology, temperature and 

the pore-fluid phase probably produce the variations in vp- A strong low in the vplvs model 
. . 

defines fluid-deficient areas in the steam reservoir and is surrounded by a "halo" of high

vplvs anomalies. vplvs can remotely monitor temporal depletion of liquid reserves in the 

steam reservoir. 

Well-constrained moment tensor solutions for 30 earthquakes were determined by 

inverting the polar<~~ and amplitude ratios of P- and S-wave arrivals. S~rong evidence for 

the existence of non-DC earthquakes at The Geysers geothermal area was found. 

Explosive and implosive events occur in equal numbers and probably reflect source 

processes involving opening and closing cracks or cavities. The events form a symmetric 

pattern on source-type plots extending from the postive dipole-to-negative dipole loci, 

passing through the DC locus. The association with dipole loci rather than crack loci 

suggests the source process must also involve a compensating flow of fluids, liquid or 

steam. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The Geysers geothermal area, located about 120 km north of San Francisco, 

northern California, is the largest commercially-exploited steam field in the world, 

presently supplying about 6% of California's electrical power. The area is also one of the 

most seismically active in California providing a rich source of continuous, low-magnitude 

earthquakes. Seismicity is restricted almost exclusively to the steam production area and 

results largely from ongoing commercial exploitation activities. 

Vapour-dominated geothermal systems such as The Geysers have a finite life span, 

effectively becoming extinct when liquid reserves are exhausted and the reservoir "boils 

dry". Preliminary forecasts of a limitless supply of steam at The Geysers were overly 

optimistic. A pressure decline initiated in some parts of the steam field in the 1960's. This 

became significant by 1987, accelerated by intense commercial exploitation. The wealth of 

seismic and other data accumulated during commercial development of the resource and 

the unique opportunity of studying a vapour-dominated geothermal system approaching 

the end of its commercial development provides the impetus for the research presented in 

this thesis. The project aims to improve understanding of pore-fluid variations, structure 

and processes within the geothermal reservoir by applying relatively new techniques in 

three-dimensional tomographic modelling and earthquake source mechanisms. 



1.2 · Tectonic setting of northern California 

The San Andreas fault system and Mendocino Triple Junction (MTJ) dominate the 

tectonics of northern California. The MTJ is a trench-transform-transform type triple 

junction which formed at about 30 Ma when the ·north American continental plate came 

into contact with the Pacific and Gorda oceanic plates (Figure 1.1) (Furlong, 1993). The 

triple junction then migrated north from southern California reaching Monterey at -10 Ma 

and The Geysers-Clear Lake area by -3.3 Ma (Figure 1.1) (Atwater, 1970; McLaughlin, 

1981; Furlong, 1993). The present rate of migration is about 5 crnlyr and is controlled by 

the oblique northeast motion of the southwest edge of the subducting Gorda plate relative 

to r.1orth America. Hypothetically as the triple junction passes a point, subduction of the 

Gorda plate stops, leaving a void termed the "slabless window" (Figure 1.2). Geodynamic 

processes primarily associated with thermal and rheological evolution of this window 

initiated a broad lateral shear zone (the San Andreas fault zone) southeast of the 

propagating transform front. 

North of the MTJ oblique subduction of the Gorda plate under northern California 

continues, characterised by a fold and thrust belt 90-100 km wide (Figure 1.3) reflecting 

compressional deformation within the southern fore-arc margin of the Cascadia subduction 

zone (Clarke, 1992). Structural features include accretionary folds and a range of low- to 

high-angle reverse faults trending northwest-southeast. Gravity and seismic studies define 

the geometry of the Gorda plate as it subducts under :'orth America (Jachens and 

Griscom, 1983; Walter, 1986; Benz et al., 1992; Cockerham, 1984). At the MTJ the 

Gorda plate is about 7-8 km below sea level (bsl) and dips at about 9° to the southeast 

(lac hens and Griscom, 1983). East of the Bartlett Springs fault the plate is 20 km bsl and 

the dip is 20°-30° (Figure 1.3). The deepest section of the subducted slab imaged is at 

depths of 100-150 km under Mt. Shasta andLassen Peak (Figure 1.1) (Benz et al., 1992). 

The southwest edge of the subducting slab is marked by large gradients in the gravity field. 

From the MTJ area southeast to the Bartlett Springs fault area the strike of the subducted 

slab is parallel to the present-day motion of the Pacific and Gorda plates (Figure 1.3). 

Southeast of the Bartlett Springs fault area the strike changes, reflecting the dominant 

plate motion at about 3.5 Ma which was to the east. 

The San Andreas fault formed at -30 Ma and represents the boundary between the 

Pacific and Marth American plates. It is continually increasing in length and changing as , ~ ' 

transform rriotion replaces subduction when the triple junction passes (Furlong, 1993). 

The tectonic stress regime undergoes a similar transition from subduction- to shear

dominated. Great (M>8) earthquakes along the main branch of the fault accommodate 

most of the relative plate motion (Hill et al., 1990). The San Andreas shear system 

immediately south of the MTJ is the youngest part of the system, and extends over a zone 
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Figure 1.1. Plate tectonic setting of northern California, detailing the interaction and relative motion of 

the Pacific, Gorda and .north American plates which form the Mendocino Triple Junction (from Jachens 

and .Griscom, 1983). Estimates of the position of the triple junction as it riligrates northwards are· 

indicated. 

>100 kni wide (Figure 1.3). Components inClude the Maacama, Healdsburg, Rqgers 

Creek, Green Valley and Bartlett Springs faults. The Hayward and Calaveras faults are 

thought to be collinear brap.ches of these fault zones with the connection obscured by an 

aseismic zone in San FranCisco bay. Plate motion is restricted to the San Andreas fault 

near to the .MTJ. In the latitude range 36.5-39° N, motion is distributed among several 

faults (Figure 1.3). Deformation is again accommodated prinCipally by the San Andreas 

fault south of the San Francisco bay area at 36.5° N. · 

The development of the San Andreas fault is a fundamental change in plate 

boundary structure (Furlong, 1993). The slabless window filled with asthenosphere which 

rose to shallower levels in the crust producing a complex, three-dimensional plate 

boundary geometry (Figure 1.4a). Three-dimensional thermo-mechanical modelling of the 

San Andreas fault system suggests that the Paciflc-~orth American plate boundary at the 
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Figure 1.2. Schematic -representation of plate interaction in the vicinity of the Mendocino Triple Junction 

MTJ, from Furlong e·r aL ('1989). North Of the triple junction (41° N) the Gorda plate is subducted under 

north America. South of the triple junction ( 40° N) subduction is terminated and the Gorda slab removed 

toform a slabless window. SB; Sebastopol Block; SAF, San Andreas fault. 

· 1 100km 
North American Plate 
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' 

Figure ·1.3. Tectonic map of northern California showing the main Holocene and Quaternary faults, from 

Castillo and Ellsworth ( 1993). The bold dashed line is the surface projection of the southeast edge of the 

Gorda plate. The relative motions between the Pacific and north American plate~ are indicated. CF, 

Calaveras fault; GF, Garberville Fault; GVF, Green Valley fault; HBF, Healdsburg fault; HF, Hayward 

fault; LMF, Lake Mountain.fault; MFZ, Mendocinofracture zone; RCF, Rogers Creek fault. The hatched 

area encloses the Sebastopol block. 
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Figure 1 A. Schematic ·representation of -~orth :Aineiican-Pacific ·plate boundary ·evolution followi~g the 

passage of the MendoCino qiple junction, from Furlong et al. (1989) (a) Subducting slab is removed to 

folin'a ·~slabless window" which fills with upwelling asthenospheric mantle. SAF: ~an-Andreas fault. (b) 

The ,system :cools· and part :of the asthenospheric mantle accretes to the base of the Pacific· and north 

AmeriCan plate (dotted section). The plate boundary at depth is ~ffset to th~ east by 30-40 km and 

. colmectedto·the sliallow~rplatebourtdaty by a horizontal detachment zone. Newly{o~ed faults sit above 

the•deeperpart 6fthe;plate'boundary. This is ili,e.presentconfiguration in the San~Francisco bay area. (c) 

Th~·fa1,11t system configu:ration oin-ceritral· California. ·The deeper shear zone connects with surface faults 

and the Pacific pla:te captures part of the:Borth American crust (stippled·section). 

MTJ is restricted Jo -the thickness of the lithosphere (15-20 kn'l) (Figure 1.4a) (Furlong et 

al., 1989.). Immediately south of the MTJ the surface trace of the plate boundary occupies 

the previous we~tern· edge of the. north American plate. The deeper lithospheric plate 

boundary is 30-40 ·km east of the surface trace of the S~ Andreas fault and is thought to 

be connect~d l:>Y. a :sub..:horizon~al shear/detachment surface 10-15 km deep beneath the 

Sebastapol blocJC (Figure 1.4b) (Furlong et al., 1989). Based on evidence from older 
. . 0 . 

segments of .the :San An~reas fault south of 36 N, the shallow plate boundary near the 

MTJ might in the future migrate eastwards relative to the surface expression of the San 

Andreas fault -until it 'sits over and connects with the deeper plate boundary. Deformation 



is accommodated a:long the horizontal detachment zone .(Figure 1.4c) (Furlong et al., 

1989). The Hayward' and Calaveras faults and their northern continuations (Healdsburg

Rogers Creek-Maacama faults and Gre~n Valley-Bartlett Springs faults), presently overly 

the deeper plate boundary and these may represent surface expressions of this future plate 

~oundary (Figures 1::3 and 1.4b ). 

The distribution of seismicity in northern California maps out the active tectonic 

faults (Figure 1.5). Although the San Andreas is the principal fault it has been relatively 

aseismic in northern California since the 1906 earthquake.· The Sebastapol block between 

the.San Andreas and Maacama fault zones appears to act as a semi-rigid block (Figures 

1.3 and 1.5). TheMaacama fault zone has been moderately active and the Bartlett Springs 

fault has been ·characterised by more discrete areas of seismic activity (Castillo and 

Ellsworth, 1993). Fault-plane solutions for earthquakes along these faults indicate right

lateral motion on faults dipping northeast at 50-75°. They are thought to have formed 

initially as reverse faults in the Cascadia subduction environment but are now under the 

influence of a transform-shear regime .(Castillo and Ellsworth, 1993). The Maacama

Garberville, and the Bartlett Springs-Lake Mountain fault zones are thought to form fault 

. pairs based on strike and dip ~eometries (Figure 1.5): Transform slip along the northern 

end ofthe San Andreas is therefore thought to occur along pre-existing structures. 

1.3 The Geysers area 

1.3.1 Geology 

The Geysers area .consists of two Jurassic-Cretaceous ·units assigned to the 

FraQ.ciscan and the Great Valley sequences. · The~e are partially capped by Quaternary 

volcanics and intruded by a composite batholith called the ·:felsite". Slices of ancient 

oceanic crust have also been identified. 

The Franciscan assemblage is divided in to three thrust-fault-bounded structural 

slabs which young progressively· to t.he west and range from late Jurassic to Miocene in 

age (Figure 1.6). These units, the Eastern (Yolla Bolly) belt, the Central belt and the . . . 
Coastal belt, consist of a hetero~eneous assemblage of intensely-deformed, mildly-to-

moderately metamorphosed sedimentary and mafic igneous rocks with minor metamorphic 

mineral Constituents. They are interpreted to have been deposited i~ a trench environment 

. over ail easterly-dipping subduction ·zone. The mafic ·igneous rocks and chert have an 

oceanic affinity but the sandst~ne units (~kosic and some volcanic-lithic) may be derived 

from a terrestrial (island-arc or.continental) source. 
. . 

The Eastern (Yolla Bolly) belt is the oldest within the Franciscan and is composed 

of metamorphosed sandstone with minor interbedd~d chert and layers of metamorphosed 
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igneous rocks. The Central belt consists of slightly younger metamorphosed sandstone 

and argillite, basaltic igneous rocks and chert of late Jurassic to late Cretaceous age, 

subdivided depending on whether they occur within extensive melange sequences or 

broken formations. Rocks in the western Coastal belt are weakly-metamorphosed arkosic

sandstones and shale. These are the youngest rocks in the Franciscan assemblage ranging 

in age from late Cretaceous to Miocene. 

The Great Valley sequence, east of the Franciscan, consists of moderately

deformed conglomerate mudstone and sandstones ranging in age from late Jurassic to late 

Cretaceous (Figure 1.6). These rocks were deposited in a series of submarine fans within 

an arc-trench gap or fore-arc basin environment. The Great Valley sequence overlies late 

Jurassic fragmented ophiolite, called the Coast Range ophiolite, thought to represent 

anCient oceanic crust. 

The Clear Lake volcanic field was extruded onto Franciscan assemblage and Great 

Valley sequence rocks east and northeast of The Geysers, and covers an area of about 

400 km2 (Figure 1.7). Extrusive igneous rocks within the Clear Lake volcanics include 

basalt, basaltic andesite, andesite, dacite, rhyodacite and rhyolite. These represent the 

eruptive products of mantle heating, crystal fractionation and assimilation of rocks from 

the Franciscan assemblage, Great Valley sequence and lower crust. Silicic lavas (dacite 

and rhyolite) are estimated to have twice the volume of the mafic lavas (basalt, basaltic 

andesite, and andesite) with dacite the most abundant and basalt the rarest volcanic rock 

type. Basalt, basaltic andesite, and andesite occur as flows, cinder cones and volcanic vent 

deposits (Hearn et al., 1981). 

Volcanic activity commenced around 2 Ma and ended abo~t 10,000 years ago. 

Within this period four distinct episodes of volcanic activity are identified (Table 1.1 ). The 

rock types and the estimated volumes extruded during each episode are presented in 

Figure 1.8. K/Ar age dates indicate the volcanic rocks young progressively to the north 

within the volcanic field. This mirrors a regional trend in northern California with the 

Clear Lake Volcanics being the youngest of several volcanic fields which become young to 

the north i.e., the Sonoma, Tolay, Berkeley Hills, Leona, Quien Sabe and Neenach

Pinnacles fields (Figure 1.9). Their formation may relate to the northeast migration of the 

triple junction, possibly aided by the development of a "slab window", or the passage of 

the ~orth American continental plate over a stationary hot spot in the mantle (McLaughlin, 

1981; Furlong et al., 1989; Hearn et al., 1981). 

The "felsite" batholith intruded into Franciscan assemblage under The Geysers 

geothermal field is the only well-documented intrusive igneous rock·. in The Geysers 

region (Section 1.4.1) (Hulen and Nielson, 1993). The batholith forms a composite 

intrusion consisting of rhyolite porphyry, granite and granodiorite. The close temporal 

(about 1 Ma) and geochemical similarities between the granidiorite (felsite) and dacite 
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Figure 1.7. Geology of The Geysers-Clear Lake area showing volcanic rocks of the Clear Lake volcanic 

field, from Hearn et al. (:1981). +: mountain summit; C: Cobb Mountain; H: Mount Hannah; HV: High 

Valley; K: Mount Konocti; S: Seigler Mountain; BP: Buckingham Peak; KB: Konocti Bay; CP: Caldwell 

Pine5; CV: Cobb Valley; SB: Sulphur Bank; BL: Borax Lake; LB: Little Borax Lake; Tl: Thurston Lake; 

CH: Clear ~e Highlands; KV: Kelseyville; LL: Lower Lake; LP: Lakeport; M: Middleton; P: Pine 

Mountain; RM: Round Mountain; RT: Roundtop Mountain: 
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Table 1.1. Periods of volcanic activity associated with the Clear Lake volcanic field 

Group no Period of Volcanism (Ma) 

1 0.01-0.20 

2 0.30-0.65 

3 0.80-1.10 

4 1.30-2.10 

outcropping on Cobb mountain and other localities within the Clear Lake volcanic field 

suggest the two may be equivalents (Hulen and Nielson, 1993). The rhyolite porphyry 

and granite intrusives are geochemically similar to granites in the Clear Lake volcanic field 

but different ages preclude them from being equivalents (1:3 vs. 1.07 Ma respectively). 

1.3.2 Geophysics 

Geophysical surveys in The Geysers-Clear Lake region have been designed largely 

to locate, define and improve understanding of the geothermal system and heat source. 

Gravity surveys indicate a large negative ( -25 mGal) anomaly centred over Mt. Hannah 

(Chapman, 1966). The circular shape of the gravity anomaly precludes it from being 

caused by density contrasts between structural blocks within the northwest-southeast 

structural fabric (Hearn et al., 1976-). With additional gravity data the anomaly was 

divided into three component parts consisting of a depressed regional field, a -30 mGal 

gravity low centred on Mt. Hannah andcwegative · anomaly over the geothermal 

production area (see Section 1.4.3) (Figure l.lOa) (Isherwood, 1975 ). 

Aeromagnetic surveys found two negative magnetic anomalies of -120 nT and -60 

nT 10 km south of The Geysers production area and 10 km northeast of Mt. Hannah (the 

Clear Lake low) respectively, separated by a 60 nT positive anomaly centred on the 

Collayomi fault zone (Figure 1.10b) (Chapman, 1975· ). The anomalies are thought to 
' 

result from ultramafic. rocks (serpentinite) and some Clear Lake volcanic rocks in the 

upper 6.5 km of the crust. Magnetic anomalies do not coincide with the gravity anomalies. 

Early interpretations of both gravity and magnetic anomalies suggested a low

density, spherical magma chamber, centred at about 13.5 km bsl and extending upwards to 

about 7 km below The Geysers-Clear Lake area (Isherwood, 1975.). Recent gravity and 

magnetic modelling studies have adopted a more complex upper crustal geometry which 

assumes a body of partial melt centred at depths of 15-20 km (Blakely and Stanley, 1993). 

The calculated gravity field agrees closely with the observed field (Figure 1.11 a). One can 

assume that the ,poor correlation of the gravity anomaly calculated by Isherwood (1976) 

provides evidence for a more complex upper crustal structure in The Geysers-Clear Lake 
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Heam,et al. (1981). Rocks within the each volcanic centre become progressively younger to the north. 

This same pattern is refl~ted in relative age .relationships between each volcanic centre which become 
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Figure LlO. ~(a) Residual gravity map of The Geysers-Clear Lake area, from Isherwood (1981). Gravity 

lows are c.entred over Mount Hanmih ·and the geothermal production area. The line A-A' refers to the line 

of·section .used by Blakely and Stanley (1993) in .gravity and magnetic field modelling (Figure 1.11). (b) 

Magnetic-field intensity )nap .of The Geysers-Clear Lake area,_ from Isherwood (1981). Positive and 

negative anomalies alternate from northeast· to southwest. The magnetic and gravity anomalies do not· 

correlate directly with one 'another~ 

area. The long,..wave.length component was interpreted as a body of low,..density partial 
. . . 

melt at depths of 15 .. 20 km (Blakely and Stanley, 1993). An easterly-dipping serpentinte 

body juxtaposed along the Collayomi fault Zone extends to a depth of about 5 km where it 

may .connect with the Coast Range ophiolit~. The Northeast High positive anomaly is 

thought to be produced by the Coast Range ophiolite (Figure 1.11 b). 

The lithosphere under The Geysers-Clear Lake area has been investigated using 

teleseismic P-waves (lyer et al., 1981; Oppenheimer and Herkenhoff, 1981; Benz et al., 

1992). All three studies found evidence of a low-velocity zone consistent. with silicic 

partial melt. P-wave arrival-time studies found delays of 1 s under the steam field, and 

0.9 s under Siegler Mtn. and Mt. Hannah which represent regional velocity decreases of 

15% and.decreases of up to.25% under both Mt. Hannah and The Geysers production area 
. . ' 
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Figure 1.11. Gravity and magnetic field modelling for a southwest-northeast profile (see Figure 1.10 for 

location) at The Geysers~Clear Lake area, from Blakely and Stanley (1993). (a) Calculated and observed 

gravity fields, along with the gravity :field calculated for. a spherical body centred at 13.5 Ian depth 

(Blakely and Stanley, 1993; Isherwood, 1975b). (b) Calculated and observed magnetic fields along the 

.same profile. (c) Crustal model derived from gravity and magnetic modelling. 

(lyer et al., 1981). Three-dimensional compressional velocity structure detennined by 

inverting P-wave·arrival-times found regional velocity decreases of about 8-12% in the top 

30 km of the lithosphere (Oppenheimer and Herkenhoff, 1981; Benz et al., 1992). 

Combined interpretations of teleseismic, seismic-tomography and gravity data are 

consistent with a zone of partial melt at depth in lithosphere (Oppenheimer and 

Herkenhoff, 1981). · Upper crustal properties such as anisotropy, frequency-dependen~ 

attenuation, elevated temperaturesC .. r:! and high pore pressures (ben~ath Mt. Hannah) 
•/ . . 

could contribute toP-wave ddays (Stanley and Blakely, 1993). 

Electrical surveys of The ·Geysers-Clear Lake region were designed to niap the 

geology and structure, and provide information which might constrain earlier models 

derived from gravity and P-wave delay data suggesting the existence of a silicic magma 
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chamber at depth. A well-defined low resistivity anomaly with regional (northwest

southeast) elongation correlates with the gravity low centred on Mt. Hannah (Figure 1.12) 

(Stanley et al. 1973). The thin (<500 m) Clear Lake volcanic rocks have high resistivity 

(25-1000 ohm-m) values. Low resistivity values result from the combined effects of hot 

saline pore fluids in the underlying shales of the Great Valley sequence or carbonaceous 

shales of the Franciscan assemblage and a silicic magma chamber at depth (Hearn et al., 

1976h). 

1.3.3 Tectonics 

The Geysers-Clear Lake region has a complex history of deformation reflecting the 

transition from a subduction to a shear regime during the Cretaceous and early Tertiary 

(Section 1.2). Franciscan-assemblage rocks accumulated in a subduction-type 

environment while rocks of the Great Valley sequence formed in a fore-arc basin (Section 

1.4.1 ). Both units were deformed and probably underwent significant strike-slip motion 

during the Cretaceous and early Tertiary before being uplifted during the Tertiary to their 

present position in the Coast Ranges. Franciscan (lower plate) and Great Valley sequence 

(upper plate) rocks are separated by the Coast Range thrust which dips to the northeast. 

Crustal thickness in The Geysers area is about 24 km (Oppenheimer and Eaton, 1984). 

Franciscan rocks in The Geysers geothermal area record the early tectonic history 

of the area. Typically, old high-angle faults within thrust packets are truncated by 

individual thrusts bounding these thrust packets. These in tum are truncated by young, 

high-angle faults of the San Andreas system (Thompson, 1992). The thrust packets 

formed because of compressional deformation in a subduction regime. The structural 

relationship between thrust packets indicates repeated episodes of low- and high-angle 

faulting (Thompson, 1992). Young normal and strike-slip faults overprint subduction

related structures without significant displacement of the thrust packets. 

Major fault zones in The Geysers-Clear Lake area trend northwest-southeast 

following the regional trend, and include the Maacama, Mercuryville and Collayomi fault 

zones (Figure 1.13). Faults within these fracture zones show complicated displacement 

histories on high-angle and northeasterly-dipping surfaces reflecting periods of thrusting or 

reverse-'slip, normal faulting and predominant right-lateral strike-slip faulting (Hearn et al., 

1981; McLaughlin, 1981). The right-lateral motion on northeast-dipping faults in the 

Maacama fault zone, reflects displacement along a pre-existing compressional tectonic 

fabric formed within the Cascadia fore-arc region (Castillo and Ellsworth, 1993). Fault 

zones adjacent to the Maacama fault zone in The Geysers-Clear Lake region are thought 

to undergo similar strike-slip motion. Numerous high-angle faults occur between these 

major fault zones. Their structural trend varies from northeast,. north-northwest and 
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Figure L12. Resistivity contour map of The Geysers-Clear Lake area superimposed on the generalised 

geology, from Isherwood (1981). 

northwest oriented .normal faults, and northwest-tr~nding strike-slip faults. (Hearn et al., 

1976';). 
\/ 

1.4 The steam reservoir 

1.4.1 Geology 

The Geysers steam field occupies the northwest limb of a complexly faulted 

antiform that plunges to the southeast (McLaughlin, .1981). Host rocks to the steam 

reservoir are primarily Mesozoic metagteywacke of the central belt of the Franciscan 

assemblage and upper portions of the felsite bl;ltholith (Figure 1.13). Thrust packets 

consisting of Franciscan .melange form reservoir cap rock and the underlying steam 

reservoir extends to unknown depths. The steam field is bounded to the northeast and 

southwest by the Collayomi and Mercuryville fault zones respectively, with poorly defined 

field limits to the northwest and southeast (Figure 1.13) (McLaughlin, 1981 ). 

Franciscan rocks in The Geysers reservoir area are divided into several fault

bounded, slab-like units based on lithology and metamorphic grade (McLaughlin, 1981). 

Franciscan units forming host rocks to the steam reservoir include structural units 1 and 

portions of structural unit 2 (referred to as the massive or main greywack~ with the more 

intensely-metamorphosed and deformed rocks of units 2 and 3 forming ·impermeable 
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Figure 1.13. Generalised geology map and geological cross section of The Geysers s~eam-field. 
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reservoir cap rock (Thompson, 1992). The structurally lowest unit 1 consists of weakly 

metamorphosed greywacke with minor occurrences of shale. The rocks are well fractured 

and show penetrative shearing. They outcrop at the surface between the Mercuryville and 

Geyser Peak fault zones, and may extend into the reservoir. The reservoir host rocks of 

unit 2 consist of large fractured slabs of conglomeratic and lithic greywacke interrupted by 

melange sequences containing blocks of blueschist, amphibolite and eclogite along with 

chert, basalt and greywacke. Rocks in the highest structural sequence, unit 3, consist of 

extensively-recrystallised metagreywacke with penetrative schistosity making this rock a 

poorer reservoir rock than ·the structurally lower, more metamorphosed equivalents. 

Minor amounts of metachert and metavolanic rocks also exist within this unit. Late 

Cretaceous and Tertiary imbricate thrusts have juxtaposed melange blocks of Franciscan 

structural units 2 and 3. 

Fault identification within the main reservoir greywacke is difficult since the unit is 

relatively homogeneous and lacks internal marker horizons. Thrust packets within 

structural units 2 and 3 are stratigraphically continuous with one lithology dominant 

(Thompson, 1992). 

Upper portions of the hypabyssal felsic intrusive complex (the felsite batholith) also 

serve as host rocks to the steam reservoir (Figures 1.14, 1.15 and 1.16). This composite 

intrusion was emplaced into the Franciscan greywacke assemblage during the Pleistocene 

with reported age ranges of 0.9-2.4 Ma (Schriener and Suemnicht, 1980; unpublished age 

dates). Borehole evidence suggests that the pluton has an areal extent of at least 75 km2 at 

about 2 km bsl (Hulen and Nielson, 1993). In plan view, the batholith is elongate with its 

principal axis trending northwest to southeast, roughly coincident with the axis of the 

steam reservoir (Figure 1.14). In cross-section, the intrusion deepens from about sea level 

in the southeast to about 2 km bsl in the northwest (Figure 1.15). ~erpendicular to the 

principal axis the intrusive body has an antiformal shape with asymmetric flanks dipping at 

30-40° to the southwest with gentler dips to the northeast (Gunderson, 1992). 

At least three distinct episodes of silicic magma emplacement produced the felsite 

batholith. The pluton is composed of three major intrusive rock types ( 1) biotite rhyolite 

porphyry, (2) orthopyroxene-biotite granite, and (3) horneblende-pyroxene-biotite 

granodiorite (Hulen and Nielson, 1993). The relationships between each of these igneous 

rock typ~s, derived from borehole data, is presented in Figure 1.16. The rhyolite porphyry 

occupies the central and southeast parts of the batholith, forming an upward-extending 

boss. The rhyolite porphyry appears to grade into the orthopyroxene-biotite granite which 

occupies most of the northwestern part of the pluton. The biotite-granodiorite is restricted 

to the eastern part of the felsite. The rhyolite porphyry and granite, although 

geochemically similar to the overlying extrusive Clear Lake rhyolites, are too old (1.3 vs. 

1.07 Ma) to be contemporaneous. The granodiorite is thought to be the magmatic 
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Figure 1.14. Three-dimensional perspective plots of the felsite batholith at The Geysers. Topography is exaggerated by a factor of 7. Three-dimensional images of the 

batholith are generated from two-dimensional contour plots (Stone, 1992). (a) The felsite batholith viewed from an azimuth of 230° and an elevation angle of 20°. (b) The 

felsite batholith viewed from an azimuth of 350° and an elevation angle of 20°. 
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Figure .1.15. Three-dimensional perspective plots of (a) the felsite batholith, and (b) the steam reservoir, veiwed from an azimuth of 230° and an elevation angle of 20°. 

These images were generated from two-dimensional contour plots of the felsite batolith and steam reservoir (Stone, 1992). Topography is exaggerated by a factor of 7. 
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equivalent of the overlying extrusive Clear Lake dacite. 

1.4.2 Formation and evolution 

The Geysers steam reservoir has hosted at least three distinct hydrothermal 

systems: 

1. An ancient regional-metamorphic system at 170-200° C heated in response to rapid 

· burial in the presence of a normal geothermal gradient. 

2. A hot-water system at 175-350° C, heated by a magmatic heat source. 

3. The present, vapour-dominated reservoir, which evolved from the earlier hot-water 
: 

system, with temperatures ranging between 235-342° C (Walters et al., 1992). 

The felsite batholith displays a close spatial relationship with the steam reservoir 

although it is too old to be the heat source of the present geothermal system (Figure 1.14). 

Heat energy is probably derived from a shallow (7-10 km bsl), cooling magma body about 

0.1 Ma old (Truesdale et al., 1993). The felsite was of primary importance in the 

development of fluid-flow characteristics in the reservoir host rocks. The vertical and 

horizontal fracture network within the overlying Franciscan was enhanced and intensified 

by repeated episodes of intrusion (Truesdale et al., 1993). Processes contributing to 

fracture enhancement include tensional fracturing accompanying forceful intrusion, 

subsequent cooling of the pluton, hydrothermal fracturing and brecciation due to 

overpressured magma and meteoric-hydrothermal fluids heated by, or expelled from the 

cooling pluton, and dissolution of carbonates and other rocks within the Franciscan 

greywacke by circulating hydrothermal fluids. The porosity of felsite-related greywacke is 

greater (average 2.3%) than its felsite-free counterparts outside the reservoir (average 

1.6%) (Figure 1.17) (Gunderson, 1992). Upper portions of the felsite, which form part of 

the reservoir, have an average porosity of about 2%. 

The reservoir can be divided into two distinct parts (Figure 1.18): 

1. A field-wide "normal" reservoir with steam temperatures of about 235° C 

2. A high-temperature reservoir (HTR) with temperatures of up to 342° C. This reservoir 

· is restricted to the northwest area of the steam field where it underlies the normal 

reservmr. 

Depth to the top of the reservoir is larger, and the caprock is thicker (3300 m), in 

the northwest than in the southeast (shallowest 1100m). The normal reservoir is thin, 

between 600-1000 m thick, in the northwest with the first steam entries occurring at 760-

1370 m bsl. Reservoir thickness increases to at least 1500 m and possibly to 5000 m in 

central and southeastern are11s with the first steam entries at shallower depths ( 610-7 60 m 
.. " .. 

bsl) than in the northwest (Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984). The HTR and 

normal reservoir in the northwest are vertically separated, with a temperature difference of 
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Figure 1.18: Conceptual model of the perceived processes operating within the steam reservoir, from 

Truesdale et al. (1992). The figure shows a northwest-southeast cross-section through the reservoir. A 

thin, "normal" reservoir sits above the high temperature reservoir (HTR) in the northwest, with the H1R 

absent in central and southeast areas. Open arrows: flow of steam; solid arrows: condensation and 

recharge. Cobb Mountain to the east provides conduits for meteoric water to recharge the reservoir. Heat 

is transferred by conduction from an unknown, ·but probably magmatic, heat source at depth. 
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100° C occurring over a 100-200 m depth interval (Truesdale et al., 1993). This results 

from more efficient heat transfer in the normal reservoir compared to the' conductive heat 

transfer in the HTR. Steam pressure is the same in both, suggesting that the reservoirs are 

connected and a low-permeability zone is absent. The rock type, and secondary 

mineralogy are also non-diagnostic of the HTR. The boundary between the HTR and 

normal reservoir is described as a transient thermodynamic zone (Walters et al., 1992). A 

causal relationship is inferred between the high concentrations of hydrogen chloride, 

carbon dioxide and methane gas in steam from the northwest Geysers and the paucity of 

surface geothermal manifestations in this area. This contrasts with the central and 

southeast Geysers. 

Three boiling centres instead of a continuous zone of boiling brine are thought to 

exist in the central and southeast areas (Truesdale et al. 1993; White et al., 1971). Water 

flashes to steam in the boiling zones, flows upwards and condenses at the top of the 

reservoir before returning to boiling centre (Figure 1.18). Both the high heat-flow 

produced by condensing steam and low mass flow out of the system resulting from this 

process describe the "heat-pipe" effect (Truesdale et al. 1992). Heat is transferred from 

the condensation zone to the surface by conduction. Large-scale convection that is 

present in the central and southeast areas is absent in the northeast. 

Several models have been developed to explain the formation of the normal and 

HTR at The Geysers. Shallow emplacement of the felsite body in the central and southeast 

·Geysers produced a fracture system which reached the Earth's surface in these areas 

(Walters et al., 1992). This allowed venting and decompression of the liquid-dominated 

geothermal system and initiated boiling in the central and southeast Geysers to form the 

normal reservoir. The reservoir lost.most of its original gas and was flushed by meteoric 

water. In contrast, the fracture system associated with emplacement of the felsite body in 

the northwest is deeper and did not reach the surface. The reservoir in this area may have 

evolved more slowly, venting at the surface along tectonic faults and through fracture 

communication with the normal reservoir in the central \]eysers. Venting was enhanced 

artificially by extensive commercial steam extraction in the central areas of the field, 

though the poorer surface connection in the northwest ensured that less non-condensable 

gas was vented and dilution by meteoric water was less important. 

The HTR may also be a fossil of an earlier liquid-dominated system that is still 

cooling, with the result that temperatures in the two reservoirs have not been able to reach 

equilibrium as quickly as pressure (Walters et al., 1992). Alternatively the liquid 

saturation zone ih the HTR is absent and water supplied from the normal reservoir ·above 

is evaporated on the hot dry rocks in the HTR, heated by conduction from a deeper 

magmatic source (Truesdale et al., 1993). Noble gas isotope studies found that a portion 

of the high gas concentrations in the HTR is caused by active degassing of an underlying 
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magma body and Kennedy and Truesdale (1994) suggested the HTR was formed by rapid 

heating and boiling of the existing reservoir liquid caused by magma injection. 

1.4.3 Geophysics 

Most workers agree that the enclosed negative gravity anomalies (Section 1.3.2) 

are probably produced (in part or totally) by a partially-molten silicic magma chamber at 

mid-to-deep crustal levels (Isherwood, 1981; Blakely and Stanley, 1993). What is less 

certain is the contribution of low-density bodies in the upper crust. Some (Isherwood, 

1981) suggest density contrasts in the upper 2-3 km of the crust are insufficient to 

contribute to the anomaly while others disagree (Blakely and Stanley, 1993). 

A wide range of seismic techniques applied to The Geysers geothermal reservoir 

aimed to improve understanding of both reservoir structure and geothermal processes. 

Three-dimensional local earthquake tomography modelling techniques utilise the 

continuous, low-magnitude seismic activity within The Geysers geothermal area (Section 

4.4). Reflection and refraction seismic surveying techniques have rarely been used within 

the geothermal area because of the structural complexity and heterogeneity of the geology 

and because of rough surface terrain. Reflection profiles in the southeast Geysers imaged 

an anticlinal trap feature. A deeper reflecting horizon ( <4 km) was interpreted as a 

tectonic boundary within the Franciscan assemblage (Denlinger and Kovach, 1981 ). 

Refraction profiles revealed anomalously high P-and S-wave velocities and low attenuation 

compared to regional values at shallow depths ( <3 km) in the production zone (Majer and 

McEvilly, 1979). Controlled-source vertical seismic profiling measured 11% shear-wave 

anisotropy attributed to fractures (Majer et al., 1988). Shear-wave splitting from local 

earthquakes recorded in The Geysers geothermal field shows seismic anisotropy is 

distributed in a complex geographic pattern, averaging 4% in the upper 1.5 km (Evans et 

al., 1995). 

Geodetic studies indicate horizontal compression and vertical subsidence related to 

the extraction of liquid from the reservoir (Lofgren, 1981 ). A maximum subsidence rate of 

about 3 em/year and horizontal contraction rate of 2 em/year correlate with the most 

intensely-exploited part of the steam field. The pre-1980 steam production rate was about 

50% less than post-1980 production rate so following this study the rates of contraction 

and vertical subsidence probably increased significantly. 

R~sistivity surveys (unpublished data, Stanley and Jackson, 1973; see Stanley and 

Blakely, 1995) within the production area show that rocks associated with the Franciscan 

melange have highly variable resistivity values compared to the conductive Great Valley 

sequence in the Mt. Hannah region (Figure 1.19). Low-resistivity values correlate with 

altered, unmetamorphosed greywacke and high values are attributed to greenstone and 
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Figure 1.19. Resistivity map of The Geysers production area, from Stanley and Blakely (1993). Contours 
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metagreywacke. The felsite batholith could not be defined since the m~um depth of 

penetration was 2 km. 

1.4.4 The heat source 

The Geysers steam field derives heat from a source at depth whjch could be solidified 

magma or magma chambers and fluids. Heat is transferred by convection within the 

reservoir and through the overlying caprock by conduction. The felsite batholith is the 

most obvious candidate for this heat source but it is too old (> 1.0 Ma). Its presence does 

suggest that partial melts or magma bodies may exist neamy. Early geophysical surveys 

using gravitY .and seismic methods (Section 1.3.2) suggested that a body of partial melt 

dipping to the -west exists at depth under The Geysers-Clear Lake region (Oppenheimer 

and Herkenhoff, 1981). Recent studies provide the most complete upper-crustal model 

detailing the heat source and .its connectivity with the surface (Stimac et al., 1992; Stanley 

and Blakely, 1993). A geological sketch combining geophysical interpretations with a 

model of the magmatic system in the area developed using petrologic evidence proposes 

that basalt dykes fed a mafic magmatic system in the lower to middle crust, initiated by 
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upwelling in the asthenosphere after the passage of the MTJ at about 3 Ma (Figure 1.20) 

(Stanley and Blakely, 1993; Stimac et al., 1992). Differentiation within the primary mafic 

.zones produced an upper layer of silicic crystal mush separated from the lower mafic 

magma by a hybrid zone. 

1.4.5 Commercial exploitation 

The name The Geysers is misleading, because no erupting hot springs exist. In 

1847 the explorer William Bell Elliot first discovered the area and reported that he thought 

he had come upori "the gates of hell". Although plumes of steam leaking from fumaroles 

in the ground were misinterpreted as geysers, the area retains the name The Geysers. 

The Geysers geothermal area has undergone varying degrees of commercial 

exploitation over the past 140. years. In the 1860's a resort hotel south of Big Sulphur 

Creek (Figure 1.13) took advantage of the numerous fumaroles and hot water springs. 

Steam was first used in electrical power production to supply the resort as early as the 

1922. Wells drilled north of Big Sulphur Creek supplied steam to a steam-engine-driven 

generator which generated about one kilowatt. The project was abandoned around 1940 

because the abrasive and corrosive nature of the steam destroyed pipes carrying the steam 

and the steam turbines themselves. 

The most recent large scale development presently supports the largest complex of 

geothermal electricity generating plants in the world, supplying 6% of California's power 

and accounting for 75% of all installed geothermal generating capacity in the United States 

(Kerr, 1991). The co11:cept of exploiting natural geothermal systems such as The Geysers 

to generate electricity is a relatively simple one (Figure 1.21). Water trapped in the rocks, 

fractures and pores is heated by a deep magmatic source. An impermeable caprock retains 

the majority of steam within the reservoir. Production wells drilled through the caprock 

and into the reservoir allow steam to flow into turbines at the surface, thereby generating 

electricity. Spent steam cools in a condenser. Commercial development of The Geysers 

appealed to both developers and environmentalists with its offer of unlimited, cheap, 

pollution-free power production. However, poor resource management during the 

commercial development phase resulted in a (currently) irreversible decline in steam 

production. Liquid reserves are converted to steam at a much faster rate than the reservoir 

can replenish them. In effect the reservoir is boiling dry. The maximum installed 

generating capacity of the field in 1989 was 2043 MW. Present steam production can 

support only about two-thirds of the 1989 capacity. Field developers now concentrate 

their efforts on attempting to slow the field-wide steam pressure decline. 

The present large-scale commercial exploitation of the geothermal field 

commenced in the mid 1950's (Figure 1.22). The development of new stainless steel alloys 
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~igure 1.20. Schematic diagram showing the perceived distribution and relationship of magma bodies and 

igneous intrusions in the lithosphere below The Geysers-Clear Lake area which supply heat to the 

geothermal system, from Stanley and Blakely (1993). 
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Figure 1.21. Schematic diagram showing how water heated to boiling point by a deep magmatic source is 

extracted in the form of steam and used to generate electrical power. _ 
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Figure 1.22. Map of The Geysers production area detailing the ~ea operated by each of the steam field 

developers; from Barker et al. (1992). The location of power generating units is indicated by the symbol 

with associated number. Information on the generating units is contained in Table 1.3. 

that ·could withstand the corrosion overcame many of the earlier production problems. A 

drilling program initiated in 1955 had, by 1958, sufficient wells to supply steam to a small 

electrical power generating unit. The first Pacific Gas and Electricity (PGE) Utility (Unit 

1, a 12 MW power unit) went into coinmercial production in September 1960, using steam 

supplied by a consortium of field developers. The growth of generating capacity at The 

Geysers from this first unit did not follow a predetermined program but can generally be 

divided into three phases (Table 1.2). The locations of power stations and of areas leased 

by the field developers who supply the steam· are shown in Figure 1.22. Details of their 

generating capacity and installation histories are presented in Table 1.3. Growth in 

generating c~pacity was modest throughout the 1960's {phase 1) with steam production 

increasing from a rate of 0.1 x 1Q6 kglhr in 1960 to 0.726 x 106 kg/hr in 1968, and . . 
remaining constant at this level through -mid-1970. The arrival of the UNOCAL 

Corporation in 1971 marked the beginning of a sustained period of growth in electrical 

power production during phase 2. From 1971-81 twelve power plants were installed, 
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increasing average generating capacity at a rate of 67 MW/yr to an installed generating 

capacity- of 943 MW. Mass steam withdrawal mirrored increases in power production, 

with the average withdrawal rate increasing by 0.53 x 106 kg/hr/yr to about 6.58 x 106 

kg/hr by 1981. In 1982, electrical power generation entered its third phase of 

development, with fourteen power plants installed between 1982-89, representing an 

average power production increase of 150 MW/yr to a total installed capacity of 2043 

MW. Steam production during the third phase doubled, increasing at a rate of 1.16 x 106 

kg/hr/yr and peaking at 13.61 x 106 kg/hr in mid-1987. 

Table 1.2. History of commercial development at The Geysers geothermal area (from Barker et al., 1992) 

Development Generating capacity Period Yearly increase in power 
phase installed, MW generation, MW 

1 82 1960-1968 10 

2 861 1969-1981 67 

3 1100 1982-1989 150 

A decline in steam-:flow rates in some .wells was the first indication that power 

production at The Geysers could not be sustained indefinitely. Initially local reductions in 

steam pressure took time to spread across the reservoir, with the result that new power 

units were installed up until 1989. Since 1987 steam production decline rates for 

UNOCAL-NEC-Thermal (UNT) leases averaged 15%/yr in the southeast and 7%/yr in the 

northwest with a field-wide decline averaging about 11 %/yr. The variation in decline rates 

results from the large-scale expansion in production in the southeast throughout the 

1980's. The steam pressure has decreased dramatically in certain parts of the field from 

pre-production levels, e.g., >3.5 MPa to <1.38 MPa by 1988 (Barker et al., 1992). Power 

production is presently less than 1500 MW and five of the older units have been 

decommissioned (Table 1.3). 

Field operators have been forced to develop new strategies, aimed at extending the 

life of the field, which amounts to slowing the decline in steam production. No new wells 

are to be drilled on. UNT leases, due to their prohibitive cost ($1.5 million each) for 

perhaps only a marginal gain in steam production and total recovery. Heat within the 

reservoir is largely stored in the rock, rather than in water, and depletion is therefore 

largely a consequence of loss of liquid. One of the most practical and successful solutions 

to slowing the steam pressure decline has been to replace the liquid mass withdrawn from 

the reservoir. An important consideration with this process is that injection must proceed 
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Table 1.3. Power generating units operating at The Geysers (from Barker et al., 1992). 

Power generating On-line for Steam Gross capacity Cumulative 
unit commercial supplier (MW) capacity 

operation (MW) 

PGE-1 09-1960 Retired 1991 12 12 

PGE-2 03-1963 Retired 1992 14 26 

PGE-3 04-1967 Retired 1992 28 54 

PGE-4· 11-1968 Retired 1992 28 82 

PGE-5 12-1971 UNT 55 137 

PGE-6 12-1971 UNT 55 192 

PGE-7 11-1972 UNT 55 247 

PGE-8 11-1972 UNT 55 302 

PGE-9 11-1973 UNT 55 357 

PGE-10 11-1973 UNT 55 412 

PGE-11 05-1975 UNT 110 522 

PGE-12 03-1979 UNT 110 632 

PGE-15 06-1979 ·Retired 1989 62 692 

PGE-13 05-1980 Calpine-SRGC 138 829 

PGE-14 09-1980 UNT 114 943 

PGE-17 12-1982 UNT 117 1062 

NCPA-1 01-1983 NCPA 110 1172 

PGE-18 02-1983 UNT 119 1291 

SMUDGE0-1 10-1983 GGC 72 1363 

Santa Fe 04-1984 SFI 80 1443 

DWR-Bottle rock 03-1985 DWR 55 1498 

PGE-16 10-1985 Calpine-SRGC 119 1617 

PGE-20 10-1985 UNT 119 1736 

NCPA-2 11-1985 NCPA 110 1846 

CCPA-1 05-1988 GEO 65 1911 

Bear Canyon 09-1988 GGC 20 1931 

CCPA-2 10-1988 GEO 65 1996 

West Ford Flat 12-1988 GGC 27 2023 

Aidlin 06-1989 GEP 20 2043 

Explanation of abbreviations: CCPA: Central California Power Agency; DWR: California Department of 

Water Resources; GEO: Geothermal Energy Operator; GEP: Geother'mal Energy Partners; GGC: Geysers 

Geothermal Corp.; NCPA: Northern California Power Agency; PGE: Pacific Gas and Electricity; SFI: 

Santa Fe International, SMUD: Sacramento Municipal Utility District; UNT: UNOCAL-NEC-Thermal. 
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in such a way as to avoid extensive chilling of rock surfaces in the vicinity of the injection 

well. Otherwise this could lower short-term production. Steam condensate had been 

"injected" into the reservoir as early as 1969 to meet environmental regulation regarding 

disposal of corrosive condensate (Goyal, 1995). The reservoir pressure at The Geysers is 

actually lower·than hydrostatic pressure, so injection simply means pouring water down 

non-producing boreholes. A condensate reinjection program initiated in ·the 1980's has 

been returning about 25% of extracted steam and fresh water from Big Sulphur Creek 

back to the reservoir. More recently a pipeline has been constructed to carry treated 

sewage from local sources to the southeast Geysers for reinjection, however, this will not 

become operational until Spring, 1997. Field operators have had both successes and 

failures with injection. Success depends on fracture distribution, rock permeability, 

temperature, steam pressure, rock type and liquid saturation. In some cases steam 

recovery has increased by up to 7%, while in others operators have found water rather 

than steam, reaching the base of their production wells (Barker et al., 1992). The benefits 

associated with water injection are in general moderate but long-term. 

1.5 Other vapour-dominated geothermal systems 

Only a few systems in the world, such as Lardarello-Travale, Italy, Matsukawa, Japan, and 

Kawah Kamojang, Indonesia produce saturated or slightly superheated steam with 

temperatures similar to The Geysers (-240° C). Very little literature exists on these areas. 

The Larderello-Travale geothermal area, situated about 100 km south of Florence, is 

exploited for commercial power ·production in rriuch the same way as The Geysers (Batini 

et al., 1985). It lies within the structurally-complex Apennines which are characterised by 

overlapping folds. Host rocks to the steam reservoir are Triassic evaporate deposits where 

permeability has been enhanced by strong fracturing during the compressive phases of the 

Alpine orogeny. The present tectonic regime has a component of northwest-southeast 

extension and northeast-southwest compression. The steam field has an installed 

generating capacity about 20% ( 430 Mw) of that at The Geysers. The geothermal area 

has characteristic continuous, low-magnitude seismic activity (M <4). Events are 

shallower than 8 km bsl. Some of events are induced by reinjection of condensate into the 

reservoir. Declining steam pressure is accelerated by production-related activities. The 

Larderello-Travale geothermal area therefore displays essentially similar characteristics to 

The Geysers geothermal area. 

1.6 Summary 

The tectonics of northern California is dominated by the interaction of three 
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tectonic plates which meet at the MTJ. The Gorda oceanic plate subducts obliquely under 

~prth. America north of the MTJ, with the Pacific oceanic plate sliding dextrally past the 

~~orth American plate south of this junction. The latter plate boundary is the San Andreas 

fault zone. 

The Geysers geothermal area lies within the San Andreas shear zone in northern 

California. Franciscan metagreywacke (Jurassic-Cretaceous in age) and upper portions of 

a Quaternary felsic pluton host the vapour-dominated reservoir with thrust-packets of 

Franciscan melange forming impermeable caprock. Geophysical and petrological evidence 

suggests that The Geysers is heated by a magmatic system in the lower to middle crust. 

The steam reservoir can be divided into a field-wide normal reservoir (at -235° C) and a 

HTR (at -342° C) restricted to the northwest Geysers where it underlies the normal 

reservoir. 

Large-scale commercial development of The Geysers commenced in the 1950's and 

presently supplies 6% of California's electrical energy requirements. Resource over

development accelerated significant declines in steam pressure about 1987. Efforts to 

mitigate the decline by reinjecting condensate have been partially successful and have 

slowed down the decline but not reversed it. The. steam field presently produces about 

66% of its installed generating capacity of 2043 MW. 

The Larderello geothermal area, Italy is one of the few other commercially 

exploited steam fields in the world. Although the commercial operation produces only 

about 20% of the electrical power generated at The Geysers, in many ways the two areas 

are similar. 
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Chapter 2 

Seismicity 

2~1 Regional seismicity around The Geysers geothermal 
area 

California, and particularly the San Andreas fault system, experiences great 

-earthquakes capable of enormous damage and loss of life. The last great fault rupture in 

northern California triggered the 1906 San Francisco earthquake (M=8.3) which 

devastated the San Francisco bay area and killed over 2,000 citizens. In its role as a U.S. 

government agency responsible for earthquake hazards, the ¥.S. Geological Survey 

(USGS) sought to 'improve· ·understanding of large earthquakes and the complex fault 

systems generating them by -initiating a program of seismic station installation in 1969 that 

would continually monitor and catalogue seismic activity in Ca!ifornia By 1979, 

California Network (CALNET) had reached its present-day configuration of upwards of 

550 stations covering all of California The USGS has catalogued all earthquakes M~l.O 

occurring in California over the last 25 years (M0 : magnitude determined by coda 

duration). This monitoring has proved invaluable in understanding the structure and 

evolution of fault systems in California. 

The distribution of seismic activity in northern California is controlled by the 

present tecton.ic stress regime associated with the northward migration of the MTJ 

(Section 1.2). The patterns of seismicity north and south of tQ.~ junction are considerably 

different. Earthquakes associated with the Wadati-Benioff zone to the north delineate the 

Gorda plate, subducting obliquely under the· North American plate (Cockerham, .1984; 

Walter, 1986; Castillo and Ellsworth, 1993; Hill et al., 1990) (Figure 2.1). Hypocentres 
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Figure 2.1. (a) CALNET epicentres M~l.5 at the Mendocino Triple Junction, northern California 

recorded over a two year period from 1980. Shallow earthquakes are indicated by dots and intermediate

focus events with a star. The box defines the area in which hypocentres are projected onto the cross

section A-A'. From Cockerham (1984) and Walter (1986). (b) Northwest-southeast cross~section A-A' 

showing hypocentre distribution with depth .. 

progressively deepen to the east -southeast, reaching a maximum depth, of 87 km, and are ~ 

distinct fro~ shallow earthquakes in the W~rth American plate that are related to 

compression in a subduction environment. Epicentres cluster in the vicinity of the triple. 

junction, becoming more diffuse t9 the north, east and southeast (Hill et al., 1990) . 

. South of the triple junction the San Andreas fault and its associated right-lateral 

shear system, which is over 100 km wide, dominates (Figure 2.2). Most of the relative 

plate motion is accommodated in great (M>8) earthquakes which recur at intervals of the 

order of a century. In the intervening time periods smaller-magnitude seismicity dominates 

and tends. to ·occur along minor faults within the San Andreas shear system. For example, 

since the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, the San Andreas fault in northern California has 

been relatively aseismic with most activity restricted to faults to the east. Recent 

earthquake studies in the northern Coast Ranges (Hill et al., 1990; Castillo and Ellswort~, 

1993) suggest that epicentres generally define lineations east of, and sub-parallel to, the 
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Figure 2.2. (a) CALNET epicentres M~l.5 in northern California 1980-86, modified from Hill et al. 

(1990). Faults are shown a5 lines, dotted where concealed. The boxes define areas in which earthquakes 

are projected onto cross-sections B-B' and C-C'. (b) Northwest-southeast cross section showing hypocentre 

distribution in the northern Coast Ranges. (c) Southwest-northeast cross section of hypoceritre distribution 

.which incorporates The Geysers-Clear Lake area. 
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San Andreas fault (Figure 2.2). The lineations indicate faults of the ~an Andreas system 

(e.g., the Maacama, Healdsberg, Rogers-Creek and Hayward faults, and the Bartlett 

Springs, Green Valley and Calaveras fault zones) each of which consists of sub-parallel 

faults in zones 2-3 km across. 

· Northwest~southeast longitudinal cross-sections of hypocentres along the northern 

Coast Ranges for the period 1980-:86 indicate continuous levels of seismic activity and an 

· undulating seismogenic base· which is shallowest under The Geysers, and increases to 

about 10 krn in the northwest and 12-13 krn to the southeast (e.g., Figure 2.2b) (Hill et 

al., 1990). A complementary transverse depth section shows that seismicity constrains 

both the Maacama and Bartlett Springs faults but fails to delineate the San Andreas fault 

zone (Figure 2.2c). Hypocentres generally deepen between these two branches of the San 

Andreas shear zone whh earthquakes to the east extending to 10-25 km depth beneath the 

Great Valley. The region between the San Andreas and the western branch of the San 

Andreas shear zone is virtually aseismic and relates to the rigid Sebastapol block. The 

landward extension of the Mendocino Fracture Zone (MFZ) has a clear seismic signature 

marked by an abrupt shallowing in seismic activity that reflects transition to a thin, slab

deficient seismogenic crust from north to south (Hill et al., 1990). 

Regional seismicity studies in northern California show that The Geysers 

geothermal area has anomalously abundant earthquake activity, the distribution of which 

differs from the regional pattern (Figure 2.2) (Hill et al., 1990; Eberhart-Phillips and 

Oppenheimer, 1984; Castillo and Ellsworth, 1993). The rate of seismicity at The Geysers 

is estimated to be at least 45 times the regional value, based on the CALNET catalogue 

(Section 2.2) (Ludwin et al., 1982). 

The geothermal field is bounded by tectonic faults to the northeast and southwest 

but seismic activity is largely restricted to the intervening, shallow ( <5 km bsl) seismogenic 

volume (Figure 2.3). The pattern of anomalously shallow seismicity at The Geysers 

compared to the regional trend probably reflects the elevated temperatures associ~ted with 

The Geysers-Clear Lake area producing a transition from brittle to ductile deformation at 

much shallower depths. There is no apparent correlation between earthquakes and major 

through-going faults with the distribution, at first glance, appearing diffuse and random 

(Section 2.4). 

2.2 Seismic Monitoring at The Geysers geothermal area 

Prior to 1975 monitoring of seismicity at The Geysers was restricted to temporary 

networks. of seismometers deployed in short-duration experiments. Installation of 

seismometer stations forming part of CALNET in The Geysers-Clear Lake area in 1975 

provided the first opportunity to monitor continuous seismic activity within the geothermal 
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field (Marks et al., 1978). It became clear that many more events occurred at The Geysers 

than could be detected by the sparse regional seismometer network. To address this 

problem the UNT partnership installed a dense network of stations in 1985 dedicated to 

monitoring microearthquakes within the steam field (microearthquake is defined by the 

USGS in California as having M~2.0). Small, dense permanent networks in the 

northwest and southeast parts of the area have operated intermittently since 1988 and 

1992 respectively. These networks_ have been supplemented periodically by temporary 

deployments of sensors. 

Seismic monitoring first commenced at The Geysers in 1968 with the deployment 

of six temporary, vertical-component seismometers in an array located in the southeast 

Geysers (Lange and Westphal, 1969). The networkoperated for 120 hours. Two further 

temporary networks have been operated within the central Geysers. Seven vertical

component sensors ( 1 Hz) were deployed- for a three-week recording period in 1971 

(Hamilton and Muffler, 1972). The sensors recorded analogue data which were 

transmitted by radio signal to a central base station. A three-component sensor operated 

at the central base station. The WWVB time-code broadcast, and output from a time-code 

generator were recorded simultaneously. During a 26-day period in 1982 nine three

component sensors (4.5 Hz), were deployed in a _6 km diameter array and the data 

recorded digitally at 200 samples per second (sps) (O'Connell, 1986). 

CALNET has monitored seismic activity in northern California continuously since 

1969 (Figure 2.4a). The system operates >100, mostly vertical-component sensors (1 Hz) 

between San Francisco and the MTJ. Analogue signals from stations in The Geysers 

. region are transmitted by microwave, radio or telephone to the western region 

headquarters of the USGS at Menlo Park, California. An Inter,.Range Instrument Group 

format "E" (IRIGE) signal generator at Menlo Park creates an analogue time-code signal 

that is digitised at 100 sps simultaneously with analogue seismic signals. The CalTech

USGS Seismic Processing (CUSP) system decodes the digitised time code in near-real

time to time-stamp the seismic data. P-phase arrivals are automatically picked and 

hypocentres . and coda-duration magnitudes calculated. Earthquakes recorded by 

CALNET are catalogued at the Northern California Earthquakes Data Centre (NCEDC), 

at the University of California, Berkeley. The database is updated daily with earthquake 

information recorded in the previous 24 hours. Only eight seismic stations are located 

within a 25-km radius of The Geysers, though more than 40 instruments regularly detect 

earthquakes within the geothermal area (Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984). The 

CALNET detection threshold for events at The Geysers has been reduced from M0 =1.2 in 

1975 to M0 =0.5 from 1981 onwards (Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984). 

The UNT partnership commenced microearthquake monitoring within the steam 

field in 1985. The network was expanded to cover most of the steam field by 1989 and 
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currently includes 22 sensors, 7 of which are three-component, and forms a dense, 15-km 

diameter array with an average station spacing of about 1500 in (Figure 2.4b; Appendix 1). 

High-frequency sensors (4.5 Hz) record data using analogue techniques. Construction of 

the seismic stations varies, with one instrument installed 85 m deep in a borehole, about 

50% of the remainder at 30 m depth in boreholes, and the rest installed at the surface 

(Stark and Davis, 1996). Signals are transmitted from each station to a central processing 

facility via telecommunication lines and digitised at 100 sps. Earthquakes are 

automatically detected, recorded and processed. Hypocentres are automatically calculated 

and coda magnitudes determined. The detection threshold is M0 =0.2. 

Two small-aperture, dense, permanent networks have recently been installed in the 

northwest and southeast Geysers. They are more modem than the UNT network and 

record digital data from three-component sensors (Figure 2.4c; Appendix 1). These 

presently provide the highest-quality microearthquake data available for The Geysers but 

their localised geographic distributions and intermittent operation (which is funding 

dependant) limits effective monitoring of the entire steam field. Lawerence Berkeley 

Laboratory (LBL) archives and interprets the seismic data recorded by both networks. 

The network 'in the northwest Geysers was installed in 1988 by GEO and is 

operated by the CCOC
1
now the CCPA (Romero et al., 1995). The 4-km diameter array 

contains 16 high-frequency borehole sensors and data are digitised at 400 sps. The 

network ceased operation in 1989 for legal and technical reasons but recommenced 

acquisition in October 1993 and continued for part of 1994 (Romero et al., 1994). In the 

southeast Geysers LBL operates 13 high frequency (4.5 Hz), digital (480 sps), surface

deployed seismometers in an array 7 km in diameter (Kirkpatrick et al., 1995, Romero et 

al., 1994). The network commenced operation in 1992 and consisted of eight LBL and 

five Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) stations. This split-array 

arrangement was inconvenient for data acquisition and processing. In December 1993, 

LBL replaced the five LLNL stations to allow data from all stations· to be telemetered to1 
and recorded at a central base station. For processing purposes UNT provides LBL with 

lists of events they have located in the southeast Geysers. LBL then processes only these 

earthquakes. This arrangement results in many of the small events recorded by the more 

sensitive LBL network in the southeast Geysers remaining unprocessed. The network 

ceased operation in December 1995. 

2.3 Seismicity at The Geysers 

A project investigating the theory that microearthquake activity was intimately 

related to geothermal systems first established that earthquakes occurred at The Geysers 

(Lange and Westaphal, 1969). The present seismic activity within The Geysers steam 
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field is characterised by very high levels of continuous, low-magnitude earthquake activity 

distributed throughout the steam production area. Approximately 140 earthquakes with 

M~l.2 are recorded per month. The large~t event recorded occurred 3 km bsl in the 

northwest Geysers in 1992 and had a magnitude of M0 =4.3 (NCEDC). Little information 

is available about earthquake activity prior to 1975, though several lines of evidence 

suggest the level of seismicity and its distribution within the steam field have increased 

dramatically since the early 1960's. Marks et al. (1978) compared the level of seismicity 

(M~2) withi~ a 60 km radius of the University of California (UC) Calistoga seismic 

station, northern California for two periods, 1962-63 and 1975-77, and concluded that 

seismic activity had more than doubled in the later study period. Although locations could 

not be accurately detemiined the discrepancy in the level of activity was attributed to 

increased earthquake activity at .The Geysers steam field. Dramatic increases in the level 

and distribution of seismic activity within the reservoir for the period 1975 to present 

support this conclusion. Felt reports from the local population indicate that larger 

earthquakes have occurred more frequently within The Geysers in recent years. Minor 

damage has been caused to homes and other structures in the area by these earthquakes. 

Maps and cross-sections showing the distribution of earthquakes M~l.2 recorded 

for periods of one year at The Geysers are presented in Figure 2.5. The data were 

recorded· by CALNET and extracted from catalogues at the NCEDC. The CALNET 

detection threshold for earthquakes at The Geysers has lowered since 1975, so the data 

plotted in Figure 2.5 are for events with M~l.2, in which magnitude range the catalogue 

is complete for 1975-1995. The USGS commenced continuous monitoring of earthquakes 

in California in 1969. Prior to 1975 sensor coverage in The Geysers area was insufficient 

to detect many of the earthquakes there (Figure 2.5a). This is reflected in the small 

number of earthquakes in the NCEDC catalogue for The Geysers but is not an accurate 

reflection of the true number of earthquakes which occurred during this period. 

A dramatic increase in both the intensity and spatial distribution of activity is 

observed in the 20 year period 1975-95 (Figures 2.5 b and 1). The seismogenic volume 

was restricted to the central Geysers in 1975 and extends to a depth of about 5 km bsl. In 

time the seismic volume extended to the northwest Geysers, initially at shallow depths but 

increasing ip depth with time. The seismogenic base in 1995 undulates across the reservoir 

from NW -SE, is deepest in the central Geysers at just over 5 km bsl and is less clearly 

defined at shallower depths to the northwest and southeast owing to the diffuse nature of 

seismicity in these areas. 

The earliest complete record of seismicity at The Geysers indicates that activity 

was restricted to a well-defined a:ea of the central Geysers with events clustering in two 

depth ranges (sea level-to-2.5 km bsl, and 3-to-5 km bsl) (Figure 2.5 b). This feature is 

conspicuous in all subsequent yearly depth sections (Figures 2.5 b-1). The seismic rate 
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increased steadily through the late 1970's, accompanied by lateral expansion of the 

seismically-:active volume. A particularly rapid increase in both the seismic rate and the 

expansion rate is evident between 1981-1989 (Figures 2.5 c-d). This represents the most 

intense period of earthquake activity at The Geysers. The deeper seismically-active 

volume maintains a consistent shape during this period despite large increases in the 

number of events associated with it. The onset of earthquake activity in previously

aseismic areas occurred mostly at shallow .levels (Figures 2.5 f-1). Spatial clustering of 

earthquakes first became obvious in about 1981 with a transition to more diffuse seismic 

activity by 1989. Clustering became more conspicuous in the 1990's and is particularly 

clear in 1995, along with a clear decrease in the intensity of activity in the central Geysers 

(Figures 2.5 j-1). 

Until 1989 the northwest and southeast Geysers were largely aseismic with only a 

few randomly-distributed earthquakes. (Figure 2.5e-h). From 1989-95 activity increased 

both spatially and in intensity in both areas such that by 1993 the production area was a 

single well defined seismically-active volume. Earthquakes in the northwest and southeast, 

unlike the central Geysers, deepen with time, and the vertical biomodalism appears to be 

absent (See Section 7.2.1). 

Some volumes within the central Geysers remained aseismic throughout this 

period. The horizontal aseismic horizon separating the shallow and deep seismogenic 

volumes (-2.5-3.0 km bsl) in the central Geysers can be traced in each of the yearly 

hypocentral maps for the area, e.g., Figure 2.5d, g and j. This feature has been observed in 

· previous, independent studies (Oppenheimer, 1986; D. R. H. O'Connell, pers. comm.). 

Maps of seismicity also indic3;te an aseismic zone referred to as the "dead zone" (M. A. 

Stark, pers. comm.) in the centre of the active area. The dead zone has a north-south 

orientation and is located between the main area of seismicity and a small sub-cluster to 

the east in Figure 2.5c. 

2.4 Seismicity and commercial steam extraction within 
the steam field 

Microearthquake activity at The Geysers is thought to be directly related to both 

commercial steam extraction and water injection, mirroring changes in production rates 

and strategies.· Seismic activity was probably low prior to exploitation (Oppenheimer, 

1986). This causal relationship was first proposed as early as 1972 (Hamilton and 

Muffler, 1972) and supported by later workers (Marks et al., 1978; Majer and McEvilly, 

1979; Ludwin and Bufe, 1980;· Allis, 1982; Ludwin et al., 1982). In the early 1980s 

various mechanisms were proposed to explain this association (Section 2.5). Strong 

evidence suggests injecting cool condensate into the reservoir may generate up to 50% of 
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the earthquakes recorded at The Geysers, with steam production and natural tectonic 

actiyity making smaller contributions (Stark, 1992). This conclusion is supported by 

recent independent studies which use accurate three-dimensional velocity models to 

calculate earthquake hypocentres (Romero et al, 1994; Kirkpatrick et al, 1995). 

The relationship between microearthquakes and production-related activities, both 

on a field-wide and a local scale produce some striking correlations. Earthquake studies at 

The Geysers for the period 1975-82 found microearthquakes occurred soon after the onset 

of production activities in previously undeveloped aseismic areas (Eberhart-Phillips and 

Oppenheimer, 1984). I extended this by superimposing operating electrical power plants 

on each of the yearly epicentral maps (Figure 2.6). The position of the generating units 

does not exactly correspond to where steam is being extracted or condensate reinjected, 

but these activities occur in close proximity for engineering reasons. Figure 2.6b shows 

clearly that the seismic activity in the central Geysers correlates exclusively with the 

generating units operating at that time. The deepest events correlate with the area of the 

steam field which had experienced the longest period of production. The small sub-cluster 

of events to the southeast of the main cluster occur close to a generating unit there. 

Earthquakes in this cluster have been relocated using a refined velocity model (Eberhart

Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984). The events migrated even closer to the power ·unit. 

Throughout the 1980's, as each new power generating unit was installed, steam 

extraction accompanied the onset of seismic activity. Dramatic increases in the level of 

seismicity and expansion . of the seismogenic volume during this period mirrors rapid 

increases in electrical power generation suggesting a causal relationship (Figures 2.6e-h). 

Seismicity in the southeast Geysers appears to have lagged commercial development there 

and seismic activity in this area has remained relatively low. Power production peaked in 

1987, decreasing in following years in response to the field-wide steam pressure decline. 

Seismicity from 1989-1995 has decreased somewhat, mirroring the steam-production 

decline (Figures 2.6i-l). Activity in 1995 is restricted to fairly isolated clusters which can 

be uniquely correlated to power generating units where injection and production activities 

were ongoing. Areas where generating units were decommissioned underwent significant 

reductions in seismicity, e.g., c.f Figures 2.6h and 2.61. On the western edge of the central 

Geysers PG&E units 1, 2, 3, 4, and 15 were decommissioned between 1989 and 1992 (see 

Figure 2.7 for power plant locations). A clear reduction in the level of earthquake activity 

is evident in that vicinity. 

Another very clear correlation exists when the average rate of steam extraction is 

compared to the number of earthquakes (1975-95) recorded on a yearly basis (Figure 2.8). 

Up until 1988 the actual rate of steam extraction is published (Barker et al., 1992). From 

1988-95 I estimated the rate from a steam decline forecast curve (Williamson, 1992). 

From 1975-92 it is clear that the rate of steam extraction almost exactly mirrors the rate of 
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earthquake occurrence at The Geysers suggesting a strong causal relationship. The 

correlation appears to be poor for 1992 onwards but this may be due to changes in 

injection strategies which we~e not incorporated into the decline-curve calculations. 

Microearthquake studies in the vicinity of injection wells before, during and after 

they were used to return condensate to the reservoir found earthquakes correlating closely 

with injection at depths of >1 km bsl (Figure 2.9a) (Stark, 1990). The correlation is even 

closer when three-dimensional velocity models are used to locate the earthquake 

hypocentres (Figure 2.9b) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1995, Romero et al., 1994). 

Microearthquake clusters extending from the base of injection wells provide three

dimensional images of the path of injected water and can be used to track its migration 

within the reservoir. Deeper microearthquake clusters tend to stand out from background 

seismicity, this can be seen particularly well in the northwest Geysers (Figures 2.5j-l). 

· 2.5 Earthquake mechanisms at The Geysers 

A variety imechanisms related to temperature, pressure, volume and reservoir 

strength changes have been proposed to explain the continuous, low-magnitude seismic 

activity at The Geysers. It is clear that earthquake occurrence is intimately related to 

activities associated with commercial steam extraction but the precise mechanism(s) are 

poorly understood. Tectonics does contribute to the activity but the contribution of 

"natural" activity to the overall seismicity rate is difficult to estimate in the absence of 

seismic information prior to commercial exploitation and a diagnostic characteristic (Stark, 

1990) .. 

Changes to the shear stress field in response to volume changes associated with the 

removal of large amounts of fluid from the steam field may induce seismic failure within 

the steam field (Majer and McEvilly, 1979). Geodetic studies in the production area tend 

to support this idea with horizontal and vertical contraction correlating with the most 

intensely exploited part of the steam field (Lofgren, 1981 ). 

Cooling in response to both steam withdrawal on a field-wide scale, and localised 

reinjection of relatively cool condensate, could cause a reduction in the normal stresses 

across fracture surfaces (Denlinger, 1980). Rocks at The Geysers are close to failure and 

small, localised changes in the stress field may be sufficient to initiate failure. Long-term 

injection is thought to cool the rocks surrounding injection wells sufficiently to transfer 

deformation from near ductile (the normal state of deformation at depths of >3 km bsl) to 

brittle beneath injection wells. 

The Hubbert and Rubey (1959) mechanism, cited in many cases of induced 

seismicity associated with fluid injection in other geothermal systems, or the filling of 

reservoirs behind dams, provides another candidate mechanism for earthquake generation 
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at The Geysers. Small increases in pore fluid pressure can reduce the effective normal 

stress (i.e., the difference between normal stress and pore pressure) sufficiently to trigger 

failure, particularly if the rock is already close to failure. Two opposing view points have 

emerged regarding the feasibility of such a failure mechanism at The Geysers. · One group 

doubt that the physical conditions exist in the reservoir to induce failure by this mechanism 

given the sub..:hydrostatic pressures and re-injection of condensate at zero well-head 

pressure (Majer-and McEvilly, 1979; Allis, 1982; Denlinger and Bufe, 1982; Eberhart

Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984). The other suggests ~at water levels within injection 
. 6 . 
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wells stabilise at 1 Os to 1 OOs of metres above the well base. A vertical column of water 

300m high can generate a pressure of -3 MPa at its base. Pressures within the reservoir 

vary between 1.38-3.45 MPa so injection-well fluid columns could transmit sufficient 
0j 

hydraulic pressures in.to the reserv·oir to cam~t · failure (Stark,. 1990). Earthquakes 
'-·· ' . 

associated with injection wells may thus be produced by a combination of pore pressure 

increase and cooling (Stark, 1990). 

Other possible failure mechanisms include increases in reservoir strength where 

tectonic deformation which occurred as aseismic creep prior to production transfers to 

stick-slip deformation after steam extraction commences (Majer and McEvilly, 1979; 

Allis, 1982; Denlinger and Bufe, 1982). This transition could have been caused by the 

large· fl1:1id pressure decrease which may have accompanied· the reservoir change from 

water-to steam-domination (Allis, 1982). An alternative theory suggests that a conversion 

of aseismic creep to stick-slip failure may have occurred as a result of increasing the 

coefficient of friction in the rock volume by the deposition of silica on existing fracture 

surfaces as it precipitated from boiling reservoir fluids (Allis, 1982). This conversion 

could have resulted from reservoir temperature and pressure declines (Denlinger and 

Bufe, 1982). They suggest an additional failure mechanism based on the principle that 

fracture deflation can induce significant increases in shear stresses in the vicinity of the 

fracture tip (33-66% of the crack pressure decrease). 

Computer derived fault plane solutions for earthquakes recorded by CALNET at 

The ·Geysers use P-wave first motion data (Appendix 2) (Oppenheimer, 1986). The 

mechanisms are constrained to be double-couple (DC). Solutions exhibit an apparent 

depth dependency with dip-slip mechanisms dominating at depths >3 km bsl, strike-slip 

and dip-slip mechanisms between 0-3 km bsl with reverse-slip mechanisms restricted to 
depths shallower than 1 km bsl. The solutions are spatially inconsistent even over small 

epicentral distances and lack consistent fault plane orientations. This is thought to result 

from slip occurring on small, randomly oriented pre-existing fractures. Fault plane 

. solutions have also been determined using wave-form inversion techniques (O'Connell and 

Johnson, 1988). These results support the earlier depth dependency theory with strike-slip 

mechanisms at shallow depths and dip-slip mechanisms at depth. 

2.6 Summary 

Earthquakes in northern California generally align to delineate faults east of the San 

Andreas fault within the San Andreas shear zone. The Geysers geothermal area has 

anomalously high rates of shallow ( <5 km bsl) earthquake activity at least 45 times the 

regional rate. Continuous monitoring by the USGS of seismic activity at The Geysers 

commenced -in 1975. At present four independent networks operate within and in the 
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vicinity of The Geysers geothermal area. The USGS has about 40 mostly vertical 

component sensors within a 20 km radius of The Geysers. These are part of CALNET. 

The UNT network of 15 vertical and 7 three-component stations operates within the 

production area. Small, dense digital networks operative in the northwest and southeast 

Geysers consisting of 16 and 13 three-component stations respectively. These are 

operated by LBL. The networks use a variety of instruments, array design covers a wide 

range of apertures and consequently detection thresholds vary. The small permanent 

networks are able to detect 5~-90% more earthquakes than the UNT and CALNET 

networks respectively. Over the last 28 years, short-period experiments using temporary 

networks have also been conducted. 

The USGS catalogues all.earthquakes recorded by CALNET. These are available 

via a public-domain database held at the NCEDC, University of California, Berkeley. A 

history ofearthquake activity at The Geysers is complete for events with M~l.2 from 

1975 to present day. About 140 earthquakes M~l.2 are recorded per month. The 

largest event was a M0 =4.3 recorded in 1992, 3 km bsl in the northeast Geysers. Yearly 

seismicity maps indicate dramatic increases in both the seismicity and its spatial distribution 

with time. This can be uniquely correlated with commercial activities such as injection and 

production. Earthquakes correlate closely with electrical generating plants. The area of . . 
most intense activity with the deepest events correlates with the area undergoing the 

longest period of production. Sei~mic activity initiates soon after the onset of production 

in previously aseismic areas and reduces dramatically when production ceases. The rate of 

seismic activity mirrors almost exactly the rate of steam extraction. Source mechanism 

studies suggest that most earthquake fault-plane solutions exhibit strike-slip to dip-slip 

focal mechanism solutions with events in the top 1 km exhibiting reverse-slip mechanisms. 

A variety of mechanisms have been proposed to explain this intense activity. 

Injection of condensate is thought to be capable of producing 50% of the events in the 

steam field with the remainder a result of both steam production and tectonics. 
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Chapter 3 

Data acquisition and primary data 
• processing 

3.1 The field experiment: April, 1991 

3.1.1 Introduction 

The field experiment was designed to record high-quality local earthquake data 

within The Geysers geothermal area to model seismic wave-speeds in the steam reservoir 

and to study earthquake source mechanisms. The existing permanent networks could not 

provide the high quality three-component information required, and now attainable using 

the latest portable seismometer stations. The temporary network consisted of fifteen 

three-component sensors distributed in a 15-km diameter array which was operated from 

April 1st-May 1st, 1991 through the collaborative efforts of the University of Durham, UK 

and the USGS (Julian and Foulger, 1992a). 

3.1.2 Network design 

The network geometry was optimised to provide a homogenous distribution of ray

pa,ths and dense coverage of the upper focal hemisphere (Figure 3.1). These are important 

requirements for both wave-speed modelling and earthquake source mechanism studies. 

Network configuration was determined by ray-tracing through the best available one

dimensional velocity model (Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984) for a point 3 km 

bsl within th«? seismically-active central Geysers (38:48° N, -122:48° W). Logistic 
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Figure 3.1. Upper hemisphere, equal area ·projection showing the network geometry. Solid circles 

indicate. station locations detemuned by ray-tracing through the one-dimensional regional vp model. 

problems such as the rugged terrain and poor accessibility resulted in sensors being 

deployed somewhat away from their :ideal positions, but good focal sphere coverage was 

nevertheless retained (Figure 3.2). 

3.1.3 Equipment 

Equipment from the IRIS"'PASSCAL equipment pool was used for the field 
r-

expeciment. Fourteen of the stations used three-component Mark Products model L22D 

2-'Hz sensors. Station G014 used a Geospace Corporation HS-10 .sensor (4.5 Hz natural 

frequency): Data were recorded digitally in the field at 100 sps by 15 REFfEK model 

72A-02 Data Acquisition S~bsystems {DASes). The .storage capacity of the REFTEK 

Disc Recorder Subsystems was 190 ,Mbytes. The DAS at each station recorded two data 

streams, (l) three ·channels of continuous data from one vertical and two horizontal·sensor 

components, and (2) ten seconds·of vertical component data, triggered to record when the 

instrument recognised a seismic disturbance. The trigger times provided an event list to 

assist in the extraction of events for subsequent processing (Section 3.2.1). Each DAS 

unit had an internal crystal oscillator to provide timing information, a Kin~matics OMEGA 
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radio receiver and most had a WwVB radio receiver. Electrical power at each station was 

provided by 85 amp-hr marine lead-acid batteries, each weighing 25 kg. 

3.1.4 Seismometer station installation procedure 

Instrument- deployment commenced in March, 1991. Sensors were cemented to 

bedrock at depths -of 0.5 m, covered with a plastic bowl and buried. Sensor orientations 

were determined using a handheld Brunton compass, measuring 6-8 feet from the sensor 

to ensure the compass was unaffected by the sensor magnets. The north component of the 

sensor was aligned to true north, except for station G012, where it was aligned at 352° N 

because of difficulties caused by the shape of the outcrop. Station GO 14 was installed in a 

30 m borehole by GEO and is part of the small aperture network in the northwest Geysers 

(Figure 3.2; Section 2.2). The DAS, disc and battery unit at each station were sited a 

short distance from the sensor and protected from grazing deer by tarpaulin covers. All . 

electrical cables were buried for similar reasons (Figure 3.3)~ 

3.1.5 Determining station location co-ordinates 

Stations of· the temporary array were located using Global Positioning System 

(GPS) which accurately locates points on the Earth's surface by receiving timed signals 

from orbiting satellites. The method requires two GPS receivers, one continuously 

recording at a central base station and the other deployed for 15-minute periods at each 

seismic station location (Figure 3.4). These stations were located relative to the base 

station with an accuracy of a few centimetres by interferometrically processing the data 

recorded simultaneously at the base and seismic station (Table 3.1). The base station was 

located with an absolute accuracy of about 10 m. This technique was also used ~o locate 

stations within the UNT network. 

3.1.6 Station maintenance and data acquisition procedures 

The network was operated for 31 days and was serviced by a field crew of two 

using one vehicle. All stations were accessible by ·vehicle except station G001 which 

required backpacking. batteries and discs in a 3-km round trip. The field crew made 

maintenance visits at three day intervals, since this was the maximum storage space of the 

field discs operating in continuous recording mode, which meant that five stations per day 

had to be visited. At each visit discs were exchanged and checks were made to ensure the 

· whole station, including timing and the three sensor components, were operational. A 

·record was taken of the DAS unit number, the installed disc number, and whether the DAS 
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Figure 3.3. Photograph of a typical station set-up. (Photograph taken in the similar Iceland experiment 

August-September, 1991). 

Figure 3.4. Photograph showing the typical field set-up for a GPS receiver to determine accurate locations 

of each station in the temporary array. 
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was locked onto the OMEGA and WWVB radio signals. Batteries were replaced every 

nine days or if the voltage was projected to fall below 12 V before the next visit. 

Table 3.1. Location of stations in the temporary network. Co-ordinates are given in the WGS84 ellipsoid. 

The orientation of the north sensor component is given along with the duration the mobile GPS receiver 

recorded signals at each station; 

Station Station name Latitude (0N) Longitude (0W) Height Azimuth of · Duration of 

code (m) north GPS 
component deployment 

G001 Geysir Peak 38:45:53.40336 -122:50:44.37724 1015.53 360°N 30 mins 

G002 Mercuryville . 38:47:15.05548 -122:48:59.53313 892.96 360°N 28 mins 

G003 Truitt Creek 38:47:55.96188 -122:51:29.70299 718.51 360°N 24 mins 

G004 Socrates Mine 38:45:31.64140 -122:45:09.96710 931.59 360°N 19 mins 

G005 Burned Mtn. 38:47:13.69062 -122:45:57.86943 830.11 360°N 24 mins 

G006 Ford Flat 38:47:49.55532 -122:42:50.31403 758.56 360°N II mins 

G007 Boggs Mtn. 38:50:34.25420 -122:42:40.84369 986.59 360°N 30 mins 

G008 Squaw Creek 38:49:27.90007 c-122:48:37.51063 670.15 360°N 18 mins 

G009 Bear Canyon 38:50:16.31845 -122:47:31.71459 950.34 360°N 20 mins 

G010 Higgins Ranch 38:51:48.98260 -122:48:07.58314 734.90 360°N 28 mins 

G011 Cadd Fire Trail 38:46:15.59994 -122:47:00.83818 1008.76 360°N 26 mins 

G012 Gauer Ranch 38:43:56.88720 -122:47:41.33932 527.92 352°N 34 mins 

G013 Alder Creek 38:50:40.33265 -122:53:58.03892 741.50 360°N 24 mins 

G014 Black Oaks 38:49:42.98632 -122:49:48.84715 586.40 360°N 31 mins 

G015 Pine Grove 38:49:37.48337 -122:45:06.47180 911.08 360°N <10 mins 

Approximately 450 Mbytes of data were recorded per day. At the field 

headquarters, located at the UNOCAL field office in The Geysers two SUN workstations 

were used to download the field data from disc to exabyte tape. Two versions were 

archived, the raw, disc-dump data and a version converted to SEGY format. Seismic data 

recorded at each station were inspected on a daily basis to ensure the instruments were 

functioning correctly. 

3.1. 7 Data recorded 

The field experiment recorded 3906 earthquakes amongst the 18 Gbytes (348 

station-days) of continuous data collected. From April 4th-28th .a 84% data return rate 
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was achieved. The continuous-recording mode of operation greatly increased the success 

of the experiment as many high-quality seismograms did not cause event triggers because 

of a variety of factors such as low-frequency microseismic noise, emergent signals, and 

swarm-like clustering of earthquakes. If event triggering had been employed many 

important data would have been lost. A selection of some of 'the seismograms recorded is 

displayed in Appendix 3. 

Some data were lost primarily because of hardware failures. On four occasions the 

DASes spontaneously shut down. Such abnormal behaviour was not recognised until 

similar symptoms were experienced in a similar experiment in the Hengill volcanic area, 

Iceland, conducted in August and September, 1991 (Julian and Foulger, 1992b; Miller, 

1996). Other hardware failures included the failures of one DAS unit, one disk unit and 

one component in two of the sensors. 

3.2 Data processing 

3.2.1 Earthquake identification and data extraction 

Earthquakes were extracted using information recorded on data stream 2 at each 

station. An event was considered potentially interesting if three or more stations triggered 

within a 5 s period. Thirty second event segments with 2 s of pre-trigger data were 
. . 

extracted from the contiin~ous data at all stations for all potentially interesting events. 

Event segments were extended if additional triggering occurred during the 30 s window. 

The scheme adopted to uniquely identify each earthquake has the format ddd.hhmf!lss.n 

where ddd is the day of year, hhmmss is the time in hours, minutes and seconds when the 

event segment starts and n is the earthquake number within that particular segment. This 

scheme will be used through the remainder of this thesis. 

· 3.2.2 The final data set 

The UNT and CALNET permanent networks were also in operation at the time the 

temporary network operated. Data from these networks were: added to the fmal set, greatly . . 

improving the station coverage (Figure 3.5). The final data set contains 3906 earthquakes 

!ecorded on up to 90 vertical and 22 horizontal-component sensors. 

· 3.2.3 Detection thresholds 

. The detection thresholds of the different networks vary considerably because of 

differences in the instrumentation, number of stations and network geometry. Analysis of 
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b-value diagrams for April, 1991 shows that the temporary network detected all 

earthquakes of M0 >-0.6 (D. J. Barton, pers. comm.). CALNET reported only 8% and 

UNT 45% of the events recorded by the temporary network over the same period. Two 

additional permanent networks operate intermittently in the northwest and southeast 

Geysers (Section 2.2). The LBL network in the southeast Geysers detects about 50% 

more events than the ~T network which means that it has a similar detection threshold 

_{fo~· our temporary network. The CCOC network in the northwest is thought to have a 
- ~ r' 

similar detection threshold. Data from t~ese small aperture arrays were not used in the 

present study. 

3.2.4 Clock corrections 

Each DAS unit uses an internal, temperature-compensated crystal oscillator to 

record time information. The crystal oscillator drifts by a few tens of milliseconds over a 

24 hour period and must be periodically calibrated using an external time signal. Very low 

frequency ( -10 kHz) OMEGA radio navigation signals broadcast second marks at 10 s 

intervals on a continuous basis from a global network of eight transmitters. The DASes 

receive and decode the OMEGA signal transmitted from one of these sites and correct 

drift in the internal clock (Figure 3.6). This ensured that stations across the network are 

synchronised. Transmission time between the OMEGA source and receiver is 

automatically determined by the DAS. When a continuous, clear OMEGA signal is 

received the crystal oscillator is said to be phase-locked to the time signal and tracks 

Universal Time Code (UTC) to an accuracy better than 1 ms. For periods when the signal 

is weak or of low signal-to-noise ratio then the internal oscillator is unlocked and will run 

freely until signal quality improves and the phase lock is re-established. If at this point the 

internal oscillator has drifted by more than + 10 ms or less than -5 ms from UTC a "time 

jerk" is applied and a record made in the DAS log files. For smaller amounts of drift the 

internal oscillator is slewed until it is again synchronised with the OMEGA signal. The 

drift is assumed to be linear during periods when the internal oscillator is unlocked. Clock 

corrections were applied to each arrival-time measurement via clock files. 

Five stations in the temporary network failed to lock reliably to the OMEGA time 

signal (Table 3.2). The clock error in four of these stations could be determined and 

corrected for part or all of the unlocked period. Forward planning had anticipated such 

eventualities and another source of timing information was provided by the WWVB time 

base. WWVB is a low frequency (60 kHz) radio signal transmitted from Boulder, 

Colorado which broadcasts accurate time information at one minute intervals. It has a 

slightly lower time resolution than the OMEGA signal, but was adequate for this study. 

WWVB radio receivers were deployed at most of the temporary stations. Stations G007 
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Figure 3.6. Example of clock~corrections made to the internal clock of station 0008 during the field 

experip1ent. The station was unlocked Jor 14 hours on day 103 and a time jerk was applied when phase

lock was re-established.· During periods of poor signal reception, between days 104-121, numerous short

period losses of phase lock caused minor amounts of clock drift. 

and GO 14 did not lock onto the OMEGA signal blit they did record WWVB information. 

By comparing the UTC time provided by WWVB with the DAS internal clocks1 drift 

curves were constructed (Figure 3.7). Appropriate corrections ·were applied to arrival

time . measurements on traces recorded at these stations via clock files, using · the 

· convention 

_./ 

· UTC (WWVB) - internal clock time = clock correction. 3.1· 

The correction is positive for an internal clock running behind UTC and negative if running 

ahead.of UTC. 

Stations G003 and G015 did not lock onto the OMEGA signal nor record WWVB 

information. Internal clock drift at these stations could be determined for portions of the 

field experiment using a third timing method which had been implemented during the field 

experiment. At each station visit a master clock was connected to the DAS unit and a time 

mark registered in the log file of the DAS. The master clock was synchronised with UTC 

at the start. of the field experiment but in time the clock itself diifted. A drift curve was 

determined for the master clock by comparing the time marks registered at stations phase-
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locked to UTC. Having calibrated the drift curve for the master clock, a drift curve could 

be detennined for the internal clocks. of stations G003 and G015. A drift curve for station 

G013 could not be det~rrnined for the unlocked period. Earthquakes recorded at this 

station ;for the-duration ofthe unlocked ;period were discarded in subsequent analysis. 

Table 3;2. -$eismic stit~ons which wer~ not-phase-locked .to UTC for some or_ all of the field experiment. 

-AlLothet stations in the-temporary networkremained synchronised throughoutthe recording period. 
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figure 3.7.- ·Internal clock ori~t for_ station G014 was corrected by comparing UTC time provided by 

WWVB with the internalclock. iri this case:th~ internal clock ran more slowly than UTC (grey line) and 

. -~ a positi~e correction was applied (black line). 
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3.2.5 Automated measurement of P-phase arrival times 

Processing the earthquakes was considerably simplified by the use of an automated 

method for measuring P-phase first arrival-times. The approach is based on the fact that 

the signal preceding the first P-wave arrival is uncontaminated by coda from earlier waves 

and. therefore the signal-to-noise ratio is good. The program autopick was used. The 

original version written by R. Crossen, University of Washington was modified by M. 

O'Neil, B. R. Julian and A. D. Miller. The program processes one earthquake at a time 

and makes two passes along each vertical component seismogram comparing the ratio of 

two, sliding, triangularly-weighted sums of the seismogram amplitude and calculating an 

"fbc~rve". If the signal-to-noise ratio is large then the seismogram amplitude after the P

arrival will be larger than before the arrival and the fbcurve will have a maximum at the 

phase arrival. The first pass identifies the approximate arrival time and the second refines 

it. The program assigns a phase code, @estimate of the pick quality which is either weight 

zero (good) or weight 4 (poor) and the polarity. Generally P-phase arri_val picks with 

quality zero were correct to within one sample (10 ms) when compared with hand-picked 

data. 

3.2.6 EarthquaJie selection procedures 

Initial processing involved amalgamating data from ·all three networks for each 

earthquake. The' labelling scheme of the two permanent networks uses the event origin 

time as the timebase·label, in, contrast with the temporary network (Section 3.2.1). The 

UNIX Bourne-shell script "match" compared ongin times of events in the permanent 
. . . . 

network with the segment. start times of traces recorded by the temporary network for 

each day of the field experiment (Appendix 4). A match was reported if the temporary . . 

network start time was within 30 s of the estimated origin time of the earthquake. A 

second program "~ombinelist" appends a list of seismograms recorded by the permanent 

networks to an ASCII list file for the temporary network. Each line of the list file specifies 
. . 

the nam~ of a digital seismogram file followed by an integer to specify the position of the 

seismogram within this file. Over 90% of earthquakes recorded on the UNT permanent 

network were successfully matched with those recorded by the temporary array. 

Processing the 3906 earthquakes recorded was considerably simplified by analysing · 

the size of autopick files, since. earthquakes with good, clear impulsive arrivals could be 

easily detected. by the autopick program and therefore had. relatively large pick files. The 

information contained in an arrival-time measurement uses 48 bytes of disk space. In the 

initial stages of event processing earthquakes recorded by the temporary network and 

either one or both of the permanent networks proceeded to the next processing stage if 20 
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or more P-wave arrivals were detected by the autopick program. This condition was later 

relaxed to 8 P-wave arrivals for earthquakes recorded by only the temporary network. 

3.2.7 Interactive measurement of P- and S-phase arrival times 

Earthquakes were visually examined and processed using the interactive pick 

· program epick (B. R. Julian, pers. comm.) which is an extensively-modified version of an 

earlier program sunpick (R. Ryan, pers. comm.). epick operates in the X-windows 

environment and enables the user to display seismograms for one earthquake at a time, 

measure.or make changes to phase arrival times and estimate hypocentre co-ordinates and 

·origin times (Appendix 5). Each earthquake is defined by an ASCII file containing a list of 

seismograms (Section 3.2.5). Seismograms can have different start times, segment 

duration and sampling rates. If a file exists with the same name as the list file and the 

suffix "ep" then this is assumed to contain measurements made earlier, which are 

automatically displayed. Files containing automatic P-phase measurements have the suffix 

"ap", and to view these an additional command line option must be specified. A 'pick' 

consists of a time measurement (accurate to 10 ms) and a phase identification label. The 

arrival type (emergent or impulsive), a quality factor, polarity, amplitude and frequency 

measurements are optional additions. 

All automatic P-phase picks made on vertical component seismograms were 

examined and modified where necessary. Typically, quality zero picks required a change 

of less than one sample (<0.01 s) and automatic picks of quality four were discarded. Only 

P-phase arrivals with good signal-to-noise ratios and impulsive arrivals were included. S

phase arrivals were picked on horizontal component seismograms where they were most 

clearly recorded and are accurate to about 0.02 s. If both horizontals recorded clear S

phase arrivals then the earliest arrival was measured. 

Over 500 earthquakes were hand picked. Of these 296 were of sufficient quality to 

be included in the final data set and represented 5658 P-wave arrivals and 1426 S-wave 

arrivals. No shot (a source of known location and origin time) or blast data (a source of 

known location but unknown time) were available. 

3.3 Earthquake locations 

3.3.1 Location procedure and the initial, one-dimensional wave-speed 

model 

The procedure for locating earthquakes involves iteratively refining estimates of 

hypocentre co-ordinates and origin times from a trial solution by minimising some function 
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of the travel-time residuals. The program qloc (B. R. Julian, pers. comm.) performs an 

iterative, damped inversion on P- and S-wave arrival time data to minimise the sum of the 

travel-time residuals. As an initial estimate the hypocentre is located vertically beneath the 

station with the earliest arrival time at a depth of 3 km bsl. l3oth P- and S-wave arrival

time picks are weighted according to the uncertainty in the pick time. S-waves are 

· consistently down-weighted since they arrive within the P-wave. coda. The program reads 

in arrival-time measurements in epick format and outputs an ASCII list containing 

hypocentre information, origin time and details of each arrival-time measurement. A 

UNIX Bourne-shell script eloc controls the operation of qloc. 

For qloc to estimate hypocentre and travel-time residual estimates an appropriate, 

user-qefined, one-dimensional, layered velocity model for compressional wave-speed (vp) 

and shear wave-speed .(vs) must be supplied. In this case the one-dimensional vp velocity 

model generated by inverting P-wave travel-times from the northern Coast Ranges was the 

best available model for The Geysers (Table 3.3; Figure 3.8) (Eberhart-Phillips and 

Oppenheimer, .1984), The Vs model was determined from the vp model assuming an 

average vplvs ratiq value of 1 .8. 

Table 3.3. The one-dimensional layered model used to locate earthquakes (Eberhart-Phillips and 

Oppenheimer, 1984). 

Depth bsl to top of Thickness of velocity vP, km/s vs, kmls 
velocity layer, km layer, km 

0.00 1.50 4.43 2.46 

1.50 1.50 5.12 2.84 

2.75 1.25 5.47 3.04 

4.50 1.75 5.58 3.10 

6.50 2.00 5.62 3.12 

13.50 7.00 5.86 3.26 

23.50 10.00 6.80 3.78 

3.3.2 Hypocentral distribution 

Earthquakes are distributed almost exclusively within the steam production area 

between. the Collayomi and Mercuryville fault zones, from sea level to 4 km bsl (Figures 

3.9 and 3.10). The seismogenic area in map view mirrors the contours of the steam 

production area expanding from 3 km broad in the southeast to 6 km in the northwest 

(Figure 3.9). The pattern of seismicity varies across the field with little diffuse activity in 
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Figure 3.8. Velocity-depth profile .of the one-dimensional velocity models for vP and v5. The vP model is 

the regional, onec:dimensional model for·the northern Coast Ranges (Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 

1984). The .v5 model is derived from the vP assuming a constant vr)vs ratio of 1.8. 

the southeast restricted to depths exceeding 1 km bsl. The seismogenic base in this area is 

poorly defined. . The most intense activity occurs in the central Geysers with activity . 

predominantly ·restricted to dense clusters of earthquakes separated by relatively aseismic 

areas.. There, the seismogenic area is wider laterally and vertically than in the southeast 

with a well-defined seismoge~ic base at about 4 km bsl. Activity in the northwest Geysers 

is again diffuse, with less clustering and the seismogenic base shallows to about 3 km bsl. 

In contrast to the southeast the northwestern limit of the main seismogenic area in The 

Geysers is. well defined by an apparent alignment of earthquakes to form a linear feature 

trending northeast-southwest. This dips steeply to the northwest and 
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circles) within the geothermal area. (b) Southwest-northeast cross-section showing the distribution of 

hypocentres (solid black circles) within the geothermal area. 
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extends to about 2.5 km bsl (Figure 3.10). Only a very few events occur northwest of this 

feature. Earlier-studies at The Geysers suggested the horizontal and vertical standard 

errors on earthquakes located using this one-dimensional might be ± 0.4 km and ± 0. 7 km 

(Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984). See Section 7.5.5 for further discussion of 

location errors. 

The distribution of handpicked earthquakes mirrors that for M0 > 1.2 events 

recorded by CALNET during 1991 with intense activity in. the central Geysers and 

shallower, reduced seismicity to the northwest and southeast (Figures 3.9 and 3.10; 

Figure 2.5j). The seismogenic base is ~4 km for the handpicked data and 5 km for the 

CALNET data. Handpicked events in the 1991 experiment correlate closely with the 

power generating units in the ceritral Geysers (Figure 3.11). The correlation is less clear in 

the southeast and for generating units at the periphery of the production area. This may be 

a function of the limited number of hand-picked events. 

3.3.3 Temporal distribution of earthquakes 

The temporal distribution of earthquakes during the field experiment indicates that 

The Geysers geothermal area is extremely and continuously seismically active (Figure 

3.12). On average 163 earthquakes of M0 >-0.6 occurred per day with a maximum of 287 

events recorded on April 6th. The rate of daily activity can, however, vary enormously 

and there does not appear to be a pattern. The apparent low seismic rate at the start of the 

experiment is probably due to a reduction in detection efficiency resulting from initial 

network operational difficulties. The distribution of events hand-picked and used in this 
~ 

study compared to the total number recorded shows a bias towards the second half of the 

field experiment. This is because the network operated most efficiently later on in the 

experiment and· events· recorded during that period were thus concentrated on. Events ,, 
recorded in the first half ~Lthtexperiment were studied as an after-thought in an attempt to 

improve ray-coverage for the tomographic study by including events located in relatively 
I 

aseismic areas and higher-quality events in previously sampled areas. 

3.4 Summary 

The field experiment was designed to record high-quality earthquake data for use 

in tomographic wave-speed modelling and earthquake source mechanism studies. Station 

coverage was optimised by ray-tracing through the best one-dimensional velocity model 

available for The Geysers geothermal area. Fifteen state-of-the-art three-component 

digital seismometers and DAS units from the IRIS-PASSCAL equipment pool were used. 

Stations were accurately located using differential GPS. The network operated in 
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Figure 3£12. Histogram showing the number of earthquakes (black fill) with M0~.6 recorded on each 

day•ofthe field experiment. Superimposed is a histogram showing the distribution of-hand-picked events 

(white fill) .included in the final data set. 

continuous. mode for a 31 day period and recorded 3906 earthquakes. Station coverage 

was improved by including data· from the two permanent networks operating during the 

recording period. The final data ·.set has eve,nts. recorded by up to 90 vertical and 22 

horizontal component sensors .. · 

-P-phase arrivals wer~ automatically measured for each ·earthquake and refined by 

hand. The final processed data set consisted of 296 earthquakes with· a total of 5658 P

wave arrivals and 1426 S-wave_ arrivals. Earthquakes were located using the computer 

program qloc :and the best available 1-d velocity model. Events are restricted almost 

exclusively to, arid mirror the shape of, the geothermal producti-on area. .Hypocentres 

extend from ·sea· ievel. to 4 km bsl ·in the . central Geysers and a shallower levels in the 
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northwest and southeast. Events occur_ in clusters in the central area but have a more 

diffuse distribution in the southeast and northwest Geysers. Events cluster in a similar 

spatial pattern as M0 >1.2 events recorded by CALNET in 1991. A good spatial 

correlation between event clusters and generating units was observed in the central 

Geysers. During the field experiment an average of 163 earthquakes per day were 

recorded with a maximum of 287 events recorded in 24 hours. 
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Chapter 4 

Local Earthquake Tomography: 
Theory and examples of applications 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Three-dimensional seismic tomographic methods 

Seismic tomography is a technique for imaging three-dimensional Earth structure 

using a large set of observations (Evans et al., 1994). ·Most seismic tomography images 

infer the spatial distribution of seismic-wave speeds using seismic travel-time data. There 

have been many successful applications on local, regional and global scales, equipping the 

geoscientist with a powerful tool. A range of techniques are available which use 

· teleseismic phases, local earthquake P- and S-waves, surface waves, normal modes and 

controlled sources; 

Global surface wave tomographic inversions have provided insight into active 

tectonic regions, hotspots, ridges and back-arcs, while body-wave inversions have 

illuminated coarse mantle structure (Li and Tanimoto, 1993). Teleseismic tomography has 

successfully modelled undulations on the core-mantle boundary mantle structure on global 

and regional scales and the upper mantle and ~ithosphere (Morelli, 1993; Dueker et al., 

1993). Oceanic crust subducting under continental crust has been imaged e.g., in north 

America and Japan (Rasmussion and Humphreys, 1988; Benz et al., 1992; Harris et al., 

1991; Hirahara, 1981). The technique has illuminated significant lateral velocity 

heterogeneities in the continental crust such as the Baltic shield in Norway and provided an 

insight into continental rift-zones (Aki et al., 1977; Dahlheim et al., 1989; Davis et al., 
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1984). The teleseismic method has had most success in defining low velocity zones in the 

upper mantle or crust beneath volcanic centres, which have been interpreted as magma 

chambers or zones of partial melt (e.g., The Geysers-Clear Lake, Long Valley-Mono Lake 

and Coso areas, California, Newberry Volcano, Oregon and Larderello, Italy), hotspots 

and active volcanoes (e.g., Iceland, Yellowstone, Wyoming and Hawaii) (see Iyer and 

Dawson, 1993 for a review); 

Small scale and extreme lateral heterogeneities characterise geothermal and 

volcanic areas. Teleseismic tomography uses low-frequency seismic waves and can 

therefore only resolve large-scale features. Techniques such as LET and NeHT which 

increaseJ resolution by using higher frequency data from local earthquakes and explosions 

are more suited to studying these areas. Active source NeHT tomography uses one or 

more rings of. controlled sources to undershoot a central target volume beneath a receiver 

array. The method has· been successfully applied 'to Medicine Lake volcano, California, 

and Newberry Volcano, Oregon. (Evans and Zucca, 1993). LET uses earthquakes within 

a model crust~,tl yolume to generate three-dimensional images of the velocity structure 

(Thurber, 1993; Eberhart-Phillips, 1993). 

4.1.2 Comparison of the LET andNeHT methods 

LET. and NeHT tomographic techniques have inherent advantages and 

disadvantages compared with one another. LET methods can only be applied to 

seismogenic , areas, although· these are usually sites of primary scientific interest e.g., 

geothermal areas, volcanoes and active fault zones. Advances in instrument design now 

make it· possible to routinely record high quality digital data on portable three-component 

seismic stations which can either supplement existing permanent networks or provide 

. inform~tion in areas of new seismic activity. This is considerably more cost-effective and 

easier . to iinplemet?-t than NeHT experiments which use multiple explosive sources. 

Earthquakes are excellent generators of compressional- and shear-wave energy whereas 

explosions are poor generators of shear energy. The precise origin time and near-surface 

location of controlled sources may be accurately measured, but in the case of LET 

methods hypocentre and. origin-time estimates must be treated as free parameters. The 

distribution of natural seismic activity restricts and determines the depth and lateral extent 

of well-resolved areas of the model volume. In the case of NeHT tomography these can 

be chose'n by appropriate experimental design. Both methods resolve structure on the 

scale of -1 Ian. The cost and environmental issues associated with NeHT tomography 

mean that it is seldom applied compared to LET methods. 
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4.2 Local Earthquake Tomography (LET) 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Earthquakes are usually located using a simplified one-dimensional Earth model to 

calculate the time for seismic rays to propagate from source to receiver. The differences 

between the observed and calculated travel times are minimised iteratively in the least 

squares sense to estimate the hypocentre and origin time (Section 3.3.1). 

In reality the crust is laterally heterogeneous. Faults, discontinuities, elevated 

temperatures, partial melt, variations in pore fluids and intrusions are just some of the 

factors contributing to this complexity. One-dimensional velocity models are adequate for 

quick initial estimates of earthquake locations but accurate hypocentres and seismic-ray 

take-off angles (for focal mechanism studies) require a better description of the seismic 

velocity field i.e., a three-dimensional model. LET can model three-dimensional P- and/or 

S-wave velocity structure and is thus an appropriate tool for high-accuracy natural 

earthquake studies. 

4.2.2 LET methods 

"The goal of LET is to improve the estimates of the model parameters (structure 

and hypocentres) by perturbing them in order to minimise some measure of the misfit to 

the data" (Thurber, 1993) .. ·All LET computational approaches are founded on the 

principle that a body-wave travel-time T for a ray propagating from source i to a receiver j 

can be expressed as: 

J
receiver 

r .. = u ds 
lJ 

source 

4.1 

where u is the slowness (reciprocal of velocity) and ds is an element of the path length 

(Figure'4.1). For actual observations, only the arrival time tiJ and the receiver location are 

known. The origin time 'ti, hypocentre co-ordinates (xi> x 2 , x3), ray-path (Section 

4.2.3.5) and velocity model are the unknown model parameters. The arrival time tiJ can be 

expressed as a combination of the origin time and the travel time, where: 

4.2 \ 

From a set of P- or S-wave arrival-time observations tijbs recorded on a network of 

stations we can predict the arrival times tf/ (assuming an a priori velocity model), trial 
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Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the approximate ray tracing technique, after Thurber (1983). (a) 

A series of circular paths of varying radii ofcui:vature are constructed connecting source ahd receiver. (b) 

The plane containing the paths is rOtated about th.e source-receiver axis with the shortest travel-time 

adopted as the best estimate of t4e true fay path. 

hypocentre co-ordinates and an origin time. A measure of the misfit between observed 

andpredicted arrival times is the travel time residual r !i: 

4.3 

The data variance can be reduced by perturbing the velocity structure in three

dimensions, the hypocentral co-ordinates and the origin time. Travel"'time .residuals are 

related to these perturbations by a linear approximation assuming a finite parameterization 

· of the velocity struc;ture: 

3 

Lar. 
r.. = _r_r; t:u + 

I) a. k xk 
·k=l 

4.4 

where xk represents the three hypocentre co-ordinates, arij ja xij hypocentre partial 

derivatives, ll't; is the change in earthquake origin time, m1 is the L velocity model · 

. parameters and arij jam, the velocity model partial derivatives. 
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Virtually all LET approaches apply Equation 4.4 with modification dependent on 

the treatment of six aspects of the inversion problem: 

• parameterization of the velocity structure 

• scheme for ray-path and travel-time calculations 

• treatment of velocity structure-hypocentre coupling 

• method of inversion 

• inclusion of S-waves or not 

• assessment of solution quality 

The most critical of these is the scheme adopted to represent the Earth's velocity 

structure and the treatment of velocity structure-hypocentre coupling. Some applications 

represent velocity structure as constant velocity layers (Crosson, 1976), blocks of constant 

velocity (Aki and Lee, 1976), many small blocks of constant velocity (Lees and Crosson, 

1989) and laterally-varying velocity layers (Hawley et al., 1981). Others define velocity 

structure by means· of a three dimensional grid of discreet nodes (Thurber, 1981; 1983; 

1993). This method was extended to interpolate using cubic b-splines which produces a 

smoother result (Michelini and McEvilly, 1991). A variation of the grid approach uses 

four neighbouring nodes to define the vertices of a tetrahedron (Lin and Roecker, 1990). 

Early LET methods perturbed the velocity structure but kept the hypocentres fixed 

at their initial values. Hypocentre determination, however, is part of the inverse problem 

and this approach can introduce model bias due to systematic hypocentre mislocation. 

Simultaneous inversion treats the problem by coupling perturbations of the velocity 

structure with updates to the hypocentre co-ordinates at the termination of each iteration 

(Thurber, 1993). 

A good tomographic method should. feature a generalised parameterization of the 

model volume which minimises the need for a priori information, an accurate ray-tracing 

algorithm, a model that may vary in three-dimensions without sharp block boundaries, and 

it should include an option to model S-waves e.g., using the ratio of compressional to 

shear wave speeds (v/v5). The modified simultaneous inversion technique of Thurber 

(1981; 1983; 1993) fulfils these requirements and is used in this thesis. 

4.2.3 Three-dimensional simultaneous tomographic inversion: Theory 

4.2.3.1 The Thurber inversion for Vp 

The method of Thurber (1981; 1983) inverts P-phase arrival times to determine a 

three-dimensional vp model. It is suitable for use with local earthquakes measured 
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by a dense homogenous network of seismometers distributed evenly over the surface of 

the model volume (Evans et al., 1994). Shots (with known location and origin time) and 

blasts (explosions with known location but unknown origin time) can also be included. 

The Thurber (1993) inversion like most other LET techniques is based on 

Equation 4.4. For the ith event, the coupled inverse problem can be expressed by a set of 

simultaneous equations: 

r. = H . .M. + M.~ 
I I I I 4.5 

where ri is the residual vector of L travel time residuals, Hi and Mi are the matrices of 
hypocentre and velocity partial derivatives respectively, and Mi and ~ are vectors 

containing the four hypocentre unknowns and the N velocity perturbations respectively. 

All the terms are partial vectors or matrices of the complete system of equations, with the 

exception of ~. · 

A set of equations involving only velocity model parameters can be sequentially 

accum1,1lated without loss of formal wave speed-hypocentre coupling by making use of the 

sparse nature of the matrix represented in Equation 4.4 (Pavlis and Brooker, 1980). A 

matrix Q
0 

is constructed which has the property: 

QTH. = 0 
0 I 4.6 

(Lawson and Hanson, 1974) which, when applied to Equation 4.5, results in: 

4.7 

which simplifies to: 

r' = M'd!n. 4.8 

The corresponding set of normal equations is given by: 

(M'T r') = (M'TM') d!n 4.9 

As each earthquake is processed the matrix M'TM' and the vector M'T r' are 

accumulat~d sequentially to produce a symmetric matrix and vector of fixed size. A 

damping parameter is included· to suppress large model fluctuations. A solution to the set 

of normal equations is determined using damped least squares. The best estimate of the 

perturbation &n of the velocity parameter adjustments d!nis given by: 
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r 

4.10 

(Arnott, 1990). Velocity model changes are applied to the starting model and hypocentre 

estimates recalculated using the updated model. 

4.2.3.2 Modelling the vplvs ratio 

The Thurber (1981; 1983) inversion was extended to includeS-waves by modelling 

of the vplvs ratio (Eberhart-Phillips, 1989). If vplvs is assumed to be initially constant then 

the ray-paths are identical for both P- and S-waves and the observed S-P time differences 

dtii can be expressed as: 

dty ; J [ ( v.jv.) -i]Jv. ds 4.11 

path 

Using a three-dimensional· P-wave velocity model and constant vplvs ratio the 
predicted S-P travel times, dtijaJ are compared to the observed times dtijbs to produce S-P 

time residuals which are inverted to calculate perturbations to the vplvs nodes. During the 

one-step inversion both .. the vp model and the hypocentres remain fixed. Revised 
. . 

hypocentre estimates are calculated by first updating perturbations to the vplvs ratio model 

to calculate a three-dimensional grid of Vs and then re-determining the S-wave travel times. 

4.2.3.3 Ray tracing 

One of the most important aspects of t~e LET problem ·is determining the travel

time between source and receiver. This involves determining the propagation path of 

seismic rays between these two end-points. The method of Thurber (1983) calculates the 

velocity at a given point (x1, x2 , x3) by linearly interpolating the eight surrounding nodal 

values in a three-dimensional grid. An initial ray-path is determined using an approximate 

ray-tracing (ART) algorithm which constructs circular paths ·of varying curvature between 

source and receiver and systematically rotates the plane containing these paths about the 

source-receiver axis (Figure 4.1). The path with the shortest travel-time is adopted as the 

best initial estimate of the true ray path. The program finds a better approximation to the 

true ray-path by taking this initial ray-path and applying an iterative pseudo-bending 

algorithm which no longer constrains the ray to be planar or arcuate ( Um and Thurber, 

1987). 
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4.2.3.4 The derivative-weight sum 

\ 

'fhe derivative weight sum (DWS) provides a measure of the ray-density near a . . 

_given velocity node. It is weighted according to how close each ray passes and is used to 

design the three-dimensional grid of discrete velocity nodes used in the tomographic 

mod~lling process. The DWS is defined as: 

for the nth velocity model parameter xn where, i and j are station and event indices, P .. is . y 

the ray-path between i and j, N is the normalisation factor that accounts for the volume 

influenced by the nth model parameter and wn is the weighting of the nth model parameter 

used to interpolate the wave-speed at position x. A cut-off value of 50 has been suggested 

to distinguish well-resolved from poorly-resolved nodes (Arnott and Foulger, 1994a). 

4.2.3.5 Model resolution 

The non-uniform distribution of seismometer stations and earthquakes controls the 

distribution and density of ray-path coverage within the modelled volume. Usually some 

parts of th~ model are poorly constrained. A statistical measure of model resolution and 

the reliability of each velocity node is required. This is provided by the spread function: 

4.13 

· (Foulger et al., 1996), where IIRjll is the Euclidean (L2) norm of the jth row of the 

resolution matrix, D/k is the distance between the jth and kth nodes, and Rjk is the (j, k) 

element of the resolution matrix. 

The velocity determined for a particular grid point is a weighted average of the 

velocity throughout a localised volume. Each row of the resolution matrix contains 

information on the relative influence of other velocity parameters on the wave-speed 

calculated ·at a particular-node. The spread function yields a value for each grid point 

which expresses the degree of local averaging involved in determining that particular 

wave-speed value. Small spreads indicate well-resolved wave-speeds. Extensive testing 

of this parameter in a companion study of the Hengill-Grensdalur volcanic system suggests 
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a cut-off spread value :::;4 can distinguish "well resolved" areas of the model that are 

sufficiently reliably constrained to warrant interpretation (Foulger et al., 1996; Miller, 

1996) . 

. 4.2.4 The SIMULPS12 program 

The SIMULPS12 program performs a damped least squares inversion on P-wave 

travel-times and optionally S-P travel-times from local earthquakes and surface explosions 

to model three-dimensional Vp and vplvs velocity structure. The program is controlled by a 

set of user defined input parameters specified in a control file (Appendix 6). Most 

parameters are set to standard values recommended by the authors of the source code 

(Evans et al., 1995). Several parameters are data dependent and choice of optimum 

· values must be determined by experiment. 

The program requires a minimum of four input files and inversion details are 

recorded in a series of output files. The most important of these are: 

Input files 

fort.1 Control file 

fort.2 Seismometer station location information 

fort.3 Starting wave-speed models and nodal locations 

fort.4 Earthquake travel-time data and initial hypocentrallocations 

Example input files are given in Appendix 6 

Output files 

fort.16 Changes to model and earthquake locations at each iteration plus the final 

model and hypocentres 

fort.17 Resolution matrix 

fort.20 Travel-time residuals for each iteration 

fort.23 Final velocity model 

fort.24 Earthquake travel-time data for final hypocentres 

fort.36 Iteration summary 

Mill~r (1996) wrote a suite of Bourne shell scripts to facilitate using SIMULPS 121 
presenting the results from a tomographic study of the Hengill-Grensdalur volcanic area, 

Iceland. I tested and adapted these scripts for the present project.· A selection of the many 
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additional programs I developed for both processing and presentation are presented in 

Appendix 7,. Colour and grey-scale images of the velocity models were generated using 

the Generic Mapping Tool (GMT) software (Wessel and Smith, 1991). 

4.2.5 Inversion approach used in this thesis 

4.2.5.1 Event selection 

The most acquate P- and S-wave arrival-time measurements are made on 

seismograms with a good signal-to-noise ratio. Many events recorded at The Geysers met 

this requirement but. their hypocentres cluster in space. Seismic rays from a cluster of 

earthquakes sample the same portion of the study volume and no additional velocity

structure infomiation is provided by including all these events in the modelling process. 

Only the best of these earthquakes or, for large clusters, several of the best events were 

included.. An even spatial distribution of ray-paths within the modelled volume is 

·desirable, since the wave-speed in some finite volume will be more accurately constrained 

by a large number of seismic rays criss-crossing and sampling the volume in three

dimensions. 

Earthquakes were chosen based on a set of general phase selection criteria defined 

in previous tomographic studies: 

• good signa~-to-noise ratio 

• impulsive P- and S-wave arrivals 

• good azimuthal ray coverage and maximum azimuthal gap between adjacent 

stations <180° 

• a uniform distribution of events 

1 defined three additional phase selection criteria: 

• at least seven P-wave arrivals per earthquake 

• RMS travel-time residual less than 0.4 s 

• where possible, only fastS-waves w~re included to simplify interpretation in the 

presence of anisotropy 

To increase ray-path coverage in relatively aseismic areas of the study volume at 

The Geysers the selection criteria in some cases were relaxed. A few earthquakes of 

slightly reduced quality were included in the tomography data set. 
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4.2.5.2 Th~ initial one-dimensional wave-speed model 

The starting model used in LET modelling can have considerable effect on the fmal 

three-dimensional model. Including a priori information such as that taken from previous 

geological and geophysical interpretations can give apparently reasonable results but can 

also anchor the final result to the starting model or bias it with preconceived ideas 

(Eberhart-Phillips, 1993). The most reasonable result is produced using the best average 

one-dimensional wave-:-speed model and allowing model complexity to be included in the 

inversion only where supported by the· data. 

Using the inversion program VELEST Kissling et al. (1994) proposed a scheme to 

· determine the best one-dimensional layered vp model termed the "minimum" one

dimensional vp model for a given set of earthquake travel-time measurements (Ellsworth, 

1977; Kissling, 1988). The program iteratively improves estimates of an initial one

dimensional velocity model, simultaneously updating hypocentres and travel-times until a 

finai minimum velocity model is derived. The starting one-dimensional model for this 

procedure is usually one derived in past controlled-source studies such as refraction 

experiments. The · earthquake travel-times, seismometer stations and Earth model 

dimensions should be those selected for the later three-dimensional modelling. 

A minimum one-dimensional layered vp model for The Geysers geothermal area 

was determined using this procedure. The initial one-dimensional vp model was that 

generated by inversion of P-wave travel times in the northern Coast Ranges (Section 

3.3 .1). The input layered model was designed such that the centres of the layers were at 

the depths of the intended node layers in SIMULPS12. This simplified the conversion of 

the layered q1odel into the SIMULPS12 input model format. Good initial estimates of the 

average vplvs ratio for The Geysers were determined by taking the f!Iedian value of a series 

vplvs ratio estimates calculated from Wadati diagrams. 

4.2.5.3 Parameterizing the model volume 

The method of Thurber (1983) defines wave-speed structure iri the modelled 

volume at a series of discrete nodes formed by the intersection of three sets of orthogonal 

planes forming a grid of velocity nodes (Figure 4.2). A linear wave-speed gradient is 

assumed between adjacent nodes. Closely-spaced vertical-planes of nodes are restricted to 

areas of the model volume where ray-path coverage is dense with more widely-spaced 

planes elsewhere. The model space is bounded at large distances in all directions by planes 

of "exterior" nodes such that no ray will travel more than half the distance between the 

"interior" and exterior nodes. Exterior nodes remain fixed throughout the modelling 

. process. 
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Figure .4.2. Schematic representation depicting the grid-of-nodes method of parameterizing the· wave 

speed model, after Thurber (1993). Seismic velocity is defined at a series of discrete nodes defined by the 

intersections of one horizontal and two vertical nodal planes. . A linear velocity gradient is assumed 

between adjacent nodes. · 

Vertical nodal planes in the present study were oriented parallel and perpendicular 

to geological features and the tectonic fabric of the San Andreas shear zone since the 

expected high wave..,speed gradients across features such ·as the Mercuryville or Collayorni 

fault zones can be much better constrained by placing nodes close to and either side of a 

discontinuity. The model volume was chosen to maximise ray-coverage by enclosing as 

many seismic stations as possible from the three networks available. Parameterization of 

the model volume was controlled by the density of ray-,paths, a measure of which was 

made empirically using the bWS (Section 4.2.3 .. 3). Nodes with a DWS less than pre

defined value in the control file (Appendix 6) were held fixed throughout the inversion. A 
' 

layer of unmodelled nodes were assigned reasonable upper crustal velocities and placed 

above the shallowest modelled layer and below .the deepest modelled layer since this has 

been shown to stabilise inversions in previous LET studies(Dawson et al., 1990). 

4.2.5.4 Damping trade-off curves 

Damped least squares inversions are sensitive to the choice of damping parameter 

E
2

. The most appropriate damping value must be evaluated at each nodal configuration 

even if the wave-speed model arld travel-time data remain unchanged (Eberhart-Phillips, 

1993). Appropriate damping values allow a large reduction in data variance without 

making the model overly complicated. Using too -low a damping value produces large 

changes to the velocity model for relatively little decrease in data variance and the 

inversion can behave non-linearly. Inappropriately large damping values suppress changes 

to the model that are supported by the data. 
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Damping parameters for inversions of The Geysers data were determined 

empirically by peiforming a series of one-iteration inversions for a range of damping values 

e.g., 0.1-999 (Eberhart-Phillips, 1986; 1993). The input nodal configuration, velocity 

model and travel times were identical to those used in the subsequent inversion for wave

speeds. The reduction in data variance was plotted against model variance to produce a 

damping trade-off curve from which an appropriate damping value could be determined 

(Figure 4.3) .. 

4.2.5.5 Terminating the inversion 

SIMULPS12 will terminate an inversion in one of four situations: 

• the F-test fails: variance reduction becomes insignificant. 

• the number of iterations reaches the maximum allowed in the input control file 

(Appendix 6) 

• the weighted RMS falls below a pre-defined value in the control file 

• the solution norm falls below a pre-defined value in the control file 

4.2.5.6 LET inversion procedures and strategies 

" . 
The LET technique is inherently non-linear and can converge to a local minimum. 

The most desirable result is the global minimum and attaining it requires careful 

consideration of data quality, parameterization of the model volume, starting one

dimensional model, choice of values guiding the inversion and conservative u~e of the 

inversi<?n programs.· There are two approaches. to the inversion procedure, termed the 

"graded" and "direct" inversion. In a graded inversion the initial coarse grid configuration 

is made progressively finer during successive inversions. Each refined model is initialised 

from velocities computed in the proceeding coarser inversion. Input hypocentres and 

travel-time residuals are also those output in the preceding inversion. This procedure 

allows structural detail and model complexity to be gradually introduced reducing the 

likelihood of the model converging to a local minimum. Generally vp and vplvs can be 

inverted at each stage of the inversion or alternatively reserve solving for vplvs until the 

final iteration ~hen a detailed Vp model has been derived. Proceeding directly to a coarse 

model of vfl'vs is considered reasonable because the vplvs field is typically much smoother 

th~m · either vp· or v5• The direct inversion proceeds directly to the finest nodal 

configuration and inverts for both vp and vplvs. This is attractive since it is fast, does not 

require interpolation of velocity models to finer nodal spacing and is computationally 

inexpensive. ll.owever, the procedure increases the possibility of converging to a local 
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Figure 4.3. Example of a damping trade-off curve for selecting optiiilal damping value. The optimal 

damping value is that which produces a substantial data .variance reduction without a disproportionately · 

large increase in model variance. 

minimum arid is most useful for testing nodal configunitions and identifying data outliers. . 

Both graded and direct inversions were performed. The direct inversion used the 

same three-dimensional grid of nodes as the final st::tge ,of the graded inversion. Including 

S-P times improves the location accuracy of earthquakes so vpfv5 nodes were included but 

remained fixed when inverting for Yp· In the three graded inversions vpfv5 was inverted at 

each of the two finest nodal configurations. 

A comprehensive program of graded inversions tested the data, the modelling 

process, the SIMULPS12'program and the stability of the fmal wave-speed models. In 

some early inversions travel-time residuals were ~alysed at the end of each inversion run. 

Unstable travel-:-time residuals were removed from the data set. The weighting of the 

travel-time residuals was also varied. Inversions· were performed with the vertical nodal 

planes at vanmis orientations relative to the tectonic fabric. The minimum one

dimensional vp model and the initial vpfvs ratio estimate were replaced with the regional 

one-dimensional vp model and vpfvs=l.8 (Section 4.2.5.2). Any bias in the final model 
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produced by the input hypocentres and travel-time residuals generated by qloc was sought 

by forcing hypocentres to be 1 km deeper than calculated. Separate inversions of data 

recorded by the temporary' and UNT networks tested the concordance of the data sets. 

4.3 Some examples of LET studies 

Iceland: Iceland is an extremely good laboratory for local tomography studies as it has 

many seismogenic volcanic and geothermal areas such as the Hengill-Grensdalur area in 

the southwest and the Krafla area in northeast Iceland (Foulger and Toomey, 1989; 

Toomey and Foulger, 1989; Amott, 1990; Foulger and Amott, 1993; Amott and Foulger, 

1994; Foulger et al., 1995): Two independent tomographic studies of the Hengill

Grensdalur area have been performed, for Vp using data collected in 1981, and for both vp 

and vplvs using data collected in 1991. This provides a rare opportunity to assess the 

repeatability of LET (Foulger et al., 1995). Well resolved high-vp anomalies were 

detected in both studies that correlated well geographically though anomaly amplitude 

varied between the two studies. The most coherent vplvs anomaly correlates well with the 

high-temperature geothermal area there, and is thought to be caused by a combination of 

altered clay minerals and local changes in pore-fluid temperature or saturation. The lack 

of high v!vs anomalies suggested that partial melt is absent in the upper 6 km of the crust. 

LET studies of the Vp structure in the Krafla area image high-velocity bodies under the 

caldera ring fault, interpreted as solidified high-density gabbroic intrusives. A high 

velocity body south of the caldera underlies an ash cone and was interpreted to .be a 

solidified intrusive body which fed the surface eruption. Low velocity anomalies correlate 

with the geothermal field within the caldera and a subsidiary geothermal area 15 krn 

further south (Einarsson, 1978; Amott and Foulger, 1994). 

Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii: A LET investigation of the crustal vp structure beneath Kilauea 

Volcano, Hawaii found high velocity material underlying the summit caldera, which was 

interpreted as solidified magma forming the roof of the magma chamber (Thurber, 1984). 

High velocity bodies were also imaged under the rift zones which radiate from the volcano, 

and were interpreted as high density intrusives. An aseismic, low-velocity body under the 

caldera was interpreted as a volume of partial melt. 

Lorna Prieta, California: Three-dimensional images of Vp in the Lorna Prieta M=7 .1 after

shock zone imaged a deep, high-:velocity body along the southeast portion of the main 

rupture zone and moderately high velocities in the northwest (Thurber et al., 1995). Steep 

velocity grad.ients .mark tpe limit of the rupture zo:Qe to the southeast. A sharp increase in 

vplvs in the upper portions of the rupture zone is interpreted as a change in the elastic 
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properties of the crust with depth. These were thought to be responsible for the upward 

termination of the Lorna Prieta rupture (Wallace and Wallace, 1993). Based on 

differences in v.,lvs from northeast and southwest the deep high velocity body is interpreted 

to consist of two segments, differing in composition, and faulted together, rather than a 

single unbroken body. 

4.4 Local earthquake tomography at The Geysers 
geothermal area 

Eberhart-Phillips (1986): Three regional tomographic models for vp which incorporated 

The Geysers geothermal area have been previously calculated using the method of Thurber 

(1983) (Eberhart-Phillips, 1986). Ray-path coverage varied enormously over the study 

area. The Geysers had the highest density ray path coverage and therefore yielded the 

most detailed wave-speed modeL The model adopted a grid spacing of 2 to 3 km and 

used 170 earthquakes (Table 4.1 ). The highest velocities were imaged at shallow depths 

(,:5;2 km) east of· the Mercuryville fault zone in the central and southeast Geysers (Figure 

4.4). These are Interpreted to result from Franciscan metasandstones and slabs of Coast 

Range ophiolite. Low velocities to the northwest correlate with the Clear Lake volcanics. 

Lower wave-speeds in the steam production zone compared to the surrounding region 

were interpreted to result.from the steam-saturated reservoir or a variation in rock type. 

The sparse nature of the velocity grid prohibited resolution of small-scale structural detail 

within the reservoir. 

Table 4.1. Statistics for the LET studies of The Geysers geothermal area 

Reference Modelled 
Parameter 

Vp vr)vs 

Eberhart-Phillips.(1986) yes no 

O'Connell (1986) yes yes 

Zucca et at. (1994) yes no 

Romero et al. (1994) yes yes 

Foulger et al. (1996)1 yes yes 

1 Study described in Chapter 7 

NA: Information not available 

Number of Number of 
seisniic stations earthquakes 
3-comp. vertical 

14 64 170 

9 8. 38 

NA NA NA 

16 0 480 

7 15 146 

89 

Number of seismic Dimensions 
phase arrivals of modelled 

P-wave S-wave volume, km 

NA NA 18x15x5 

469 294 NA 

NA NA 8.5x5.5x5 

9700 2700 5x5x4 

2522 656 20x20x7 



Figure 4.4 Perspective plot of the vp model computed for The Geysers geothermal area, by Eberhart

Phillips (1986). The top lev.el maps the principal faults,· commercial production area, earthquakes and 

seismic stations (indistinguishable in this reproduction). The lower three levels depict the vP model at sea 

level, 2 km bsl and 5 km bsL Final nodal velocities in km/s are indicated and solid lines are 0.5 krnls 

contours. 
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O'Connell (1986): vp was computed using the graded inversion method of Pavlis ( 1982), 

extended to incorporateS-waves (Table 4.1) (O'Connell, 1986). High-vp velocities in the 

southeast Geysers and lower velocities to the northeast are consistent with results of 

Eberhart-Phillips (1986) (Figure 4.5a). High vplvs values correlate with the fluid

saturated condensation zone above the primary production zone the latter being depleted 

ofpore fluids and characterised by lower vplvs (Figure 4.5b). Increases in vplvs below the 

shallow primary production zone suggest increased liquid saturation or changes in rock 

composition. 
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Figure 4.5. One-dimensional seismic wave speed models for,the central Geysers, from O'Connell (1986). 

(a) Solid lines show the variation of final P- and S-wave velocity models with depth, dashe9 lines are the 

starting one-dimensional velocity models. (b) Initial (dashed line) and final (solid line) vpfvs ratio model. 

Zucca et al. (1994): A high-resolution (0.6 km) Vp model computed for The 

Geysers production area (Figure 4.6) used the modified Thurber approach (Table 4.1) 
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Figure 4.6. Map showing the surface area oCEarth volumes _modelled by Zucca et al. (1993) (white and 

black dashed rectangle) and Rqmero et al._ (1994Hblack square). · 

(Eberhart-Phillips, '1993). J-Iigh velocities in the central area of the .shallowest layer (0.3 

:asl) are. interpre~ed as a iens of ultramafic material (Figure 4.1). Low velocities correlate 

with tl1e· reservoir .particularly at 0.9 km bsl where the modelled layer in:tersects with the 

reservoir. ·This relation is inferred but less dear at 0.3 Ian bsl. The lowest modelled layer 

( 1.5 km bsl) is completely within the reservoir which is now also hosted in upper portions 

of a felsite batholith. This intrusion ·correlates with a series of higl]. velocity anomalies but 

the contraSt between this body and the reservoir greywacke is weaker than expected. 

Romero et al. {1994): A high-resolution-study (1 Ian) in the northwest Geysers modelled 
/ . . 

vr and vplvs using the- modified Thurb~r (1983) algorithm. of Michelini and McEvilly 

. (1991) (Table 4.1). Earthquakes were recorded 6n a well-distributed, small-aperture, 

digital network whiCh provided a high-quaHty data set with a uniformly dense ray coverage 

(Figure 4.6) (Section 2.2). · Resol4tion is lost on both models at depths exceeding 3 km bsl 

and the felsite batholith (which -is deeper than 3.5 km bsl) could not be imaged. The vp 

velocity structure consists of two isolated, high wave-speed anomalies to the north at sea 

level and a prominent lligh::-wave speed ·anomaly in the upper 1 km to the southeast (Figure 
. . . 

4.8). These were interpreted to represent greenstone and metagreywacke units. Low 

wave-speeds in the ·centnil area at shallow depths migrate to the north with depth and are 

interpreted to represent Franciscan melange and brecciated basalt flows, Low wave-speed 

anomalies underlying the south~rn ~ea at 1-3 -~ bsl-may result from the high gas content 

ofthe underlying HTR (Section 1.3.2). 

High vp/Vs Values (up·tp 1.8) were imaged in the central and western areas at sea 
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Figure 4.7 Three-dimensional vP model for The Geysers geothermal area, after Zucca et al. (1994). The 

velocity structure is presented in four horizontal depth slices with anomalies in red indicating lower wave 

speeds grading to anomalies in blue indicating higher wave speeds. The hashed areas in layer I (0.3 km 

asl) indicate the surface exposure of igneous rocks. The Big Sulphur Creek fault zone is marked with a 

solid line (saw-toothed). The black and red contours in layers 2 and 3 show the depth to the top of the 

steam reservoir. The black and red contours in layer 4 show depth to the top of the felsite batholith. The 

red contour is the closest depth contour to the modelled layer in each case. Black contours are shallower 

or deeper. The number beside each contour gives the precise contour depth. The locations of electrical 

power generating units are indicated by black squares. 
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Figure 4.8 Three-dimensional velocity models for the northwest Geysers, after Romero et al. (1994). The 

models are presented in horizontal depth slices. The dashed line encloses the Coldwater Creek steam field 

(CCSF) and the triangles in the shallowest layers of each model are seismometer stations. (a) The vp 

model shows percentage deviation from mean layer velocity. Light shading indicates speeds lower than 

average and dark shading higher than average. (b) vtfvs model: absolute values are shown. 
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level (Figure 4.8b). The western anomaly is continuous, though less well resolved, down 

to 1 km bsl with another high imaged to the southeast of the area at the same depth. The 

anomalies are interpreted as liquid-saturated zones in the near surface or zones affected by 

surface recharge. The deeper anomalies may also indicate a liquid.:saturated zone of 

condensation. Low vplvs anomalies (down to 1.6) dominate the central and southern areas 

at depths of ~1 km bsl. Most steam entries are found in this zone, inferring that the low 

vplvs anom~y correlates with the liquid-deficient production zone. Romero et. al., (1994) 

suggest this may be one means of monitoring temporal changes in the steam zone. 

4.5 Summary 

Seismic tomography has been successfully used to model Earth structure on local, 

regional and global scales. Teleseismic and global surface-wave inversions resolve 

relatively large scale features. The cost and environmental issues associated with NeHT 

studies mean that LET methods are more commonly applied. 

LET methods use P- and S-phase earthquake travel-time data recorded by a dense array of 

seismometers distributed evenly over the model volume. Three-dimensional variations in 

velocity structure are determined by perturbing the velocity structure within a J?Odel 

volume to minimise the misfit between observed and calculated travel-time residuals. The 

earthquake data set consisted of events with accurate P- and S-phase travel-time 

measurements distributed evenly over the model volume. The one-dimensional starting 

model was derived using the program VELEST. An initial vplvs ratio estimate was 

determined from Wadati diagrams. Velocity structure was defined at a series of discrete 

nodes formed by the intersection of two vertical and one horizontal nodal plane. A linear 

velocity gradient is assumed between adjacent nodes. 

Both graded and direct inversions were conducted. The vplvs ratio was modelled 

at each nodal configuration, the two finest grid configurations and the final nodal grid. For 

each velocity grid a damping trade-off curve provided appropriate damping values. A 

comprehensive program of graded inversions tested various aspects of the data set, 

modelling procedure, SIMULPSJ2 program and robustness of the wave-speed models. 

LET has been successfully applied to several seismically active geothermal and 

volcanic areas imaging solidified gabbroic bodies under calderas in Iceland and Kilauea 

Volcano, Hawaii, and identifying rupture zones in active fault zones such as Lorna Prieta. 

Various LET techniques have been applied to tomographic studies of The Geysers. Wave

speeds are generally lower than regional values due to variation in rock type or the steam

saturated reservoir. The higher velocities in the reservoir are thought to be produced by 

lenses of ultramafic material. Areas of high vplvs values are interpreted as liquid-saturated 

zones and low·vplvs anomalies correlate with the liquid-deficient stearri reservoir. 
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Chapter 5 

The tomographic inversion results 

5.1 Introduction 

The vp and v!vs models presented in this chapter were generated by a graded 

inversion u~ing the minimum one-dimensional vp model determined by VELEST and 

improved v!vs ratio estimate. The v!vs model was held fixed at inversions with 

horizontal node spacing of 10 km, 4 km and the initial inversion for vp at 2 km, proceeding 

then to full inversions of both vp and v!vs at 2 km and 1 km node spacings. The RMS 

travel-time residual was reduced by 63% to 0.027 s (0.022 s for P-waves; 0.044 s for S

waves) with model variance reduced by 81%. 

5.2 Inversion configuration 

5.2.1 The modelled data set 

One hundred and eighty-five events were selected for tomographic modelling from 

a data set of 296 earthquakes, giving a total of 4032 P- and 1000 S-wave arrival times 

(Section 3.2.7). Of thes~, 46 arrivals were found to be unstable during preliminary 

modelling and discarded from the data set. The numbers of ·arrivals recorded by the 44 

seismic stations used in this study are shown in Figure 5.1. Seismometer stations located 

within the seismically-active zone yielded the largest numbers of arrivals. The epicentral 

distribution of the events 'is shown in Figure 5.2. No shot or blast data were available . 
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5.2.2 The starting one-dimensional vP model and vplv8 ratio estimate 

The one-dimensional vp model generated by VELEST differed only slightly from the 

starting Vp model .but produced a 24% decrease in the RMS travel-time residual from 

().058 s to 0.044 s (Figure 5~3) (S~ction 4.2.5.2). The final vp model was converted to 

SIMULPS 12 input format with wave-speeds defined at horizontal layers of nodes. 

Velocity, km/s 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

-2r---~r----,--~~--~~----~----~-----

0 

E 2 .:::&:. 

·v . Vp en s I I 

. ..c I I 
I I 

.r:::. I I 

....... I ·I 

a. -1 

<D ·I 

0 4 I 
I 

·I 

6 

Figure 5.3. Final one-dimensional layered· vp model derived from VELEST (shaded line). The one

dimensional regional vP layered model is represented by the dashed line (Section 3.3.1). The continuous, 

one-dimensional vp model used initially by S/MULPS12 i's indicated by the solid black line. The one

dimensionaf vsmodel used by qloc to determine input hypocentre and travel-time estimates was calculated 

from vp assuming a constant vpfvs ratio of 1.74. The regional vs model was calculated from the regional 

one-dimensional vP model assuming a vlvs ratio of 1.80. 
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The starting Vs model used along with the vp model to generate input hypocentres 

and travel.:.time residual estimates for SIMULPS12 ·was calculated from the vp model 

assuming a constant vrfv5 ratio (Figure 5.3). An improved estimate of this ratio, 1.74, was 

determined from the median of 126 vrfv5 values determined from Wadati diagrams for 

earthquakes with five or moreS-P travel-time measurements (Figure 5.4). 

The minimum one-di[Il~nsional model_and improved estimate of vrfv5 is only 

slightly .different from the regional model and vplv5 value but it does produce a decrease in 

the RMS travel-time residuals. Horizontal and vertical location uncertainties are less than 

those suggested for the one-dimensional regional Vp model and _vrfvs estimate. See Section 

7.5.5 for discussion oflocation errors. 

2.0 107' 133652.1 

_.y=mx+c 

en 1.5 m = (v /v) .c 1 . ·P .s 
Q) 

E 
• 

a_ 
ch 0.5 

0.0 ~....I......J.,.....L-.I...;;.&.... ........ ....;,I,.....L.....l._....,;,,,-,j,;,,,~ ......... ~.....~.. ........ ..~....~._._..........., 

o.o o.5'· · 1.0 1.5 . 2.0 2.5 

.. · P-travel time, s 

Figure 5.4. Wadati diagram of P vs~ S-P travel4imes recorded at eleven stations for event 107.133652.1. . 
The vlvs ratio is.determined from the slope,(m) on a line of best fit.(linear regression) to the data points. 

In this case vlv5=1.74. 

5.2.3 Parameterization of the model volume 
' ' ~ . . . ~. '-

!he ~odd volume· is 20 X 20 km in area· and 6 km deep, rotated 45° from north 

and cent~ed onth~ p~int 38:48.60° N -122:47.05° Win the seismicatly-active area (Figure 

5.5). Th~· ~ea. enclo~~s· 44 .·seisnlic statio~s' .and all the earthquakes used in the 

tomog~apnic modelling~. ~. 
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The two vertical orthogonal nodal planes were oriented parallel (y-axis) and 

perpe!ldicular (x-axis) to the northwest striking tectonic faults which bound the steam field 

to the northeast and south\Vest (Figure 5.5 and 5.6). The nodal configurations used in 

each stage of the graded inversion are shown in Figure 5.6. They consist of an initial, 

coarsely-spaced grid (63 nodes, 10 km horizontal spacing) which was made progressively 

finer during successive inversions (4 km, 2 km and 1 km). The fmal grid has 1232 velocity 

nodes and 1 km (horizontal) spacing where ray density is greatest. This corresponds to the 

area within the production zone. .Nodal separation was increased to 2-4 km at the 

. periphery of the modelled volume where ray-path coverage is poor (Figure 5.6). The 

vertical separation of horizontal planes of nodes remained unchanged throughout the 

graded inversion at 1 km between 1 km asl and 4 km bsl, increasing to 2 km at depths 

exceeding 4 km bsl. Fixed planes of nodes were placed at depths of -149.0 km, -2.0. km, 

7 km and 149.0 km, and at ±149.0 km horizontally (Section 4.2.5.3). 

5.2.4 Damping trade-off curves 

A suite of damping trade-off curves were used to select damping values for each 

nodal configuration (Table 5.1; Figure 5.7). Damping values were large in the early 

inversions to suppress large fluctuations to the vp model. Smaller values are appropriate as 

the .model approaches the final model. Damping for the vp'vs model remained at 2 s 

(Figure 5.7b). 

Table 5.1 Velocity damping values chosen for each nodal configuration. 

Minimum horizontal Damping value chosen from damping trade-off curve 
';lode·spacing, km vP model, s2 vlvs ratio model, s 

10.0 20.0 riot modelled 

4.0 20.0 not modelled 

2.0 5.0 2.0 

1.0 2.0 2.0 

5.2.4 Resolution 

Well-resolved areas of the wave-speed models were assessed using the spread 

function value (Foulger et al., 1996). Velocity nodes with spread ~4 km are considered to 

be well-resolved. These are mostly restricted to the production area which has the most 

dense coverage of ray-paths. Resolution is lost at depths exceeding 3 km bsl where only a 
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Figure 5.6. Horizontal layers of velocity nodes used at each stage of the graded inversion. Nodal separation varies 
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small number of events occur. Within well-resolved areas anomalies are considered to be 

significant if defined by more than one node i.e., anomalies with areas >1 1an2. 

5.2.5 The three-dimensional Vp model 

The:vp model is presented in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Variations of up to +28.63% (0, 

-2, 0) and -27.5% (10, 0, -1) from the average layer velocity are resolved. The vp model 

has several broad trends within the production area. Low velocities at shallow depths 

within the northwest Geysers r~vert to more normal velocities at 2 km bsl (Figures 5.8a-d). , 

This contrasts with the central and southeast Geysers where high-velocity anomalies occur 

at all depths (Figure 5.8a-e). Sharp velocity contrasts are detected across the Collayorni 

fault zone. 

Two spatially-distinct low-velocity anomalies in the surface layer ( -2, 4, -1 and 1, 

4, -1) merge into a single, complex feature at sea level (Figures 5.8a and b). The anomaly 

continues to 1 km bsl but is restricted to a small area on the north margin of the reservoir 

(Figures 5.8c and 5.9b) The anomalies in the surface layer are up to -21% slower than the 

average reducing to <-8% by 1 km bsl. 

High-velocity anomalies in the central and southeastern parts of the steam field are 

generally narrow and elongate at shallow depths (Figures 5.8 a-b) increasing spatially and 

becoming more circular in shape at depth (Figures 5.8 c-d). Maximum velocity contrasts 

C?f up to +24% (-2, -6, -1), +29% (0, -2, 0) and +18% (-2, -2, 1) greater than the 

average layer velocity are observed in the shallowest three layers. 

Other features include the thin ( <0.5 km) circular low-velocity anomaly centred on 

Cobb Mtn. (2, -2, -1) which is up to 26% slower than average (Figure 5.8 and 5.9a and g

h). The feature deepens to 1 km bsl in the northwest (at y=O km Figure 5.9a). Steep 

velocity gradients (Figures 5.9e-h) coincide with the surface trace of the Collayorni fault 

zone (at x=5 km, Figure 5.9 e-f). Vp is reduced by up to 29% northeast of this fault zone 

while wave-speeds remain close to the starting model to the southeast. No such velocity 

contrast is observed across the Mercuryville fault zone (at x=-4 km, Figure 5.9e-h). 

There is no consistent correlation between Vp anomalies and either the felsite 

batholith or the steam reservoir. A suite of complementary diagrams to Figure 5.8 

showing final wave speeds at each modelled node is presented in Appendix 8. 

5.2.6 The three-dimensional vplv8 model 

Anomalies in the vplvs model are smaller in magnitude (±9.77%) and simpler in 

shape. A striking low v!vs ratio anomaly dominates the model, and is enclosed by a high 

v!vs ratio envelope on all well resolved margins (Figure 5.1 0). Horizontal slices and 
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Figure 5.8. Maps showing percentage variation in vp from mean values for horizontal depth slices through the 

model (values to the left of map). The location map (g) details surface features within the modelled volume 

including the 1992 production area (shaded) and seismometers (red circles). Areas enclosed by white dashed 
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vertical cross-sections parallel and perpendicular to the reservoir axis are presented in 

Figures 5.10 and 5 .11. 

Two distinct areas (-1, -5, -1 and -1, 1, .-1) of low-v!vs anomalies in the surface 

layer continue down to sea level (Figure 5.10a). The southeastern anomaly forms a 

northwest-southeast trending body 6 km in length (Figure 5.10b). The two anomalies 

merge into a single, coherent. body at 1 km bsl consisting of a circular body 2.5 km in 

diameter to the northwest ( -1, 1, 1 ), connected by a thin neck ( -1, -2, 1) to an oblong

shaped body to the southeast (Figure 5.10c): The anomaly expands laterally to the 

northeast and southeast at 2 km but is absent in the southeast (Figure 5.10d). Southeast

northwest· cross-sections through the centre of this body show the anomaly is about 2 km 

thick in the southeast and is restricted to shallow levels in the crust (Figure 5.11c). The 

anomaly deepens to the northwest, increasing in thickness to a maximum of about 4 km 

( -1, 1, 3) before thinning and tapering to terminate in the northwest (Figure 5.11 c). This 

transition is also found in southwest-northeast cross-sections perpendicular to the axis of 

this anomaly (Figures 5.11e-h). 

High-v!vs ratio anomalies at the periphery of the low-v!vs anomaly are restricted 

to depths shallower than 2 km bsl (Figures 5.10a-c). Anomalously high-v!vs ratios are 

found east and west of the low-v!vs anoinaly at sea-level. These high-vlvs extend to the 

northwest at 1 km bsl to form an envelope to the low-v!vs anomaly. It is unclear if the 

anomaly continues to the southeast due to a loss of model resolution in this area. 

In contrast to the vp model the low-v!vs anomalies correlate very closely with the 

steam reservoir at all depths and appear to be restricted to its limits (Figures 5.11 b, c and 

e-h). The correlation is most.striking at 1 km bsl with the anomaly following the reservoir 

contours almost exactly, even narrowing as the reservoir does at (0, -1, 1) (Figure 5.10c). 

The anomaly does not extend as far to either the northwest or southeast as the reservoir. 

In the southeast the discrepancy may be an artefact of limited resolution but in the 

northwest the difference is real. In contrast, the high v!vs anomalies are restricted almost 

exclusively to areas outside the reservoir (Figure 5.11a and e-h). There appears to be no 

correlation between the felsite batholith and vivs anomalies. A suite of complementary 

diagrams to Figure 5.10 showing final v!vs ratios at each of the modelled nodes is 

presented in Appendix 8. 

5.3 The results for different inversion strategies 

Direct tomographic inversion produced structurally similar Vp and v!vs models to 

those generated in the graded inversions but the anomalies were of lower amplitude and 

structural detail and resolution was reduced. The graded inversion produced a better data 

variance reduction and a 33% decrease in RMS travel time residual compared '_ ~< the 
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direct inversion.· 

All three graded inversion strategies tried produced virtually identical vp models. 

They differed principally in the vfY'vs model. Graded inversions modelling vfY'vs at each 

stage, and the final two nodal configurations only, produced structurally similar models 

though anomalies in the fmal inversion have larger amplitudes. The fmal RMS travel-time 

residuals for both inversions differed by <0.11% in favour of the vfY'vs model generated by 

inverting vfY'vs at the two final stages. Inverting for vfY'vs at only the final grid spacing 

produced similar but lower amplitude anomalies. Resolution of structural detail was also 

reduced. 

Graded inversions using (a) the nurumum one-dimensional vp model and an 

improved estimate of the vfY'vs ratio, and (b) the regional one-dimensional model and vfY'vs 

ratio estimates, produced structurally silnilar vp and vfY'vs models. Anomalies in both vfY'vs · 

models are of similar amplitude. Using the minimum one-dimensional model a 5% 

improvement in the RMS travel-time residual was achieved over using the regional model. 

Forcing input hypocentres to a graded inversion to be 1 km deeper than the best 

qloc locations produced similar wave-speed models, resolving the same anomalies and 

structural detail as the optimum locations. Final RMS travel time residuals differed by 

<0.18%. Over 80% of the enforced depth discrepancy was recovered in the initial 

relocation stage S/MULPS12 performs prior to modelling wave-speeds. The average fmal 

depth discrepancy between the inversions differed by only 0.009 km. 

Graded inversions were perforrned·using data recorded on both the temporary and 

the UNT networks together and separately. Separate inversions of temporary and UNT 

network data model broadly similar Vp anomalies but these tend to be less continuous than 

anomalies modelled in inversions of the full data set. In contrast both inversions resolved 

very similar vfY'vs structure which is consistent with the vfY'vs model generated in inversion 

of the full data set. The temporary network data included 168 earthquakes consisting of 

1557 P-wave arrivals and 699 S-wave arrivals. The final RMS travel-time residual was 

0.033 s. The 163 earthquakes used in the inversion of UNT data used 2268 f!-wave 

arrivals and 226 S-wave arrivals. The final RMS travel-time .residual was 0.022 s. The 

structural detail of wave-speed anomalies within the reservoir in inversions excluding 

CALNET data were unaffected. Some model resolution was lost in the periphery of the 

model volume but these areas are poorly resolved anyway. 

Varying the weighting of the travel-time residuals had little effect. Residual 

weighting mainly affected vfY'vs reflecting the higher number of S-phase arrivals with 

relatively high travel-times residuals. 

An inversion was conducted for Vp using the same model volume but with the grid 

oriented due north, i.e. such that the vertical nodal planes were no longer aligned with the 

tectonic fabric. The vp model was virtually identical to that produced when the grid was 
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parallel to the tectonic fabric. 

The Vp model was susceptible to rapid fluctuations between adjacent nodes during 

the later stages of a graded inversion. Such ·changes were suppressed by choosing 

somewhat more conservative damping values than were suggested by damping trade-off 

curves. 

5.4 Earthquake locations 

5.4.1 Earthquake relocations 

The final. data set of 296 earthquakes was relocated with the three-dimensional 

wave-speed models using the program (jloc3d (B. R. Julian, pers. comm.). The program 

determines hypocentres using a similar approach to qloc (Section 3.3.1) but employs a 

bending algorithm in the ray-tracer (Julian and Gubbins, 1977). 

The average horizontal and vertical change to earthquake locations between the 

one-dimensional regional model (Section 3.3.1) and the final three-dimensional model are 

0.34 km and 0.29 km respectively. The maximum relocation was 2.97 km horizontally and 

. 254 km vertically. Spatially close earthquakes tend to relocate towards the centre of their 

respective clusters (Figure 5.12). Epicentres south of Cobb Mtn. generally relocate to the 

· east while events west of Cobb Mtn generally migrate north. Hypocentres relocate deeper 

at depths exceeding 3 km bsl (Figure 5.13). No trend is evident at shallower levels. 

5.4.2 Final earthquake locations 

Earthquakes located with the three~dimensional wave-speed model had final P- and 
' . 

S-wave travel time residuals of 0.041 s and 0.074 s respectively. This represents an 

improvement in RMS travel-time residual over the regional one-dimensional model of 24% 

for P-waves and 45% for S-waves. The general pattern of seismicity remains unchanged 

though definition of seismic and aseismic areas (e.g., the dead-zone; Section 2.3) is 

improved (Figure 5.14). A thin (<0.4 km) aseismic horizon at about 3.0 km bsl divides 

seismicity at The Geysers into two vertically distinct zones (Figure 5.15). The shape of the 

seismogenic base remains .unchanged but. deepens by 0.5 km to 4 km in the central 

Geysers. The three-dimensional wave-speed models probably locate earthquakes with an 

accuracy of ±0.2 km horizontally and vertically. Location errors are discussed in Section 

7.5.5. 

Earthquakes located with the three-dimensional wave-speed models and one

dimensional regional- models are compared with power plants operating during the field 

experiment (Figure 5.16). There is no correlation between earthquakes .and production 
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Figure 5.15. Same as.Figure 5.13 without.relocation vectors. 
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activities in the extreme northwest and southeast Geysers. In contrast, earthquake clusters 

in the seismically ·active central Geysers show a distinct spatial correlation with power 

plants (around which steam production and water injection is assumed to occur). The 

three-dimensional wave-speed models generally relocate earthquakes into tighter clusters 

which have migrated closer to the power plants. 

5.5 Summary 

The graded inversion produced more structurally detailed w_ave-speed models and 

consequently the RMS travel-time residual was reduced by 33% compared to the direct 

inversion approach. The three graded inversion strategies produced similar vp models with 

slight variations in the structural detail of the v!vs models, a reflection of the stage at 

which modelling for v!vs commenced during the graded inversion. 

Structurally similar wave-speed models were generated using different one

dimensional starting mode~s though a 5% improvement in the 'final RMS travel-time 

residual was achieved using the model generated by VELEST. The same was found for 

models produced by inputing hypocentres forced .I km deeper than the normal graded 

inversion. The final RMS travel-time residuals differed by <0.18% in favour of the 

inversion using unrestricted input hypocentres. 

Graded inversions using data recorded on the temporary and UNT networks 
/< 

differed little ~ro~m inversions with the full data set which is not unexpected given the small 
'J 

number of P-arriv~ls recorded by CALNET. Graded inversions of data recorded by the 

UNT network and temporary network produced Vp models with grossly similar features to 

the inversion of the full data set but differed considerably in detail. The v!vs model 

generated in both inversions compared closely with one another and the inversion of the 

full data set. Rotating the model volume by 45° made no change to the vp model. 

The optimum tomographic model calculated was generated using a graded 

inversion and the best one-dimensional Vp model and v/vs ratio estimate. One-hundred 

and eighty-five events were used. The model volume is 20 x 20 km in area and 7 km deep, 

centred on the steam reservoir and rotated 45° west of north. The modelled area enclosed 

44 seismic stations. The fmal models produced a 63% reduction in RMS travel time 

residual with final P-phase travel times having an RMS of 0.022 s and S-travel times 

having an RMS of 0.044. Model variance was reduced by 81%. 

Vp varies between -27.5% and +28.6% from the starting one dimensional vp model. 

Shallow, low-velocity anomalies in the northwest area of the reservoir revert to more 

normal velocities at 2 km bsl. In · contrast,_ the central and southeast areas have 

anomalously high velocities at all depths. Large velocity contrasts at all resolved depths 

are coincident with the surface trace of the Collayomi fault zone. There is no correlation 
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between anomalies in the vp model and either the felsite batholith O! steam reservoir. 

The v!vs model is much simpler and is dominated by a central low v!vs anomaly in 

the reservoir surrounded by l~\ high v!vs anomalies. The coherent low v!vs body is 

spatially coincident with the steam reservoir, appearing to be contained within it. 

The relocated hypocentres of the earthquakes migrated into more compact clusters 

compared with the one-dimen~ionallocations. Hypocentres >3 km bsl relocated to deeper 

levels. Hypocentres separate into two vertically-distinct seismic volumes separated by a 

thin. ( <0.4 km), well-defined aseismic horizon ( <0.4 km) 2.5 km bsl. The three

dimensional model improved location accuracy to between 20~ 70 m horizontally and 

vertically. 
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C~ap~er 6 

-Moment tensors-

6~1 Introducti9n 

Until recently most earthquake. source mechanism studies have assumed shear 

motion. The radiation pattern_ is equivalent to a double-couple (DC) for an isotropic 

medium. The type of s~e~ mec;:hanism \vas determined using fault-plane solutions where 

orthogonal nodal planes were fitted by hand to compressional first motion observations on 

an upper or .a lower focal sphere;. The geometry of this pattern determined the "focal 

mechanism", and one of the nodal planes represented the slip surface. With more 

sophisticated analysis techniques and higher quality digital data many earthquakes have 

been observed to have mechanisms which are inconsistent with shear faulting i.e., non-DC . . 
(Miller et al., 1996); 

Numerous theo.ries have been proposed to explain non-DC earthquakes (see for a 

r~view Julian et al., 1996; Miller et al., 1996). Many are thought to result from processes 

producing a component of 1TlOtion normal to a fault surface. Earthquakes with large 

isotropic components are particularly well observed in volcanic and geothermal areas such 

as the Hengill-Grensdalur volcanic complex, Iceland (e.g., Foulger and Long, 1984; 

Miller, 1996). High-temper~ture, high-pressure fluids in geothermal systems may facilitate 

crack opening at depth in. young volcanic areas. 

It is extremely difficult to determine non-DC mechanisms from first-motion 

polarity data alone unless the mechanisms have large isotropic components. Amplitude 

data can constrain mechanisms much better than polarity data alone. Their use, however, 

· .is hampt;red . because Earth heterogeneity distorts the ·amplitudes of waves as they 
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propagate from source to receiver. Such effects can be significantly reduced by using the 

ratios ~f amplitudes such as P ·and SH, P apd SV or SH and SV. Earthquake focal 

mechanisms presen~ed in this chapter are determined by the linear programming technique 

of Julian (1986) and Julian and Foulger (1996). 

6~2 Moment tensors 

6.2·.1 M~ment tensor representation of a seismic source 

Wheh an earthquake occurs materi~ in the source region moves suddenly enough 

to radiate seismic waves. Th~ amplitude variation of seismic energy leaving the source 

region is described by a second-order moment tensor m (Julian et al., 1996). The 

moment tensor describes the source in terms of 9 elementary force systems, each element 

.of which describes the strength ofon.e force component: 

6.1 

where the moment tensor components are arranged according to the right-hand co

ordinate system such that x, y and; represent north, ~ast and vertically down respectively. 

Diagonal elements Mo:, MYY; Mzz of the moment tensor are linear dipoles while off-diagonal 

elements are force couples. The source is assumed to exert no net torque so off-diagonal 

elements actually correspond to pajrs of force couples. The moment tensor is therefore 
. . 

symmetric with 6 independent components. 

To simplify comprehension· moment tensors can be completely described by 

rotating the coc.ordinate system and expressing the moment tensor in terms of three 

·orthogonal pr~ncipal moments m1, m2, m3 and three values specifying the orientation of this 

principal axis co-ordinate system. This completely describes the force system and source 

information is then independent of orie~tation information. 

6.2.2 Decomposing a lnom~nt tensor 

In order to understand a moment tensor better, we may decompose it into an 

isotropic ~md·a devi'atoric part: 
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6.2 

where m<l)"=.(m1+m2+m3)13 is .the isotropic moment. The deviatoric part can be further 

decomposed into a DC (principal moments in the ratios of 1:-1 :0) and a "Compensated 

Linear Vector Dipole" (CLVD) (principal moments in the ratios 1:-11/12): 

[m;] [OJ [-.K] . :; = m'DCl ~I + m'CL""l - ~ , 6.3 

where m<DC>=m; - m~ , m<cLVD) =-2m; and the principal moments are arranged so that 

I m;l~lm~ 1~1m;1 (Figure 6.1) (Knopoff and Randall, 1970). A CLVD describes uniform 

outward (or inward) motion in a plane accompanied by inward (or outward) motion 

normal to this plane such that volume is conserved. 

Other parameters useful for understanding moment tensors include: 

c = 
m' I 

lm'l 3 

6.4 

which describes the departure of the deviatoric part from a DC. For a pure DC cis zero 

and ±0.5 for a pure CL VD. A measure of the relative volumetric change in the source is 

given by: 

def 

k = 
·lmUll + lm'l 

3 

with -1~.$.1. For a purely deviatoric source mechanism k=O. 

·. 6.3 Moment tensor determination: Theory 

6.5 

Linear programming methods are extensions of linear algebra to include 

inequalities. They maximise a given linear objective function: 

6.6 

of theN independent variables x1 ,.. ·, xN involving N constants a01 ,. · ·, aoN· The variables 

are required to be non-negative: 
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Figure .6.1 .. ~Schematic representation of a moment tensor decomposed into the isotropic, DC, and CLVD 

components (from, Apperson, 1991). P"wave polarity fields are plotted on focal hemispheres. 

6.7 

and to satisfya.set o( additional constraints U=u1 + u2 + u3, u1 of them of the form: 

ailx,. + a;2X2 +···+ O:wXN ~ b; 6.8 

u2 of;them of the form: 

a,j1x 1 + ai2x2 +···+ ajNXN ~ b. 
1 

6.9 

and u3 of them ofthe form: 

ak,x, + ak2x2 +···+ akNxN bk .6.10 

The set of non~negative values x1,. • ··, .xN satisfying these constraints is called a 

"feasible· vector" .. The .situation is most easily described geometrically with each constraint 
. . ' 

from Equations 6.2 and 6.3· defining a hyperplane that bounds the "feasible region" inN-

dimensional space. This is visualised easily here in two-dimensions (Figure 6.2). Vectors 

. satisfying all constraints lie within the feasible region. There generally is either no feasible 

, vector or an infinite set of them. The "simplex" method solves linear programming 

~ethods ·by ·first finding an initial feasible V(!ctor and then increasing the objective function 
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Figure 6.2. Geometrical representation of a linear programming problem in two-dimensions. The shaded 

area boundeo by the inequality constraints is the fea.Sible region, Feasible vectors lie on the vertices of the 

feasible region. Tqe optimal feasible vector (black circle) maximises the linear objective function Z=X+Y. 

Dashed Jines indicate contours of Z. 

in a s~ties of st~ps until the optimal feas1ble vector is found. 

Aqy seisinic:-'wave.·arnplitgqe is a linear function of the moment-tensor components, 

so runplitudes can ·befitted usihg,standard linear algebra. However, polarity observations 

provide inequalities, which introduce qorilineaiity. Linear programining techniques and the 

simplex method can deal with just this kind of nonlinear problem (inequalities involving 

linear forms) and can 'therefore be applied to earthquake ·focal mechanism studies. 

Polarities, amplitudes and amplitude r<J.tios of seismic. waves from local earthquakes can be 

expressed as linear inequalities and inverted for moment tensor solutions (Julian, 1986; 

Julian and Foulger, 1996). Let 6.inc,lependent components of a moment tensor for a point 

source can be arranged ~ a column vector: 

6.11 

The right.:handed c<;>-ordinate system defined in Section 6.2.1 is used. The amplitude of a 
. . 
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seismic wave u is linearly related to the moment tensor components by: 

6.12 

where 

6.13 

is a column vector of a Green's function for a particular seismic phase, P, SH, SV, Love or 

Rayleigh and source and station locations. Components of g for a seismic wave radiating 

in an homogeneous medium are given by Julian (1986). 

A polarity observation is expressed as:· 

or 

depending on polarity. 

Amplitude observations are expn!ssed as a pair of inequalities defmed by maximum 

and minimu~ amplitude values: 

· and 6.15 

Similarly, the amplitude. ratio · r of two seismic. waves A (I) and A (Z) is expressed as an 

inequality involving the bounding values r max and r min : 

and 6.16 

Amplitude ratios are related to a moment tensor by inequalities of the form: 

and 6.17 

g (l)Tm > .r . g(Z)Tm 
- mm 

where g<l) and ·g<2) are the Green's functions for the two seismic phases involved. These 
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inequalities can be written as: 

and 6.18 

(g(l)T - r . g(Z)T)m. > 0 
. . .mm -

Reversing signs in the appropriate Green's function for Equations 6.14, 6.15 and 

6, J 8 allows all these inequalities to be expressed in the form: . 

T g m s· a 6.19 

Amplitudes and amplitude ratios are now expressed in the same form as inequalities for a 

pair of polarity observations but with ·different Green's functions and can then be inverted 

· in the same way. The simplex algorithm seeks a feasible solution consistent with the data 

for this system of in~qualities by minimising the "objective function" E: 

.E = LlgJm-ail 6.20 
ieS 

· where S is the set of unsatisfied inequalities. Alternatively the objective function is 

expressed in terms of amplitudes by: 

E = Lw,lu,l + Lw,lu,_-a,l. + Lw,lu?l-r;a)"l 6.21 

. iEP iEQ iER. 

where P, Q; and Rare the set of polarity, amplitude and amplitude-ratio constraints which 

are unsatisfied. A weighting factor wi is applied to each inequality because in most cases 

the data are not ·of equal qualitr. If all the constraints are satisfied then E will be zero and· 

there is a non-empty set .of feasible solutions. The simplex algorithm can be applied again 

wi~h a different set of objective functions which maximise or minimise extreme physical 

. . char!lcteristics ·of the moment tensor e.g., the maximum explosive and implosive 

. components (Julian, 1986) . .Alternatively if a feasible solution does not exist the simplex 

algorithm may minimise a weighted L 1 norm of the residuals unsatisfied in the E. 

6.4. l\'[oment tensor determination:· Application 

6.4.1 Seismic wave-speed models 

. Wave.:.sp~ed ·models can strongly affect how observations are mapped onto focal 
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spheres. Using ail overly simple model such as a one-dimensional wave-speed model can 

severely distort the true radiation ·pattern if the area studied is heterogeneous. For 

example, a one-dimensional model cif the Hengi11-Grensdalur area, Iceland, miscalculated 
. . . - ~ . 

the positions of stations on tht: focal sphere by up to 40° compared to a three-dimensional 

modei (Foulger and Julian, .1993). In the present study observations were mapped onto 

the focal sphere using information. derived from earthquakes. located with the program 

_qloc3d and using the three:..dimensional wave-speed models presented in Sections 5.2.5 

and 5.2.6 . 

. 6.4.2 Earthquake selection 

Good focal meehanism solutions reqmre an even spatial distribution of 

observations over the focal sphere. Of the 185 earthquakes used in tomographic 

modelling, thirty events (16%): were selected for further focal mechanism analysis. All 

locate within or close to the ·central Geysers and- the recordings have a wide azimuthal 

variation and most have good focal sphere coverage. 

·6A.3 Polarity and amplitude meas~rements 
. . . . 

Polarity and amplitude measurements \.V~re made on seismograms recorded by the 

temporary network supplemented with polarity data from CALNET stations (Section 2.2). 

Data from the UNT network contributed only to estimating earthquake locations, and not 

focal mechanisms, because the instrument polarities are unknown.· 

Processing_ errors were I?inimised by implementing a standard operating procedure. 

Clipped traces, probably caused by the digitiser, were discarded. P-wave arrivals are much 

. easier to identify and measure than S-wave arrivals because they are uncontaminated by 

preceding seismic signals. . Numerically rotating horizontal seismograms from· their field 

orientations enhances identification of S~wave arrivals. Transverse- and radial-component 

seismograms are oriented perpendicular and parallel to 'the source-receiver azimuth using 

the program ahrotate (B. R. Julian, pefs. comm.). The sign convention has positive radia.l 

component away from the source and positive transverse component to the left as viewed 

from source-to.,.receiver. Source.:to-receiver .azimuths were determined by the bending 

method (Julian and Gubbins, 1977). Measured S-wave arrival times made on unrotated 

horizontal traces were displayed ~n the rotated seismograms. These arrival times were 

examined and·re-measured where appropriate. Changes were generally small (.::;0.01 s). 

. W ave..:.propagation effects such as scattering .and attenuation most strongly 

influence the high-frequency components of a seismic signal. Using low-frequency 

components of the signal ·minimised these effects. Polarities and amplitudes were 
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measured on seismograms that had been low-pass- filtered with a three-pole Butterworth 

filter with a comer frequency ·of 5 Hz. Events were discarded if their rotated and filtered 

· seismograms had low signal-to-noise ratios. ·Measurements of P-wave arrival times and 

amplitudes were made on vertical-component seismograms. S-waves are more complex 

. s_ince an S-wave can ·be divided into two orthogonal components, SH and SV, which 

propagate independently but at the same speed. The particle motion for SH-waves lies in a 

horizontal plane perpendicular. to the propagation ray-direction so SH-phases were 
·. . . . ' 

measured on· transverse component seismograms (Figure 6.3). The particle motion of SV-

waves lies in the vertical plane containing the ray direction so SV-phases were measured on 

radial component seismograms. Amplitudes were measured from the first onset to first 

peak, and only:signals with similar rise times were used in ratios (Figure 6.4). 

6.4.4 Corr.ecting amplitudes· and amplitude ratios for wave-propagation 

effects 

· Seismic waves incident on and reflected at the free-suiface are amplified. The 

ground motion at a seis!nlc station is. the sum of the motions related to the incident and 

reflected phases. SH waves incident at the free surface are reflected as SH-waves but 

either P- or SV~waves undergo mode conversion and produce two reflected phases (P and 

SV): The amplification factor is a function of the angle of incidence at the surface and the 

. wave speeds. A "free-sur[ace" correction was computed using the method of Frazier 

(1970) and applied to measured amplitudes. .Plane waves incident on the surface of a 

homogenous half SI>ace with a vp/v5 ratio of 1.74 ate assumed. For incidence beyond the 

critical angle, correction is· practically impossible so for SV -waves only those emerging 
' . 

within 25° of the vertical were Included. 
' . 

The Earth is not perfectly_ elastic. As a seismic wave propagates through it energy 

is lost .and converted to dissipated heat. This phenomenon attenuates the wave amplitudes, 

particularly at high frequel)cies. Attenuation is quantified by the "figure of merit" Q(j), 

which is inversely proportional to attenuation. · 

Observed amplitudes were'corrected for attenuation using the relation: 

6.22 

where A
0 

anq A are the s~ismic-wave amplitudes at the source and observation point 

respectively, R is the geometrical spreading coefficient, w the angular frequency and t is 

the·travel-tiine (Menke et al., 1995). 

·The ratio of P- to S-wave amplitudes at the source is: 
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Figure 6.3. Example of unrotated and rotated seismograms recorded at station G004 for event 
. . . ,. ' 
119.012140:1 with corner frequency.f-=42 Hz. The north component is aligned to true north. The bottom 

two. traces show the' rotated radial and transverse horizontal components. Th~ SH and SV arrivals are 

more easily inspected on the rotated traces. 
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Figure 6.4. The rotated traces shown in Figure 6.3 after low-pass filtering using a three-pole Butterworth 

filter (corner frequency of 5 Hz). The vertical trace is enlarged vertically three times relative to the radial 

and transv.erse components. 
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6.23 

where Ap and As are the observed amplitudes,. Qp and Qs are the quality factors and tp and 

ts are travel-times for the respective P- and'S-phases. If the variations in vpfvs are assumed 

to be small then :Rp = Rs and geometrical spreading can be neglected for amplitude ratios. 

Attenuation studies. at The Geysers suggest Qp=60 is a reasonable value for the reservoir 

(Zucca et al., 1993). Qs has not been measured, so moment tensors were determined 

. using a.range of Q5 values and the fit to the data assessed. 

Amplitude measurements used to de~errnine scalar moments were corrected for the 

effects of geom~trical spreading.· Consider a tube of rays propagating from source 0 to a 

receiver X at the surfa~e of ap elastic half-space (Julian and Gubbins, 1977). The pencil 

of r~ys subteriding a solid angle ·dn at 0 diverge to cover an surface area dA at X. The 

·total power within >the pencil is the same at 0 and X, ·neglecting. attenuation effects. The· 

ratios of power per unit area at 0 and X are: 

E dQ. 
. 6.24 = 

I d.Acosip . 

where ip is the angle between the incident ray at X and nadir (Julian and Gubbins, 1977). 

The element of solid angle subtended at the source: 

is related to the element of area dA at the surface: 

where (r, t}x, <l>x) are spherical co-ordinates of X, by: 

E 

I 

aio· ajo 

sinio a'dx at}x 

r 2 sin i}xcosix aio ajo 

a<l>x a<l>x 

The geol!letrical spreading coefficient R is defined as:. 

E 
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(Aki mid Richards, 1980, p 99). 

6.4.5 Estim~ting amplitude ratio and amplitude error bounds 

The linear-prograiillhing technique requires that amplitudes and amplitude ratios be 

expressed in terms of bounding values. Measured amplitudes are subject to uncertainties 

arising from seismic noise and unmodelled wave-propagation affects. Provided the two 

phases of an amplitude ratio are affected similarly then wave-propagation effects are 

decreased for this parameter: The uncertainties are used to determine appropriate error 

.. bounds for amplitudes and amplitude ratios. 

The estimated total ~ncertainty a total for amplitude ratios is : 

0' tot~ =· 0' a + 0' b + 0' p 6.29 

and for an amplitude:· 

0' total = 0' a + 0' p 6.30 

where cra and crb are the fractional uncertainties in the measured amplitudes of two 

seismic~phases (e.g., P and SH) attributed to seismic poise and crP measures modelling 

errors. Seismic noise was quantified using the program noisepick (A. D. Miller, pers. 

comm.) .. The program calc!llates th~ _RMS amplitude for a 1 s segment preceding the P

phase· arrival.and for a time period equal to 50% of the S-P time prior to an S-phase. 

arrival. The fractional uncertainty is the RMS amplitude due to noise divided by the 

measured amplitude. 

The three-dimensional wave:-speed models are imperfect, as are the corrections for 
attenuation and geometrical spn~ading. a P is however difficult to quantify. In the absence 

·of a rigorous statistical analysis polarity and amplitude ratio data from several events were 
inverted for a range of values for a P and a value selected which resulted in about half of 

the events yielding feasible solutions (see Section 6.6.1). 

6.4.6 Determining moment tensors 

The program focmec (B. R. Julian, pers. comm.) determines moment tensor 

solutions for any combination of P, SH, SV polarity; amplitude . or amplitude ratio 

observations using the· simplex algorithm. Such a source. mechanisms are. given in 

moment-tensor form and can be constrained to be purely deviatoric (zero volume change). 

focmec seeks a moment tensor solution which is consistent with the data (the initial 
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·feasible solution) .. This solution is not unique but one of a set of moment tensors which 
. . . 

are consistent with the pol~ty and amplitude data. A set of user-defined objectiv.e 

functions can be applied t6 ~earch for physicaJ.ly.motivated, extreme linear combinations·of 

the moment-tensor components. If no feasible solution exists then the moment tensor that 
. . 

minimises the L1 norm of the residuals is determined. 

The programs el2Jm..abs and e,Z2fm.rat (A. D. Miller, pers. comm.) prepare polarity 

and· amplitude information output by qloc3d to the requir~d input format for focmec. 

el2fm.abs is used when th~ scalar moment, M
0

, is determined by inverting polarities and 

· amplitude measurements while el2fm.rat is used when moment tensors are determined by 

inverting polarities and amplitude ratios. The programs normalise the measured 
. . . 

amplitudes to unit distance from the source and correct for wave-propagation effects. To 

compensate for systematic differences between radiated compressional- and shear-waves, 

·amplitudes are m~ltiplied by 4np v3 a~d amplitude ratios by v3 where p is the density and v 

is the appropriate wave-speed (vp or vs) at the source. 

6.4. 7 Graphical presentation of results 

We display observation~ on equal-.area projections of the upper focal sphere.' A 

focal sphere is an imaginary sphere surrounding the .earthquake· hypocentre to which 

observations are often referred (Figure 6.5a). A theoretical amplitude ratio A:B is 

represented as an arrow of unit length whose slope is AlB (Figure 6.5b). The arrow 

orientation depends on the polarities of A and B but is independent of its position on the 

focal sphere and does not cause visible 'distortion when one amplitude is small. Pairs of 

lines indicate ranges compatible with the observations (Figure 6.5c). An observation is 

consistent with the theoretical ratio if the arrow lies b~tween .the pair of lines ( 1) and 

inconsistent otherwise (2). 

The "source-type plot" enables a depiction of the focal mechanism that is 

independent of its .orientation (Figure 6.6) (Hudson et al., 1989). The lozenge shape 

achieves a uniform probability density of sources over. the plot. The parameter k (vertical 

co-ordinate) is plotted against T=:-2£ (horizontal co-ordinate). T quantifies the departure 

of the deviatoric part of .the moment tensor from a DC. k varies from + 1 at the top of the 

plot to -1 at the bottoni with constant values along sub-horizontal contours~ T varies from 

1 at the right to -1 on the left, with constant values along sub-vertical contours. 

6o5 Determining earthquak~· moment-magnitudes (Mw) 

.Earthquake moment magnitudes are determined using the scalar moment M0 which 

is related to the principal moments mi by: 
'/, 
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Figure 6.5. Grapliical.pres~ntation schemes used,for observations. (a) Upper-hemisphere wave~polarities 

in egual-area.projectiop. Qpe11 s.ymbols: dilatioh~;-filled symbols: compressions; square symbols: lower

hemisphere obser.v·ations plotted at their aritipoditl points; lines: theoretical nodal surfaces. (b) Amplitude 

ratios A:B represented by .the direction of a unitvector: ;~c) Uppet hemisphere plot showing theoretical 
I 

·amplitude ratios (arrows) whh pairs oflines -indicating ranges compatible with the observations. 

Theoretical,~plitude:ratio.l is·c~mpatible with theQbservations and observation 2 is not. 

6.32 

i· 

(Silver and Jordan, 1982). Magnitudesaie expressed.using the moment-magnitude scale: 

6.33 

.If it is .asstmied 'that moment :release at the source is a step-like function of time 

then th~ far-field motioq is expected to_ be a delta functio~. The seismogram represents the 

. response of the ·station .to that g'rotind motion. The amplitude of the first motion of the 
. ' 

seismogram· is then linearly related to · actual ·-amplitude of ground motion by a 

proportion<~;lity' constan~: 

.. For this study an expedient .approach was taken to .calibrating moments calculated 

by focmec using: seismogram amplitude. me~urements.. This was to regress the 

magnitud~s with coda~rp.~gnitudes reported. by CALNET, UNT and D. B. Barton, a fellow 

Durlialll student. who has calculated coda-magnitudes for earthquakes from The Geysers 

using t.JNT seismograms (D. B. Bwton, pers. corrim.), (Figure 6.7). The correlations with . . . . . 

C:ALNET· ~nd Barton'magnitudes are similar because the coda-duration magnitude scales 
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Figure .6.6. Equal area "sourGe typ~ plot" used to display ori~ntation~independent descriptions of focal 

mechan-isms (Hudson ~t-;al.; -1989). k (the relative yolumetr1c change) ois plotted against T (the departure 

of.the deviatoric coll1ponent .from a DC), k varies"fr6m +Laube top of:the diagram to -1 at the bottom. 

For purely devia:toric ·sources k=Q. k is con!\tant on sub"horizontal contours. T varies from + 1 on the left 

to o:-l on the left, with constant values along sub-vertical co~tours. 

were calibrated -using CALNET magnitudes {D .. · B. Barton, pers. comm.) . . There is a 

systematic .differenc.e between CALNET magnitudes and UNT magnitudes (Figure 6.7c 

and d). I chose to calibrate the moment magnitudes output by focmec with CALNET 

magnitudes because·the latter are more commonly used. 

The conversion equation used is: 

Mw (amp) 1.135 
6.34 

0.823 

where Mw is the c,0rrected moment-magnitude and Mw(anip) is the moment-magnitude 

determined-by :polarity and amplitude data. 
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Figure·(). 7: Calibration~raphs comparing moment magriitudes d~tenftined from seismic amplitudes with 

coda-duration· magnitudes in ,the <:;:Al:NET ~ild ·VNr .c~talogues and an independent catalogue (D. B. 

Barton, pers. comin.), (a) ¥0(C~NET) vs. Mw(amp). (b) M0 (UNT) vs. Mw(amp). {c) 

M0 (CALNET) vs: M0(uNn. (d) ··N10 (D. J. Barton) vs. Mw(amp). Mw(amp): moment magriitude 

determined using amplitudes. 

6.6 Results - · --

6.6.1 Amplitude ·and amplitude ratio uncertainties 

An appropriate additional fractional error bound <J P was added to the estimated 

nmse to, account for unmodelled wave-propagation effects.· This was estimated by 

. iiiverting polarity and amplitude-ratio· data for ~everal events. Focal mechanism solutions 
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for an example, event (120.021319.1) which has 23 polarity, 21 amplitude and 8 amplitude 
ratio observations ·are presented in Figure 6.8. A value of 40% for a P just made the data 

yield a feasible solution. This value was applied to the whole data set and resulted in 47% 

of the events yielding feasible solutions. 

· 6.6.2 S-wave attenuation 

Classical attenuation occurring only by shear anelasticity results in the ratio 

Qp/Qs=2·.25 (Aki and Richards, 1980, .P 192). Attenuation caused by scattering from 

cracks and voids produces a ratio Qp/Qs=l.4 (Menke et al., 1995). P-wave amplitudes 

. were corrected for attenuation using Qp=60. The appropriate value for Qs was determined 

by inverting P-, SH- and SV~waves with S-phase amplitudes corrected for attenuation 

using a ni.nge of values (5-500) .. The calculated goodness-of-fit of the resulting moment 

tensors was relatively insensitive to Qs. A value Qs=84 was chosen for The Geysers, 

corresponding to Qp!Qs=1.4. 

6.6.3 Amplitude ratio data needed for good moment tensor results 

To test at -which point moment tensors become poorly constrained as a result of 

insufficient data a series of inversions were performed on event 116.052923.1 which has 

11 P-, 10 SH-wave polarity observations and 10 amplitude ratios (Figure 6.9). Moment 

tensors were determined initially with all available polarity and amplitude observations. In 

each subsequent inversion observations from one station were discarded. The same set of 

inversions were performed for polarity data (Figure 6.1 0). Stations were selectively 

removeq in such a way as to maintain an even distribution of stations over the focal sphere. 

The focal mechanism solutions remain remarkably consistent even when 

determined with as few as 3 amplitude ratios, 4 P-wave and 3 S-wave polarity 

.observations (Figure 6.9). The orientations of the principal axes are successfully 

·recovered in each inversion. 'In comparison the moment tensors calculated from polarity 

observations alone require at le~st 7 P-· and 6 SH-wave polarity observations. Reducing 

the data set further severely degrades the result. Theoretical and observed amplitude 

ratios in Figure 6.10 are included for information only. They were not included in the 

inversion. 

6.6.4 Solutions for the whole data set 

Moment tensor solutions are presented for 30 of the best earthquakes. Most 

events locate within the two vertically-distinct seismic zones in the central region of The 
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BEST NON-FEASIBLE FEASIBLE 

BEST NON-FEASIBLE FEASIBLE 

BEST NON-FEASIBLE FEASIBLE 

BEST NON-FEASIBLE 120.021319.1 FEASIBLE 

Figure 6.8. Focal mechanism solutions for event 120.021319.1 determined using a suite of additional fractional errors cr P (0-70%). The focal mechanism solutions are 

presented in three upper hemisphere plots. Left: P-wave polarities; centre: SH-wave polarities; right; P:SH amplitude ratios. Symbols are the same as for Figure 6.4. 

The. cr P ·value value used is indicated to the left of each triplet plot. 
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G014 FEASIBLE G003 FEASIBLE 

Figure 6.9. Focal mechanism solutions for event 116.052923.1 determined initially with all available polarity and amplitude data and then in each of the subsequent 

plots with observations from one station discarded. 
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Figure 6.10. Same as Figure 6.9 using polarity data only. 



Geysers production zone (Figure 6.11; Table 6.1). Their hypocentral depth varies between 

0.78 and 3.98 km bsl. Moment tensor solutions are calculated with up to 27 polarity 

observations and 10 amplitude ratios with an average of 20 polarity observations and 5 

amplitude ratios (Table 6.1). Moment magnitudes range from.Mw=0.12 to Mw=2.55 with 

an average of Mw=l.O (Table 6.1). 

Moment tensor solutions are presented on a source-type plot in Figure 6.12. These 

are either· a randomly selected moment tensor taken from the non-empty of solutions that 

fit the data within the (too lenient) bounds requested, or the solution which fits the data 

best by minimising the residuals of unsatisfied constraints. The results show a considerable 

range of solutions, with some deviatoric while others have mechanisms with significant 

positive or negative volumetric components (Table 6.2). · Events define a broad band 

stretching from the DC locus to the ±Dipole loci. None of the events are close to the 

±Crack loci. The distribution is systematic with as many implosive as there are explosive 

events. About 50% of the mechanisms have significant volumetric components of 2:20% 

with the volumetric components of 5 events (event numbers 1, 2, 7, 9 and 1 0) exceeding 

30% (Table 6.2). About 27% of the events are deviatoric. Event 1 lies directly on the 

+Dipole locus while events 9 and 10 lie very close to the -Dipole locus. The band of 

solutions broadens in the central region about the DC locus. These events are well 

constrained e.g., event 30 which is furthest from the ±Dipole/DC line, is constrained by 25 

polarity observations and 7 amplitude ratios. 

Moment tensor solutions are presented in upper hemisphere focal mechanism plots 

with maps and cross-sections indicating their locations relative to one another in the 

reservoir (Figures 6.13 to 6.24). Where possible the events· have been grouped such that 

similar populations on the source-type plot (such as events 1-8) are presented together. 

The moment tensor solutions generally show a good fit to the data with few and minor 

polarity and amplitude misfits. Events located at depths 2:2 km bsl within the central 

Geysers give the best focal sphere distribution.. Of particular interest is event 1 which 

shows only compressional first motions over the focal sphere. The nodal planes define an 

insignificant area of dilational arrivals .. The S-wave observations associated with this event 

were very poor (Figure 6.13). 

Implosive events ( <-1 0%) are restricted to qepths shallower than 2 km bsl (Figure 

6.25a), however, there is no correlation with depth for the explosive (Figure 6.25a) arid 

CLVD components of the moment tensor (Figure 6.25.b). Moment magnitudes are also 

independent of the size of the volumetric and CL VD components (Figure 6.25c and d). 

There appears to be no temporal dependence on the type of mechanism. For example, 

events 17 and 24 occur 30 s apart, at almost the same location (Table 6.1; Figures 6.19, 

6.20 and 6.21). These events are both well constrained with ·good polarity and amplitude 

information.· They exhibit Sl)bstantially different focal mechanism solutions, whereas the 
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Figure 6,. 11. (a) Map, and (b) cross-section A-A' of The Geysers geothermal showing the locations of the 

30 events for whiCh focal mechanisms were calculated. 
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Table 6.1. Number of polarity and amplitude-ratio observations used to calculate moment tensors for the 

best 30 events. 

Event Event Latitude Longitude Depth, No. of No. of Mw 
number name km (bsl) polarity amplitude ratio 

observations observations 

1 104.002347.1 38:47.203 -122:46.876 2.94 17 2 1.62 

'2 117.062926.1 38:49.127 -122:48.205 3.52 17 5 0.66 

3 117.153329.1 38:48.164 -122:48.631 1.51 26 5 1.21 

4 115.155752.1 38:47.182 -122:46.375 2.10 17 6 0.54 

5 101.021650.2 38:48.137 -122:46.049 1.07 26 10 1.48 

6' 111.093646.1 38:47.975 -122:44.476 1.96 26 7 0.86 

7 107.164134.1 38:49.195 -122:47.105 2.38 19 6 0.80 

8 116.052923.1 38:47.969 -I22:48.3I5 3.88 22 I 0.64 

9 I06.220554.I 38:49.354 -I22:47.194 0.78 I8 5 1.37 

IO 116.20I2I9.I 38:49.386 -I22:46.802 0.91 24 6 1.72 

11 I14.2I2724.1 38:49.716 -122:49.279 1.32 22 4 1.49 

12 114.0I5820.l 38:47.564 -I22:45.166 2.14 16 6 0.39 

I3 118.0330I5.2 38:47.185 -I22:46.398 2.49 15 4 0.9I 

14 119.02I240.1 38:46.28I -I22:44.66I 1.85 20 5 1.2I 

I5 108.021016.2 38:47.830 -I22:48.783 3.70 II 3 0.55 

16 . 107.05I947.1 38:47.575 -I22:46.807 2.23 II 3 0.12 

I7 I20.0I3734.1 38:49.09I -I22:48.699 3.14 I9 8 0.49 

I8 I20.0213I9.1 38:47.998 -I22:48.42I 2.18 I9 8 0.83 

I9 107.163420.2 38:46.220 ...:I22:44.7I7 2.14 25 5 I.48 

20 II4.214421.1 38:47.876 -I22:46.083 2.35 I5 4 1.03 

2I 115.I60329.I 38:49.174 -I22:48.323 3.30 19 7 0.50 

22 107.225324.I 38:48.767 -I22:48.167 3.02 I6 6 0.48 

23 115.142606.1 38:48.2I2 -I22:48.199 1.70 27 9 1.10 

24 120.013734.2 38:49.078 -122:48.726 3.03 18 7 0.50 

25 099.193503.1 38:48.897 -I22:49.533. 0.83 21 4 2.02 

26 107.133652.1 38:48.706 -122:48.204 2.02 22 9 0.58 

27 115.143339.1 38:48.240 -122:48.103 1.96 19 6 1.10 

. 28 104.073739.1 38:47.174 -122:46.441 1.85 26 2 2.55 

29 115.085212.2 38:49.193 -122:48.352 3.38 18 6 1.44 

30 116.040529.1 38:48.084 -122:48.237 3.98 25 7 1.08 
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Figure 6.12. Source-type plot for.events 1-30. DC:.double couple mechanism; +/-crack: opening/closing 

tensile crack; +/.,-Dipole: .force dipole·with force directed inward/outward; +1-CLVD: Compensated Linear 

Vector Dipole with dominant pole directed inward/outward. 
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Table 6.2. Moment tensors decomposed into percentage volumetric, DC and CLVD components. 

Event Event name % volumetric %DC %CLVD 
number. component component component 

1 104.002347.1 33.34 0.28 66.38 

2 117,062926.1 30.48 10.87 58.65 

3 1)7.153329.1 29.01 22.02 48.98 

4 115.155752.1 23.76 26.87 49.37 

5 101.021650.2 20.71 40.27 39.02 

6 111.093.646.1 26.76 41.49 31.75 

7 107.164134.1 31.86 45.54 22.60 

8 116.052923.1 18.08 63.59 18.33 

9 106.220554.1 -31.59 5.43 -62.90 

10 l16.201219.1 -30.70 6.48 -62.82 

11 114.212724.1 -25.72 24.86 -49.42 

12 114.015820.1 -20.29 46.90 -32.70 

13 118.0330~5.2 -9.42 70.98 -19.60 

14 1'19.021240.1 -12.31 52.77 -34.92 

15 . 108.021016.2 -5.27 46.04 -48.69 

16 107.051947.1 2.H 24.29 -73.58 

17 120.013734.1 
.. 

0.28 90.21 9.51 

18 120.021319.1 -3.68 90.60 5.72 

19 107.163420.2 13.42 .84.09 2.49 

20 i 14.'214421.1 5.59 85.87 -8.54 

21 115.160329.1 0.41 92.48 7.10 

22 107.225324.1 7.25 83.63 9.13 

23 115.142606.1 -16.60 82.99 0.41 

24 - 120.01:3734.2 19~17 74.29 -6.54 

25 099.193503.1 -3.62 75.38 21.00 

26 107.133652.1 . 9.05 59.91 -31.04 

p 115.143339.1 -16.40 67.50 16.04 

.28 104.073739.1 20.62 75:27 4.11 

29 115.085212.2 10.04 71.48 -18.48 

30 116.040529.1 25.01 60.22 -14.78 
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Figure 6.13. Focal mechanism solutions for events 1-8. The solutions are presented in upper hemisphere plots. Left: P-wave polarities; centre: SH-wave polarities; 

right: observed and calculated P:SH amplitude ratios. 
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Figure 6.16. Same as Figure 6.13 for events 9-16. 
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Figure 6.19. Same as Figure 6.13 for events 17-24. 
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· Figure 6.25. Variation of .the ·(a) volumetric and (b) CLVD components of the 30 (solid dots) moment 

tensor solutions with-depth. Variation of the (c) volumetric and (d) CLVD components of the 30 moment 

tensor solutions with Mw. 

P- and T-axes have similar orientations. 

The orientations of the P- and T-axes _show considerable variation (Figure 6.26). 

The average plunges of both the P- and T-axes are shallow at 37° and 29° respectively. 

The P-axes have mostly azimuths ranging from northeast to northwest. The azimuths of 

the T-axes are even more variable. The orientations of P- and T-axes do· not show 

evidence of depth dependence (Figure 6~27). At 2 km bsl the plunges of the P-axes vary 

from 0° to -90° and those of the T-axes from 0° to -50°. 
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orientations for the 30 events. 
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Figure 6.27 .. Phingeof (a) P-axes and (b) T-axes with depth for the 30 events. 
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6.6.5 Exploring physically-motivated extremes of the feasible solution 

vector 

Many events presented in Section 6.5.4 have significant volumetric components. 

For events where the moment tensor is chosen randomly from the non-empty of solutions 

it is important to assess how the volumetric component of. other solutions in this non

empty set vary. focmec can search the solution set for the moment tensor with the 

maximum or minimum trace. This is equivalent to maximising or minimising the positive 

volume change i.e., obtaining moment tensors with maximum explosive and implosive 

components. The moment tensor can also be constrained to deviatoric. 

Consider event 2 which has a feasible solution, well constrained with polarity and 

amplitude observations (Table 6.2). The maximum explosive and implosive solutions are 

similar to the initial solution and the event has a large positive volumetric component 

(Figure 6.28a, b and c; Table 6.3). Constraining the solution to be deviatoric produces a 

solution with considerable polarity and amplitude ratio violations (Figures 6.28d and e). 

This strongly· suggests that event 2 has a significant explosive component. It also 

demonstrates that the range. of ~easible solutions is typically not large for these 

earthquakes. 

Table 6.3 Moment tensor decomposition of event 2. 

Moment tensor solution type % volumetric %DC %CLVD 
component component component 

Automatic initial feasible 30.48 10.87 58.65 

maximum explosive 31.84 10.18 57.98 

maximum implosive 29.74 16.00 31.75 

deviatoric o.oo· 98.21 1.79 

6.7 Summary 

Moment tensor solutions are calculated for 30 earthquakes in the central Geysers 

by inverting. polarities and amplitude ratios using linear programming techniques. The 

djstorting effect of the EartJ:l's heterogeneity on seismic wave amplitudes is reduced by 

using amplitude ratios to constrain moment tensors. Moment magnitudes were calculated 

by inverting polarities and amplitudes to determine scalar moments. Polarities are 

specified as inequalities and both amplitudes and amplitude ratios as pairs of inequalities. 

Polarity and amplitude measurements were made on low-pass filtered seismograms to 
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p SH 

(a) 117.062926.1 Initial feasible solution (Ll = 3.08182e-08) 

~· 

(b) 117.062926.1 Max. explosive solution (z = 0.321964) 

~ 

(d) 117.062926.1 Deviatoric (Ll = 0.167554) 

Figure 628. Focal mechanism solutions.determined by focmec for event 2. Focal sphere plots labelled P, 

SHand P/SH shows the·polarity and,nodal surfaces for P-, SH~waves and observed amplitude ratio bounds 

and calculated amplitude ratios for the respective seismic phases. (a) Initial feasible solution. (b) 

Maximum explosive solution. (c) Maximum implosive solution. (d) Moment tensor solution constrained 

to be deviatoric. 

remove complicated wave,.propagation effects. Amplitude ratios are corrected for 

attenuation and free .. surface effects, and amplitudes were additionally corrected for 

geometrical spreading. Rays are traced through· three-dimensional wa~e-speed models. 

Uncertainties in amplitude measurements arising from background noise and unmodelled 

propag~tion effects were used to estimate appropriate error bou.nds. 

The linear programming method is a powerful technique which can accurately 
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constrain moment tensor solutions with only a small number of polarity and amplitude 

ratio observations. Moment tensors for 30 earthquakes were constrained with an average 

of 20 polarity observations and· 5 amplitude ratios. The largest moment magnitude is 

Mw=2.55. The resulting moment tensors form a ~and joining the ±Dipole loci and passing 

.through the DC locus on a source-type plot. About 50% of the events have volumetric 

components exceeding 20% with equal proportions of explosive and implosive events. 

One event displays compressional arrivals only. About 27% of the earthquakes are 

deviatoric. There appears to be no temporal or depth dependence on the type of 

mechanism. P- and T-axes are highly variable with their orientations also independent of 

depth. Azimuths of P-axes range from northwest to northeast but the T-axes are even 

more variable. 

_, 
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'Chapter 7 

Discussion and ·conclusions· 

7.1 Commercial development of The Geysers 
geothermal area 

The Geysers geothermal area is one of the largest steam fields in the world. Large 

scale commercial development cominenced in 1960. Operators forecast an almost limitless 

future for the resource and· saw little need to invest in research programs aimed at 

understanding the ·reservoir ~nd pr~cesses within. it. pevelopment grew steadily until 

1980, which was a criticai turning point in the history of The Geysers. The success of the 

PGEIUNT partnership, coupled with government incentives encouraging development of 

alternative energy sources, saw an influx of new investors and developers. Against the 

advice. of independent experts, who saw over-development of the resource a real 

possibility, growth in new capacity almost doubled annually. By 1989 The Geysers had a 

potential generating capacity·of 2043 MW. ·small declines in steam pressure have been 

known since the 1960s ·but they increased significantly in 1987. This irreversible decline 

increased such that ·today the actual electrical power generated is only t_wo-thirds of the 

maximum installed capacity {1989) .. Better resource management, involving a sensible 

research yrogram, could have pr~dicted the ·impending ·decline and allowed steps to be 

ta,ken to delay its oriset. If production had been maintained at the 1980 level of 943 MW 

tlie 14 power generating pl.ants might have been operating today at full strength and a lot 

ofmoneysaved (Kerr, 1991). Today, after the horse has bolted, developers and operators 

are seeking methods to mitigate the decline. ·To this end much of the proprietary 

infoimation has been released to the scientific community. 
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Injection of condensate has largely been successful in maintaining well productivity 

with the steam temperature remaining steady even after prolonged periods of injection 

(Enedy et. al., 1992) .. There are plans to substantially increase injection by using two 

pipelines to transplant partially treated sewage ("grey water") from nearby towns. The 

first of these will commence injecting at 200 kg/s in the southeast Geysers in spring ,1997. 

This may be compared with 700 kg/s injected into the entire field in the 1980s. 

Condensate is reinjected at temperatures of 25-30° C. However, the treated sewage will 

be injected at much lower temperatures (<10° C). It remains to be seen whether this will 

raise the likelihood of water break-throughs at the base of production wells or whether the 

reservoir can sustain long term injection such as this. 

7.2· ·Seismicity at The Geysers 

7 .2.1 Aseismic zones in The Geysers steam reservoir 

Conspicuous aseismic volumes within the most seismically-active zone in the 

·central Geysers are continuous in time (Figure 2.5). The most obvious of these is a thin 

<0.4 km horizon at about 3.0 km bsl separating the seismicity in the central Geysers into 

two vertically distinct zones (Figures 2.5, 5.14 and 5.15). This feature has been noted in 

other independent studies (Oppenheimer, 1986; D. R. H. O'Connell, pers. comm.). 

Earthquakes recorded by the ~dense network in the northwest Geysers also show vertical 

bimodalism suggesting the aseismic horizon extends into this area (Figure 7.1 a) (Romero 

et al., 1994). This feature is absent in the southeast Geysers (Figure 7.lb) (Romero et al., 

1994 ). The aseismic areas probably result from presence of slices of less fractured rock 

within the reservoir. 

7.2.2· Seismicity: A direct relation to commercial production activities 

Commercial produCtion activities induce earthquakes at The Geysers. The nature 

of this relationship with its environmental implications is currently a hot-bed of debate 

(Section 7.2.3). My work has produced two kinds ofevidence which show that seismic 

activity at The Geysers is not only intimately related to, but perhaps controlled by, 

commercial activity. Epicentral maps of earthquakes recorded by CALNET between 

1975-95 show that seislllicity initiates in areas surrounding newly installed generating units 

(Figure 2.6). These areas return to their pre-exploitation aseismic state once production 

has ceased (Section 2.4). 

I infer a linear relati~mship between earthquake occurrence and the volume of 

steam extracted (Section 2.4). However, the volume of water reinjected mirrors the 
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NW Geysers Seismicity. 
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Figure .7.1. Maps and west-'eastcross-sections of seismicity in (a) the northwest Geysers for 1988 and, (b) 

the southeast Geysers for 1994, from Romero et al. (1994). For the northwest Geysers; dots: earthquake 

locations; solid triangles: seismic stations. For the southeast Geysers; crosses: earthquakes locations; open 

triangles: seismic stations. 
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volume extracted so one could conclude equally well that the level of earthquake activity is 

sensitive to the volume of injected water. This is supported by the fact that activity in The 

Geysers was very much less prior to explqitation and from this it may be concluded that 

the seismicity rate in the steam field will reduce significantly when production ceases, 

probably approaching the pre-exploitation level . 

7 .2.3 The effect Qf increased injection 

In a number of independent studies of seismicity at The Geysers earthquakes have 

been found to cluster aroun~ injection wells. Explanations for this phenomenon have 

included localised chilling of rocks ·converting the mode of deformation from ductile to 

brittle and reduction in the normal stresses across fracture surfaces enabling slip at lower 

shear stresses. The column of water in the injection well can also communicate 

considerable pressures to the. well base producing an increase in pore-pressure in the 

reservoir enabling failure by the Hubbert and Rubey mechanism (Stark, 1992; Hubbert and 

Rubey, ·1959). The Geysers. generates on average about 120 M0 >1.2 earthquakes per 

month. The increased volume of water injected into the reservoir when the new pipelines 

start has the potential to generate perhaps 30-40 more of these earthquakes. This might be 

a good opportunity to find out which of the commercial activities is the more dominant 

process for inducing earthquakes because if injection increases without increasing 

production but is accompanied with increases in seismicity then the degree to which 

injection controls seismicity may be deduced. 

7 .2.4 Commercial development at The Geysers: Political implications 

The G~ysers geothermal area was considered to be a model alternative energy 

·resource. It was cheap, and thought to. be pollution free and limitless. In recent years, 

. however, . there . has been growing public opposition to further development of this 

resource. The local population have reported larger earthquakes occurring at more 

frequent intervals in recent years, resulting in property damage. They have been concerned 

that the construction of the two new pipelines to increase injection may produce even 

larger earthquakes which could represent seismic hazard. They are also concerned about 

the effects of injecting treated sewage into the reservoir may have on the ecology of the 

surrounding area. · 

Operators are reluctant to accept that their activities induce earthquakes. With 

mounting evidence to the contrary they suggest that the induced earthquakes are very 

small and do 110t pose a public hazard .. Unfortunately, or fortunately depending on your 

perspective, there is little possibility of independently investigating this matter. The 
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present· permanent networks operating in continuous mode are inadequate. A more 

. efficient network and a research team dedicated to the task is required. 

· 7.3 The l991·field experiment 

The Geysers field experiment of April, 1991 recorded continuous digital seismic 

data at a high rate. This was the first experiment of this kind and had been deemed an 

impossible goal in professional circles at the time. Despite obvious operational and 

logistical difficulties the experiment was a complete success. Event lists compiled from an 

event triggering stream indicated that many events would have been missed by a triggered 

mode ·of field operation. · 

Over the 31-day recording period 3906 high-quality earthquakes were recorded. 

The average daily rate of activity varied enormously, ranging from 75-286 earthquakes 

with an average of 163;. There is no apparent pattern to this daily activity on a field-wide 

scale. However; local changes in seismicity associated with the ons~t of injection are now 
. . 

well-documented(Stark, 1988). Earthquakes (!fe induced on some occasions after a lag of 

only days. 

Continuous recording moqe,. although labour intensive, is now the preferred field 

operation strategy used· in short-duration experiments. In time, with field equipment 

designed specifically to operate in· continuous mode, and equipped with larger recording 

disks, the logistics of such experiments will be greatly simplified. 

7.4 Data proces~ing ~nd LET modelling procedures and 
strategies 

7 .4.1 Software development 

In the course of LET ~odelling a suite of computer programs was developed to 

assist. with data processing, wave-speed modelling and graphical presentation of the 

results. Many were· designed with a broader application and can be used with 

SIMULPS12 inanyLET'study. 
. . 

It took about 15- months to complete data processing and test the various inversion 

strategies before the final models presented in Chapter 5 were produced. The software 

developed enabled a Durham MSc student to successfully pr:ocess and model a second 

earthquake data set from The Geysers in only three months (Section 7.5.4). This gives an 

indication of the efficiency afforded by the programs. 
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7 .4.2 Rotating seisniograpts 

Computer· programs which numerically rotate horizontal seismograms from their 

field orientations were in the development stag;e when the LET work was done. S-phase 

identification and measurement was clearly enhanced by rotating seismograms in the focal 

mechanism study (Chapter 6). The S-phase arrivals used ~LET studies were generally 

clear and. impulsive so changes to measured arrivals made on unrotated and rotated traces 

· tended to be ~mall, and less than the picking ·error. Remeasuring the S-waves would 

therefore have. little effect on the fmal wave-speed models presented in Sections 5.2.5 and . . 

5.2.6. This is however a useful step and sho.uld be included as a standard processing 
' . 

procedure for LET studies in future, . . 

' ' 

7 .4.3 Inversion strate~ies 

The literature offers a range of inversion strategies likely to produce reasonable 

final models ·(Evans et f!,l., 1994; Eberhart-Phillips, 1993). I tested many of these 

vaiiations. Wave-speed models giving the largest reduction in RMS travel-time residual 

are not necessarily ~he best since this can be achieved by simply reducing damping. In the 

present study careful consideration · was given to model stability, if the result was 

geologically reasonable and tothe inversion strategy used. Some inversions are labour and 

computationally intensive ~ut the resulting models may produce only a small improvement 

in model fit over simpler inversions. The fmal models presented in Sections 5.2.5 and 

5.2.6 used the minimum one-dimensional vp model derived by VELEST and improved 

vrlvs ratio estimate as starting models. The three-dimensional vp!vs model was inverted for 

the two finest nodal configurations· only. 

The direct inversio~ st~ategy is fast, taking about a day .to complete. A graded 

· inversion initially took two to . three week:S ·to· complete. Familiarity with both the 

procedure and programs reduced this to about 4 days. . The most computationally 

expensive parts of the inversion proc:;edure, particularly for the finest nodal configurations, 

are the one-iteration inversion runs used to determine damping trade-off curves. These 

can take up to ~hree times longer than the ·actual inversion for velocity structure. I 

improved work effickncy by running these ·overnight. The graded inversion strategy 

produced much better structural detail and . significantly better final RMS 'travel-time:_:: 

.residuals compared to the di_rect inversion. In other areas1 however, wave-speed models . 

generated by the:direct inversion approach were preferred as they gave smoother models 

. and acceptable RMS travel-time residuals (Miller, 1996). 

A comparison was made of models obtained by a) inverting for vplv8 at every stage 

jn the graded }nversion, b) finest grid and c) ilt the two finest nodal configurations only. 
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' . . 
Very si~lar vpfvs models were obtained from all these strategies but b) and c) required 

· considerably less computation time. Inverting at more stages produced models with 

enhanced structural detail compared to the ~odel generated by inverting vplv5 at the fmal 

grid only. 

Wave-speed models . ge.nerated using different starting models were almost 

identical. Reasonable initial one-dimen$ional models adequately model the major features 

ofthe velocity struc.ture. 

The location and ray-tracing 'routines.of SIMULPS 12 adequately recover poorly

located hypocentres. Final wave-speed models appear to be insensitive to the accuracy of 

initial hypocentre and travel-time residual estimates. In a test inversion initial event 

locations were forced 1 km deeper than their optimum locations and travel-time residuals 

recalculated.. SIMULPS12. recovered >80% of the discrepancy in the first relocation 

interaction. The subsequent graded inversion produced almost identical wave-speed 

models with the final RMS travel-time residual differing by <0.18%. 

Differences in the models generated by subsets of the total data set recorded on the 

three seismometer networks are due primarily to the different station distributions. The vp 
. ' 

model is much more susceptible to differences than the vplv5 model. The UNT data set has 

a smaller number of S-wave arrivals, with stations distributed over a smaller geographical 

area than the temporary network. This explains the lower final RMS travel-time residual 

for models de,rived using data recorded by the UNT network. 

Vertical nodal plane's are norinally aligned parallel and perpendicular to the tectonic 

fabric since this is thought to pr.ovide better constraint e.g., on faults. What is less clear is 

how well SIMULPS 12 can res~lv~ thes.e features when vertical nodes do not align. This is 

important for LET studies in . areas wpere the tectonics are poorly understood. I 

. perforfued an. iiwersion in whi<;h the vertical nodal planes were rotated by 45° from their 

conventional orientations so that they were no longer aligned parallel and perpendicular to 

th~. tectonic fabric. The. fina). models were very· similar and the strong velocity contrast 

across Collayorni fault coincided exactly with that modelled in inversions using the 

. conventional grid. This is an important finding ar:td suggests that if there is a sufficient 

veiocity qmtrast th~n major tectonic boundaries and structures will be faithfully imaged by 

LET irrespective of the orientation of vertical planes of nodes. 

In my. experience there is no easy .method to generate tomographic ·models and I 

must therefore echo the sentiments or' experienced practitioners. Each study area is unique 

and- one. should proceed cautiously, testing both the performance of the SIMULPS12 

. progr~m and the data used. 
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7.5 Interpretation of the three-dimensional wave-speed 
· .models 

7.5.1 Introduction 
\ 

Interpretation of tomographic images is difficult and it is best to regard them as 

transforms of the data, not pictures of the Earth (Evans et al., 1994). The- Geysers is a 

very complex area with a diverse mix of rock types which can change dramaticaily over a 

short distance and which have very different seismic characteristics. Model resolution is 

about 1 km and therefore only gros.s structural details may be recovered. 

Some vp models present absolute velocity variations (Zucca et al., 1993) while 

others show perturbations in vpfor each model layer (Miller, 1996; Romero et al., 1995). 

I prefer the latter method as it is more useful for interpreting spatially-distinct velocity 
.. 

anomalies that are a significant feature of volcanic and geothermal areas. In contrast the 

vr.lvs model is much smoother and varies little with depth. Absolute vi.lvs values were thus 

presented. 
\ 

7.5.2 The vp model 

The accuracy of any derived vp model is always a concern and can only be 

quantified by comparison with a ~ore accurate model. The maximum resolution of the vp 

model presented in Section5.2.5 is about 1 km and probably this is much smoother than 

the truth. Of other tomography studies at The Geysers, that of Zucca et al. (1994) 

(hereafter called "the Zucca model") is probably the best, having a high resolution (0.6 km) 

vP, and using a large data set of earthquakes well-recorded by the UNT network (Section 

4.4). The Zucca model is completely enclosed within the well-resolved portion of the Vp 

model derived in the present study (Figure 7 .2). For a direct comparison model layers in 

the Zucca model were interpolated to the same depth slices and perturbations from mean 

layer. velocity are presented rather than absolute values (Figure 7 .2). The Zucca model 

appears to have many more isolated anomalies and this may be a consequence of lower 

damping values or the finer model grid of 0.6 km. The models are broadly similar. 

Between the Mercuryville and Collayomi fault zones Vp is systematically about 10% 

lower in the northwest Geysers than the central area at all resolvable depths. This anomaly 

locates within the steam reservoir and probably reflects variations in the lithology, 

temperature or increased compressibility of the pore fluid. The steam reservoir consists of 

a thin, normal reservoir overlying a HTR which is restricted to this area. Temperature can 

effect the elasticity of minerals which in tum can cause changes in the seismic wave

speeds. The HTR is - i 00° C hotter than the normal reservoir but this could only account 
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Figure 7.2. Maps showing the variations in vp from mean for the model generated in the present study (a-d) and 

from Zucca et al. (1994) (e-h). Only areas of the vp model from the present study which overlap with the Zucca 

model area are presented. The Zucca model is interpolated to the same depths. White lines: steam reservoir; 

dashed black and red lines: felsite batholith; white triangles: mountains; black lines: faults. 
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for about 3% of the anomaly. Higher gas concentrations in the northeast could also 

produce velocity decreases (Romero et al., 1995). Zucca et al., (1993) suggests the felsite 

and indurated reservoir greywacke should have roughly equivalent velocities but because 

the .felsite is likely to be less fractured it may have a slightly higher velocity. Blotchy (sic) 

high velocities are tentatively associated with the felsite body (Zucca et al., 1993). The 

weak velocity contrast with the greywacke may explain this blotchy nature The felsite 

body correlates with high velocities in my model but with a larger model volume than 

Zucca it is clear that this association is _non-unique (Figure 5.8c ). 

The uppermost layer ( 1 km asl) is completely above the reservoir and should be 

influenced mostly by surface geology. Of particular interest is the shallow, circular-shaped 

· low-velocity anomaly centred on"Cobb Mtn. and low-velocity anomalies to the northeast 

ofthe Collayorhi fault (Figures 5.8a-d and 5.9e-g). Cobb Mtn. is a volcanic plug and the 

low-velocity anomaly correlates almost perfectly with mapped units of Clear Lake 

volcanics (Figure 1.13). The feature is not resolved at depth. Shallow low-velocity 

anomalies correlating with similar geological features in other volcanic areas have been 

interpreted as a product of weathering, where surface fractures provided conduits for 

meteoric water to invade the surface layers (J. R. Evans, pers. comm.) Fractures in Cobb 

Mtn. may provide paths for precipitation to recharge the steam reservoir (Truesdale et al., 

1993) and it therefore seems likely that the low velocities are also a product of a similar 

weathering process. 

Low-velocity anomalies are also imaged at all resolvable depths northeast of the 

Collayomi fault. The shallow anomalies again correlate with the Clear Lake Volcanics. 

The Collayomi fault ·zone is a steeply-dipping structure and slices of ophiolite are 

juxtaposed along it (Figure 1.13). Ophiolite extends under the Clear Lake volcanics 

northeast of the fault. Steep velocity gradients correlate exactly with the mapped surface 

trace of the Collayomi fault (Figures 5.8a-d and 5.9e-g). This feature is a major tectonic 

boundary which has been well constrained in Vp considering its proximity to the periphery 

of the well-resolved area. Ophiolite is a reasonable choice for the source of the low 

velocities anomalies at depth. In contrast the Mercuryville fault has no equivalent 

seismological signature despite evidence for slices of ophiolite within the fault zone. The 

slices of ophiolite may be too small to be resolved seismologically or the Mercuryville fault 

zone may have a weaker geometry with respect to the seismic rays that sample it, as it is 

dipping to the east and not vertical like the Collayomi fault zone (see cross-sections B-B' 

and C-C', Figure 1.13). 

7.5.3 The vplv8 model 

This is the first three.:dimensional model of the vplvs structure derived for 
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The Geysers geothermal area (Figures 5.10 and 5.11). There is a striking correlation 

between low vplvs anomalies up to -9% and the geothermal reservoir at all well-resolved 

depths. A halo of high vp/l!s ratio surrounds the reservoir. The low vplvs anomaly does 

not extend as far as the reservoir to either the northwest or the southeast but this 

discrepancy is real. Although in the southeast it might appear as an artefact of limited 

resolution, independent LET studies in the southeast Geysers have also imaged the low 

vplvs anomaly terminating at the same location (A. Kirkpatrick, pers. comm.) One can 

conclude, therefore, that the low-vplvs anomaly corresponds to the most intensely 

exploited part of the reservoir between sea-level and at least 2 km bsl. 

Some of the relevant factors that influence vplvs include fluid saturation, pore

pressure, pore fluid phase, temperature, partial melt and confining pressure (see Miller, 

1996 and Romero eta!., 1993 for a review). Increased saturation raises vplvs while under

saturation (dry or gas-filled fractures) depresses it (Toksoz et al., 197?; Nur and Simmons, 

1969). Laboratory experiments have determined the behaviour of vplvs with changes in 

pore pressure (Ito et al., 1979) and changes in temperature (Spencer and Nur, 1976). 

AcoustiC velocities were measured for a water-filled Berea sandstone with variable pore

pressure at constant temperature (Ito et al., 1979). The pressure and temperature 

conditions spanned the liquid-vapour phase transformation boundary, mimicking changes 

that may occur in a steam reservoir. vp!vs decreases as the liquid in the pore-space 

changes from liquid to vapour because Vp decreased at a higher rate than vp!vs (Figure 

7.3). Increasing the temperature of a saturated sample of Westerly Granite produced a 

decrease in vplvs since Vp decreases with temperature while Vs is relatively unaffected 

(Spencer and Nur, 1976). Partial melt increases vplvs (Mavko, 1980). vplvs decreases 
. . ('\. 

with depth as a result of increased confining pressure (Nickolson and Simpson, 1985; 

Walck, 1988; Thurber and Atre, 1993). For homogenous rock this has been attributed to 

the closing of cracks produced by increased confining pressure. 

In the northwest Geysers, high vplvs values were attributed to a saturated, shallow 

condensation zone above the reservoir (Romero et al., 1995). Low vplvs values at 1-3 km 

bsl correlate with the steam zone. Low vplvs anomalies up to -4% in the Hengill

Grensdalur Volcanic area, Iceland, were· explained as a combination of factors including 

decreased pore fluid pressure, increased steam content and silicic alteration products. 

Tabie 7.1 gives estimates of the vp/vi, anomalies that would be caused by 

differences in pore-fluid phase, temperature, and pore pressure, for rocks with porosities 

of zero and 0.02, the approximate value in the reservoir (Julian et al., 1996). For zero 

porosity, the vplvs ratio equals that of the rock matrix and the effects of pressure and 

temperature are much too small to contribute significantly to the observed anomaly. At 

finite porosities the compressibility of the pore fluid strongly affects vplvs. The largest 

effect is caused by replacement of liquid by vapour, although the dependence of vapour 
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Figure 7 .3 .. Graphs .showing the .variation of Poisson~s r~tio and the vplvs ratio as the pore-fluid pressure 

traverses the ·liquid~ vapour transition for a sample of Berea sandstone at temperature of (a) 145° C, and (b) 

198° C (from Ito et al., 1979). 

Table 7.1. Theoretical vpfvs anomal~es (from Julian etal., 1996). 

Cause 

Liquid ~Vapour 

I:!.T= +10° C (Liquid) .. 
. /). T = + 10° C (Vapour) · 

A P = ,_1MPa (Liquid). 

/). P = ..,..JMPa (Liquid) 

1:!. T: Temperature change 
1:!. P: Pressure change 

0 

0.00% 

-'0.06% 
. . 

·--Q.06% 

+0.004% 

+0.004% 

Porosity<!> 

0.02 

'-14.00% 

-1.70% 

+0.10% to +0.68% 
.. 

--o.20% 

'-6.6% to -10.0% 

compressibility on temperature and pressure is also significant. 

The low vplvs anomaly ·at The Geysers is probably caused mostly by vapour in the 

rock pores. The magni~de of the anomaly in 1991 ( -9%) could be explained entirely by 

relative dryness of the reservoir compared with the surrounding rocks: Drilling has 

confirmed the absence of partial melt -in the upper 4 km of the Geysers reservoir. The 

reservoir was vapour-rich in its natural state, wh~reas the surrounding rocks are not, so 

the reservoir may have had a large vplvs anomaly before exploitation began. 

Production will haye worked to increase the. magnitude o( the anomaly and 

increase its extent, by boiling away interstitial liquid and decreasing steam pressure. 

Between 1968 and 1988, borehole pressures decreased by as much as 2.0 MPa in places, 
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and they vary spatially by more than 1.0 MPa, which could cause vplv5 variations of 6.6% 

or more (Barker et al., 1992). The two largest pressure minima coincide with the two 

vplv5 minima found at depths of 0 and 1 km from tomography (Figure 7.4). High 

temperatures in the northwest Geysers cannot explain the low vplv5 there, because the 

temperature effect is very small. 

Although pore fluid properties affect the vplv5 ratio primarily by changing vp the 

anomaly is not clear in the Vp field alone (Figure 5.8). This is doubtless because variations 

of vp due to lithology dominate and conceal the second-order anomalies due to variations 

in pore fluid state. 

I infer that decreases in both liquid saturation and pressure produced by industrial 

exploitation of The Geysers steam field can be measured seismologically. This represents 

an intriguing finding that could. allow seismologists to remotely monitor the expansion of 

the steam zone at The Geysers in time by measuring temporal variations in vplv5. This 

amounts to performing pseudo four-dimensional seismics with LET, and has considerable 

potential for industrial application. 

This hypothesis was tested in 1995 by a Durham MSc. student (C. C. Grant) who 

performed a LET inversion of earthquake data recorded in December 1994, 3.7 years after 

the initial Geysers experiment. I worked closely with Grant on the project and the work 

was done using my software and experience (Section 7.5.4). 

7 .5.4 Monitoring depletion of a steam reservoir using pseudo four

dimensional LET 

Earthquake data recorded by the UNT network in December 1994 was used to 

generate three-dimensional models of vp and vplv5. These results are compared with wave

speed models derived i11 the 1991 inversion to reveal interim changes in the reservoir 

(Foulger et al., 1996). 

The 1994 data set consists of 163 earthquakes, 2522 P- and 656 S-wave arrival 

times. This inversion used the same processing procedures, initial velocity model, 

inversion strategies, and nodal configuration. The vp and vplvs models generated in a 1991 

inversion using earthquakes recorded on the UNT network only are compared with the 
. . 

1994 results (Figure 7.5). That data set consisted of 163 events, 2268, P-waves and 226 

S-waves. 

The 1994 vplvs model images a strong low vplvs anomaly correlating with the most 

intensely exploited part of the reservoir (Figure 7.5). The anomaly became stronger by 

about 0.07 (4%) and increased spatially in the intervening 3.7 years (Figure 7.6). When 

compared with the full inversion of all the 1991 data (Figure 5.10) an even higher

amplitude and spatially more extensive increase in the vplv5 anomaly is obtained. 
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isobaric map of steam pressures at sea-level with in the reservoir for 1988, contours are in pounds per 

square inch, Barker et al. ( 1992). 
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Figure 7.5. Maps of the vp/vs ratio at two well-resolved depths for April, 1991 (a and b) and December, 1994 (c and d) (from Foulger et al., 1996). Only data from UNT 

stations were used. White lines: boundary of steam reservoir; black lines: faults. 
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Figure 7.6. Maps showing the difference in (a) Figures 7.4a and c, and (b) Figures 7.4b and d. This shows 

the change in the vrfvs ratio between 1991 and 1994 (from Foulger et al. (1996)). 

The change in the v~vs anomaly is most likely a result of continued decreasing 

pressure and further depletion of the remaining pore water between 1991 and 1994. This 

is consistent with the sparse published information based on well data. An increase of 25° 

C in the water-saturated reservoir could theoretically produce the observed change in vplvs 

but the reservoir temperature remained constant between 1991-95 (M. A. Stark, pers 

comm.). These results demonstrate that seismic tomography can be used to monitor 

temporal depletion of geothermal reservoirs and perhaps other systems where gas and 

liquid exchange takes place. 

7.5.5 Earthquake location errors 

Location errors are both random and systematic. Random errors may be assessed 

using the RMS travel-time residuals. These uncertainties are the most commonly quoted 

in the literature but they are lower bounds on the true uncertainties because they reflect 

only random observational errors. Systematic errors arise, for example, when one-
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dimensional crustal models are used but the true structure is significantly three

dimensional. Three-dimensional wave-speed models substantially reduce this problem. 

Suggested standard horizontal and vertical location errors for the regional one

dimensional ·vp model I used are ±0.4 km and ±0.7 km respectively (Section 3.3.2) · 

(Eberhart-Phillips. and Oppenheimer, 1984). This model located a shot point in the 

southeast Geysers to a horizontal accuracy of 0.3 km. No information about the model 

performance in the vertical was given. In the present study most earthquakes were 

recorded by at least 35 stations, about half of which had three-component sensors. With a 

much larger number of stations in the geothermal area and the inclusion of S-wave data, 

event locations must be much more accurate than those of Eberhart-Phillips and 

Oppenheimer (1984) who used CALNET data only. 

· Relocation vectors and improvements in RMS travel-time residuals, obtained using 

the three wave-speed models are given in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The horizontal median 

relocation vector for events located with the regional one-dimensional and three

dimensional models is five times that for the regional and minimum one-dimensional 

models due to larger systematic errors associate with one-dimensional models (Table 7.2). 

In contrast the median vertical relocation vector for the regional and minimum one

dimensional models is of similar magnitude .~_:: events iocated with regional one

dimensional and three-dimensional models. 

A conservative estimate is that the three-dimensional wave-speed models presented 

here reduce location errors from th_e one-dimensional model by 50% with a further 50% 

remaining due to systematic error. Final horizontal and vertical location errors may then 

be about.±0.2 km. 

7.6 Moment tensors 

7 .6.1 Introduction 

High-quality seismic data inverted using more sophisticated data analysis 

techniques can reveal radiation patterns incompatible with DC force systems. Such 

mechanisms have been routinely determined in earthquake studies of some volcanic and 

geothermal systems (e.g., Amott and Foulger, 1994a, b; Miller et al., 1996; Miller, 1996). 

The Geysers geothermal field is a likely source of non-DC earthquakes because 

large volumes of steam are extracted and condensate reinjected in the course of 
. pl"ot.C~&.S 

commercial exploitation. These m1ght cause the opening or closing of cracks and cavities. 
• 1;.. • 
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Table 7.2 .. Median horizontal and vertical relocation vectors for the 296 hand-picked earthquakes using 

three wave-speed models. 

Models used Median relocation vector, km 

horizontal vertical 

Regional and minimum one dimensional 0.057 0.170 

One dimensional regional and three~dimensional 0.290 0.210 

Table 7.3. Final RMS travel-time residuals for earthquakes located with three wave-speed models. 

Model RMS·travel-time residual, s % difference from regional 

P-wave S-wave Total one-dimensional model 

Regional one- 0.054 0.0 
i' 

dimensional ~013 0.0 
~_) . 

model 0.077 0.0 

Minimum one- 0.053 3.0 

dimensional 0.113 16.0 

model 0.069 10.0 

Three- 0.041 24.0 

dimensional 0.075 44.0 

models 0.058 25.0 

.Earthquake focal mechanisms from · The Geysers which did not fit a DC 

interpretation have in the past. been disregarded even though upwards of 10-15% of 

solutions have polarities of one type covering the focal sphere with polarity fields devoid 

of data assumed to derive a DC result (Julian et al., 1993; Oppenheimer, 1986; Appendix 

2). 

7 .6.2 Moment tensor results 

Non-DC earthquakes are convincingly determined in The Geysers by this study. 

On a source-type plot events define a zone extending from the +Dipole through the DC to 

the -Dipole locus with a symmetrical spread (Figure 6.12). Events with a positive 

volumetric component generally have a positive CL VD component while events with 

negative volumetric components have negative CL VD components. A similar study in the 

Herigill-Grensdalur volcanic area, Iceland produced a very different distribution on the 

source-type plot (Figure 7.7) (Miller, 1996). Earthquakes tended to have moment tensors 

with dominantly explosive volumetric component which occupy both the +CL VD and -
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Figure 7.7. Source type plot showing the distribution of moment tensors (solid dots) for 70 earthquakes 

from the Hengm-Grensdalur v~lcanic area; Iceland (from Miller et al., 1996). Shaded area: area of plot 

where moment tensors may be explained as a combination _of a DC and a tensile fault. 

CLVD quadrants. Miller (1996) explained these results as the combination of a DC and 

+Crack, and -implied the observed deviation from the DC+Crack locus was largely data 

error. That study used the same processing technique as The Geysers study and therefore 

if this was true a similar distribution would be expected for The Geysers events. Clearly 

this is.not so (c_.f Figur~ 6.12 and 7.7). This suggests that the CLVD components in the 

Hengill-Grensdalur results are not all error. 

- Source processes in the Hengill-Grensdalur volcanic area, Iceland must be different 

from those at The Geysers geothermal area. This may be because of different reservoir 

processes associated with that two-phase reservoir and natural heat loss compared to The 

Geysers which is steam dominated and under intense commercial exploitation. Different 

ambient stress fields in the two fields may also be a contributing factor. 

The Hengill-Grensdalur area lies in a spreading segment and thus has a strong 
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extensional stress field. The Geysers lies within the shear stress regime associated with the 

San Andre.as Fracture Zone. · 

Crack or cavity opening or closing is required to produce volumetric earthquakes. 

Such processes could be caused by increases in pore-pressure due to injected fluid and 

thermal contraction. Sudden local increases in pore-pressure caused by superheated water 

flashing to steam may generate explosive events and simultaneously produce implosive 

events by compressing adjacent fractures (Kirkpatrick et al., 1996). Fracture deflation due 

to mass steam withdrawal is another possible generator of implosive events. Many of the 

volumetric events at The Geysers must also involve th~ compensating flow of fluids, 
t"e 

because their moment tensorS form a distribution around ~,.±Dipole locus, not the ±Crack 

locus. In the case of The Geysers mobile fluids must be responsible. 

Explosive mechanisms produced by increased pore-pressure might be expected to 

correlate with injections wells and consequently implosive events with steam production 

wells. No such definitive correlation appears to exist (Ross et al., 1996). Spatially-and 

temporally-coincident events can have very different mechanisms, events 17 and 24 are 

good examples (Figure 6.16, 6.17 and 6.18). In the southeast Geysers implosive and 

explosive events occurred in ·both areas of injection and production (Kirkpatrick et al., 

1996). 

7 .6.3 Constraining moment tensors 

Only a few stations are required to constrain moment tensors well if three

component data are available· (Section 6.6.3). A similar test in the Hengill-Grensdalur 

volcanic area, Iceland found moment tensors better constrained by polarity and amplitude 

observations from 10 stations than by only polarity observations from 30 P-wave polarity 

observations (Miller, 1996). This suggests that many of the earthquakes with only a few 

polarity and amplitude ratio observations in the present study may be better constrained 

than Initially thought, e.g., event 25; Figure 6.22. Inverting polarity and amplitude ratio 

data using the linear programming method provides a robust method for determining 

moment tensor solutions and is particularly applicable to areas were station coverage is 

sparse. Station coverage in the centre of the focal sphere could have been improved had 

instrument polarities of the UNT network been known (Figure 7 .8). 

7. 7 Future work 

Possibilities for future work arising from this study include: 

• Further tomographic inversions for data from different years to assess changes in the 
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Figure 7.8, Focal sphere coverage for events 114.214421 and 117.062926.1. Solid dots indicate where 

polarity observations would map on the focal sphere for stations in (a) the temporary and CALNET 

networks, ~nd (b) the temporary, CALNET and UNT networks. 

reservoir. 

• More focal mechanism solutions to add data points to the source-type plots. 
. . . 

• Master event relocations for earthquakes in the many seismic clusters. 
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• The recent release of extensive proprietary data on well locations, production and 

injection data enables in depth analysis of earthquake and production correlations. 

• Calibrate changes in vplvs with reductions in steam pressure and/or levels of liquid 

saturation within the exploited zone. Proprietary data on production, injection, 

reservoir conditions and well logs will greatly assist this. 

• A more rigorous treatment of scalar moments so that moment magnitudes are 

determined directly. 

• Formal assessment of the error budget in the focal mechanism solutions. 

7.8 Conclusions 

The principal conclusions are: 

• Earthquakes are induced at the onset of production, continue during it and stop when 

production ceases. 

• . The number of induced earthquakes may be linearly related to either the volume of 

steam extracted, water injected or a combination of both. 

• Three-dimensional wave-speed models of The Geysers geothermal area now provide 

highly accurate earthquake locations: 

• Fluid deficient areas of the. steam field can be imaged by vplvs. 

• Temporal depletion of liquid reserves in the steam reservoir can be remotely monitored 

by vplvs. 

• Non-DC earthquakes are induced at The Geysers geothermal. 

• Explosive and implosive non-DC earthquakes occur in equal numbers producing an 

asymmetrical pattern on source-type plots about the positive and negative dipole loci 

suggesting the source process must involve the compensating flow of fluids. 
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Appendix 1 Station co-ordinates of the permanent network stations 

Station co-ordinates of seism~meters in the four permanent networks with 

reference to the WGS84 ellipsoid. The permanent networks . are UNT operated by 

UNOCAL, CAL~T operated by the USGS and the northwest and southeast Geysers 

networks operated by CCP A and LBL respectively. 

Table Al.l. CALNET 

Station Latitude eN) Longitude Height Sensor type 
code (OW) (m asl) 

GACM 38:52.3642 -122:51.7969 969.01 vertical-on! y 

GAXM 38:42.6444 -122:45.3666 363.00 vertical-on! y 

GBGM 38:48.8343 -122:40.8265 1108.86 vertical-on! y 

GBMM 39:08.5040 -122:29.7065 958.49 vertical-only 

GCMM 38:48.3443 -122:45.3766 1269.94 vertical-on! y 

GCRM 38:46.3843 -122:42.9866 702.93 vertical-on! y 

GCSM 39:01.3639 -123:31.3380 679.49 vertical-on! y 

GCVM 38:46.1742 -123:00.8970 134.21 vertical-only 

GCWM 39:07.8439 -123:04.6174 1073.04 vertical-only 

GDCM 38:46.0242 -123:14.3774 756.41 vertical-only 

GDXM 38:48.4543 -122:47.6967 914.98 vertical-only 

GGLM 38:53.7942 -122:46.6468 876.91 vertical-only 

GGPM 38:45.8743 -122:50.7168 1038.05 vertical-on! y 

GGPM 38:45.8743 -122:50.7168 1038.05 vertical-only 

GGPM 38:45.8743 -122:50.7168 1038.05 vertical-on! y 

GGPM 38:45.8743 -122:50.7168 1038.05 vertical-only 

GGUM 38:51.3840 . -123:29.9378 645.57 vertical-on! y 

GHCM 38:36.3543 -123:11.8772 502.47 vertical-only 

GHGM 39:07.6939 -122:49.5370 886.81 vertical-only 

GHLM 39:02.4240 -123:01.1872 940.05 vertical-only 

GHOM 39:02.6638 -123:32.4780 671.49 vertical-only 

GHVM 39:05.0940 -122:44.1268 .1019.75 vertical-only 

GMCM 38:47.5542 -123:07.8672 410.30 vertical-only 

GMKM 38:58.1641 -122:47.2868 889.88 vertical-only 

GMMM 38:50.2842 -122:47.9967 946.97 vertical-only 

GMOM .38:42.6043 -123:08.6572 786.36 vertical-only 

GPMM 38:50.8442 -122:56.8470 767.10 vertical-only 

GRTM 38:56.3142 -122:40.2466 602.78 vertical-only 

GSGM 38:51.9942 -122:42.6666 1063.86 vertical-only 

GSMM 38:46.1543 -122:46.9467 1000.99 vertical-only 

GSNM 38:56.4240 -123:11.5674 854.26 vertical-only 

GSSM 38:42.1143 -123:00.8770 266.25 vertical-only 

GTSM 39:18.6938 -122:36.2168 1086.49 vertical-only 
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GWKM 39:03.1 1'41 -122:29.5264 824.54 vertical-only 

GWRM 39:12.4237 -123:18.0578 642.19 vertical-only 

NFRM 38:31.3544 -123:09.7271 512.49 vertical-only 

NHBM 38:35.3544 -122:54.6067 149.22 vertical-only 

NMCM 38:35.4544 -122:54.8067 132.22 vertical-only 

NMHM 38:40.1644 -122:37:9963 1294.91 vertical-only 

NMHM 38:40.1644 -122:37.9963 1294.91 vertical-only 

NMTM 38:48.334~ -122:26.8261 405.64 vertical-only 

NMWM 38:33.0245 -122:43.4364 118.07 vertical-only 

NPVM 38:38.5445 -122:25.6160 196.72 vertical-only 

NSHM 38:31.1946 -122:36.4962 311.98 vertical-only 

Table Al.2. UNT-network 

Station . Latitude eN) Longitude Height Sensor type 
code ('W) (m asl) 

ACR 38:50.2041 -122:45.6135 768.90 vertical-only 

ANG 38:48.3042 -122:45.0946 1291.41 vertical-only 

BUC 38:49.3882 -122:50.0986 858.75 vertical-only 

CAP 38:50.7568 -122:48.5329 831.56 vertical-on! y 

CLV 38:50.3097 -122:41.4157 962.09 vertical-on! y 

DES 38:45.9461 -122:41.9170 518.91 vertical-on! y 

-DRK 38:47.2977 -122:48.1963 716~00 vertical-on! y 

DVB 38:45.7462 -122:44.2891 854.92 3-component 

DXR 38:49.3883 -122:46.3175 989.86 3-component 

FNF 38:46.2450 -122:45.9316 794.82 3-component 

FUM 38:47.5875 -122:47.2656 616.63 vertical-only 

INJ 38:48.4863 -122:48.2754 734,53 3-component 

LCK 38:49.1713 -122:44.4802 1137.01 vertical-only 

MNs· 38:46.5793 -122:42.9596 676.25 vertical-only 

PFR 38:44.9278 -122:44.5117 961.95 vertical-only 

SB4B 38:48.5610 -122:49.7780 327.88 vertical-only 

SQK 38:49.4180 -122:48.5809 637.39 3-component 

SSR 38:44.4100 -122:42.6494 1047.58 vertical-only 

.STY 38:48.7048 -122:46.9864 1019.84 vertical-only 

TCH 38:46.9992 -122:44.1803 936.37 vertical-only 

U14 38:47.1128 -122:46.3262 636.30 3-component 

WRK 38:45.7748 ~122:43.4133 963.76 3-component 
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Table Al.3. Northwest Geysers network 

Station· Latitude (0N) Longitude Height Sensor type 
cbde (OW)_ (m asl) 

01 38:50.0742 -122:48.9568 705.98 3-component 

02 38:50.4742 -122:49.0968 860.98 3-component 

03 38:50.5442 -122:49.4268 797.98 3-component 

04 38:49.9642 -122:49.8168 485.99 3-component 

05 38:49.7142 -122:49.8168 599.00 3-component 

06 38:49.5142 -122:49.3068 688.99 3-component 

07 38:49.6942 -122:48.7668 610.98 3-component 

08 38:50.2342 -122:48.2768 885.97 3-component 

09 38:50.7442 -122:48.6968 889.97 3-component 

10 38:50.8142 -122:49.5968 799.98- 3-component 

11 38:50.4542 -122:50.2068 593.99 3-component 

12 38:49.7842 -122:51.0868 668.02 3-component 

13 38:50.6142 . -122:51.3268 509.01 3-component 

14 38:50.8842 -122:50.8968 633.00 3-component 

15 38:51.5142 -122:50.3868 . 952.99 3-component 

16 38:51.6442 -122:49.7068 968.97 3-component 

Table A1.4. Southeast Geyser_s network 

Station Latitude CON) Longitude Height Sensor type 
·code (OW) (m asl) 

01 38:46.0843 -122:41.9565 616.91 3-component 

02 38:44.4043 -122:42.6565 1055.90 3-component 

03 38:45.0443 -122:41.4665 822.91 3-component 

04 38:46.5843· -122:42.9066 678.92 3-component 

05 38:47.0043 -122:44.1866 950.93 3-component 

06 38:46.2443 -122:45.9466 839.97 3-component 

07 38:45.8143 -122:45.2366 870.96 3-component 

08 38:45.7843 -122:43.4266 978.94 3-component 

09 38:45.2443 -122:43.1965 980.94 3-component 

10 38:45.3343 -122:44.0666 913.95 3-component 

11 38:45.1643 -122:44.6666 1002.90 3-component 

12 38:47.0343 .:122:45.1366 975.95 3-component 

13 38:46.3943 ~ 122:44.2766 . 977.94 3-component 
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Appendix 2 Earthquake_ focal mechanisms at The Geysers 

Focal mechanism .solutions for 210 earthquakes determined by Oppenheimer 

(1986) plotted as lower-hemisphere, equal-area projections. Open circles are dilational 

arrivals and closed circles compressional arrivals. Great circles are nodal planes, one of 

which is the fault plane along which displacement occurred. The majority of first-motion 

data· is· satisfied by. strike-slip; dip-slip or reverse-slip shear faults. A number of 

·mechanisms display distributions of first-motion data which cannot be explained as a DC 

source and which may indicate non-DG mechanisms. These events are listed in Table 

.A2.1: 

Tabie A2.1. Earthquakes with non-DC polarity distributions 

Earthquake 
number 

7 

24 

38 

.45 

46 

50 

51 

62 

63 

65 

73 

75' 

86 

98 

102 
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Appendix ·3 Example seismograms 

Example seismograms recorded at different stations for three well-recorded 

earthquakes. For each earthq~ake the vertical scaling is the same (lt all stations. 
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Appen~ix 4 Amalgamating earthquake data sets from different 

networks 

A4.1 match 

match compares origin times of earthquakes in the UNT permanent network with 

segment start times of earthquakes recorded on the temporary network, listing earthquakes 

recorded by both networks. A match is reported if the segment start time for an event 

recorded on the temporary network is within 30 s of the origin time of an event recorded 

byUNT. 

match 

#! /bin/sh 

# S_cript VERSION 3: by A. C. Ross 

#Shell script to match earthquakes recorded by both the temporary and UNT networks 

# Times in earthquake catalogue files for each network are converted into seconds and the 

# UNT catalogue is scanned f<?i" each temporary network catalogue time. 

# A match is reported when the UNT time is within 30s of the temporary network time 

awk '{print $1 }'catalogue> iris 

for file in iris catalog.uno 

do 

done 

awk '{ h = substr($1,1,2); 

m = substr($1,3,2); 

s = substr($1,5,2); 

print h m s, (h*3600+m*60+s) 

} ' $file > $file$$ · 

rm iris 

# Scan iris time in seconds for a given target UNOCAL time. The conditions of 2 'if statements must be 

# fulfilled for a match to be recorded. The first awk statement prints the UNOCAL time in hours, minutes 

# and seconds, if a match is found the second awk statement prints the equivalent iris time. At the end of 

# each loop regardless of whether a match has been successfully located or not the echo command will 

#print the next line with UNOCAL time to be matched. 

for time in 'awk '{print $2}' catalog.uno$$' 

do 
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grep $time$ catalog.uno$$ I head c 1 I awk '{printf "%s ",$1}' 

awk '((('$time'-$2) >= 0) && (('$time'-$2) <= 30)) { 

printf "%s ", $1}' iris$$ 

echo 

done 

rm iris$$ catalog. uno$$ 

A4.2 combine and combinelist 

The two shell scripts combine and combinelist, combine seismograms recorded on 

the UNT and temporary networks for earthquakes common to both. combine calls the 

Bourne shell scripts match and combinelist. If a match is found combinelist appends a list 

of UNT seismograms for that event to the list file of seismograms recorded by the 

temporary network. 

combine 

#! /bin/sh 

# by A. C. Ross · 

# combine calls the match shell script to identify earthquakes common to both the UNT and temporary 

# networks. This list is fed into the combine list shell script which takes the UNT basename and generates 

# a listfile. 

combinelist $1 'match I awk 'NF==2'' 

combine list 

#! /bin!sh 

# by A. C. Ross 

# combinelist generates a listfile, each line of which specifies one UNT seismogram. This list is appended 

# to the appropriate listfile for seismograms recorded on the temporary network. 

day=$1; shift 

while test "$1" != "" 

do 

done 

rrlkahlist /db2/seisrnic/geysers91/unocaVg91$day/91 $day$l.ah » $2.l.list 

shift; shift 
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,Appendix 5 epick .· 

epick. is an interactive picking- program for displaying, measuring and modifying 

time measurements, amplitudes and other information . from digital seismograms. .. . 

Seismogram_s are stored in the Extended Data Representation (XDR) form of the Lamont 

AH-format (adhoc). These are accessed by epick via a user specified ASCll list file, each 

line . of which specifies the name of an adhoc file to display followed by an integer 

indicating the seismograms position within this file. Most operations within epick are 

invoked by mouse:-controlled menu commands· but a set of special accelerators can be 

defined wh,iCh duplicate· these operations by single key strokes. The epick display consists 

ofthree, wo~k-window components termed squash, display and pick windows (Figures 

A5.1 and A5.2); 

. Squash window: The· squash window displays ~I seismograms recorded for a particular 

earthquake, which.may.run to several page~ (Figure A5.1). In addition to the station name 

each sensor· component is labelled. The method adopted differs for each network. The 
. . 

temporary network labels sensor components as 1, 2 and 3 to qenote the vertical and two 

horizontal components while the UNT network uses z, n and e. The vertical-component 

CALNET seismic traces ·have a V label. · If time measurements have been made for phase

arrivals ·then these will be indiCated· by a phase-code label ~p or S). A seismogram is 

activated for more detailed examination by placing the cursor over it and depressing the 
' . . 

mouse key. 

Displaywindow: Both-the display and pick windows appear simultaneously (Figure A5.2). 

The display window shows the seismic trace selected from the squash window with an 

expanded vertical scale. A magnified subsection of this trace selected for display in the 

pickwindow is indicted by inverse video. · · .. 
. . 

Pick window: . The pick window .shows the s.eJected portion of the seismic trace. If the 

selected ·trace is the vertical component -of a· three-component sensor then the 

corresponding horizontal -components will also appear (Figure A5.2). This is convenient 

when distinguishing between true S-phase arri~als and arrivals associated with converted 

S-to-P phases. Similarly if the first horizontal trace is selected in the squash window then 

the third component will also appear in the]Jick window and so on. Time measurements 

of phase-arrivals are indicated by solid, vertical black lines indicating the position of the 

arrival e>n.each trace acco~panied by a phase code label (P or S). 

Most of the processipg is completed in the . pick window. The typical 
. . 

measurements made and infor_mation recorded are specified below; 
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• time-pick, time measurement for P- or S-phase arrival 

• phase code label, P or S 

• quality factor (0-4). Zero is good, four is poor 

• arrival type, impulsive (i) or emergent (e) 

• polarity, up(+) or down(-) 

• amplitude, measured from first onset to first peak 

• frequency, measured from first onset to first peak 
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Appendix 6 SIMULPS12-example input files 

A6.1 fort.]: control file 

Control file used in final Inversion 

185 0 0 1.0 4 1 0 neqs, nshot, nblast, wtsht, kout, kout2, kout3 
10 1.0 0.020 0.01 -1.0 0.50 0.01 0.00 nitloc, wtsp, eigtol, rmscut, zmin, dxmax, rderr, ercof 
5 0.10 0,03 1 2.0 2.0 99.00 0.50 hitct, dvpmax, dvpvsmax, idmp, vpdmp, vpvsdmp, stadmp, stepl 
1 2 4 0.005 0 0.01 0 ires, i3d, nitmax, snrmct, ihomo, rmstop, ifixl 
18.0 30.0 0.20 0.30 0.40 deltl, delt2, res1, res2, res3 
9 2 0.5 0.5 ndip, iskip, scalel, scale2 
1.2 0.001 15 15 xfax, tlim, nitpb1, nitpb2 
1 1 0 iusep, iuses, invdel 

A6.2 Description of paramenters 

Parameter Value Description 
neqs 386 Number of earthquakes 
nshot 3 Number of shots 
nblast 0 Number of blasts 
wtsht 1.0 Weight given to shots (relative to earthquakes) 
kout 4 Output control parameter 

. kout2 1 Output control parameter 
kout3 0 Output control parameter 
nitloc 10 Maximum number of iterations of event location routine 
wtsp 1.0 Weight given to S-P times (relative toP times 

eigtol 0.020 SVD cut-off in hypocentral adjustments 
rmscut 0.01 RMS residual cutoff to terminate location iterations 
zmin 0.0 Minimum earthquake depth 

dxmax 0.50 Maximum horizontal hypocentral relocation _Qer iteration 
rderr 0.01 Estimated reading uncertainty 
ercof 0.00 Used for h_yl'_ocentral error calculations 
hitct 1 DWS cutoff to remove node from inversion 

dvpmax. 0.10 Maximum Vp adjustment 
dvpvsmax 0.03 Maximum Vp/v, adjustment 

idmp 1 Damping control parameter 
vpdmp_ 5.0 Vp damping parameter 

vpvsdmp 2.0 Vp/v, damping p_arameter 
stadmp 99.0 Station delay damping parameter 
step I 0.50. Raypath step length used in partial derivative calculatons 
ires 1 Resolution output control parameter 
i3d 2. Three-dimensional ray tracing control parameter 

nit max 4 Maximum number of iterations of the hypocentral relocation model adjustment lool'_ 
snrmct· 0.005 Solution norm cutoff to terminate inversion 

ihomo 1 Number of iterations to use ray-tracing in vertical planes 

rmstop. O.ol RMS residual (for all events) to terminate inversion 

ifixl 0 Number of iterations to fix hypocenters for 

deltl 20.0 Ray length cut-off used to weight residuals 
delt2 35.0 Ray length cut-off used to weight residuals 
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resl 0.10 Residual cut-off tised for weighting 
res2 0.25 Residual cut-off used for weighting 
res3 0.30 Residual cut-off used for weighting 
ndip. 9 Number of planes searched during approximate ray-tracing (ART) 
is kip 2 · Number of planes near horizontal to skip durin_g ART 
scale! · 0.5 Ray segment length 
scale2 0.5 Controls number of paths tried during ray-tracing 
xfax · 1.2 Pseudo-bendin_&:control parameter 

-. tlim 0.001 Travel-time difference cut-off to terminate pseudo-bending iterations 
. nitpb1 . 15 Maximum number ofiterations during pseudo-bending 
nitpb2 '15 Maximum number of iterations during pseudo-bending 
iusep 1 Flag to useP travel times (O=No; 1=Yes) 
iuses 1 Flag to use S-P times (O=No; 1=Yes) 

'invdel· 0 Flag to invert for station delays (O=NO; 1=Yes) 

A6.3 fort.2: seismometerl~cation input file 

38 48.60 122. 47..05 45.0 Cent;e of co-ordinate system and angle of rotation west of north 
48 . Number of stations 
G00138 45.89 122 50.74 1016 0.00 0.00 0 Station code, location and height above sea level 
G00238 47.25 122 48.99 893 0.00 0.00 0 · . 
G00338 47.93 122 51:50 7190.00 0.00 0 
G00438 45.53 122 45.17 932 0.00 0.00 0 
G00538 47.23.122 45;96 830 0.00 0.00 0 · 

. G00638 47.83 122 42.84 759 0.00 0.00 0 
G00738 50.57 12242.68 9_870.00 0.00 0 
G00838 49.47 122 48.63 670 o:oo 0.00 b 
G00938 50.27 122 47.53 950 0.00 0.00 0 
.G01038 51.82 122 48.13 735 0.00 0.00 0 
G01138 46.26 122 47.01 1009 0.00 0~00 0 

· G01238 43.9.5 122 47.69 528 0.00 0.00 0 
G01338 50.67 12Z 53.97 741 0:.00 o.oo o. 
G01438 49.72 122 49.81 586 0.00 0.00 0 
G01538 49.63 122 45.11 911 o·.oo o.oo o 
.GACM38 52.36122 51.80 969 0.00 0;00 0 
GAXM38 42:64 122 45.37 363 0.00 0.00 0 
GBGl\1.38 48.83 122 40.83 1109 0.00 0.00 0 
GCMM38 48.34 122 45.381270 0.00 0.00 0 
GCRM38 46.38 122 42.99 703 0:00 0.00 0 
GDXM38 48.45 122 47.70 915 0.00.0.00 0 
GGLM38 5~.79 122 46.65 8_76 o~oo 0.00 0 
GGPM38 45.87122.50.72 1038 0.00 0.00 0 
GMMM38 50.28 122 48.00 945 0,00 0.00 0· 
GSGM38 51.99 122 42.66 1063 0.00 0.00 0 
GSMM38 46.15 122 46.95 1001 0.00 0.00 0 
ACR38 50.20 122 45.61 7~9 0.00 0.00 0 
ANG38 48,18 122 45.09.12910.00 0.00 b 
BUC38 49.39 122 50.10 859 0.00 0.00 0 
CAP38 50.76 122 48.53 832 0.00 0.00 0 
CLV38 50.31.122 47.42962 0.00_0.00 0 
'DES38 45.95122 41.92 5t'9 0.00 0.00 0 
DRK38 47.30 122 48.20 716 0.00 0:00 0 
DVB3845.75 122 44.29 855 0.000.00 0 
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. DXR38 49.39 122 46.32 990 0.00 0.00 0 
FNF38 46.25 122 45.93 795 0.00 0.00 0 · 
FUM38 47.59 i22 47.27 6170.00 0.00 0 
INJ38 48.49 122 48.28 735 0.00 0.00 0 
LCK38 49.17 122 44.48 1137 0.00 0.00 ·0 

. MNS38 46.58 122 42.96 676 0.00 0.00 0 
PFR38 44.93 122 44.51 962 0.00 0.00 0 
SB4B38 48.56 122 49.78 492 0.00 0.00 0 
SQK38 49.42 122 48.58 6_37 0.00 0.00 0 
SSR38 44.41'122 42.65 1048 0.00 0.00 0 
STY38 48.70 122 46.99 1020 0.00 0.00 0 
TCH38 .47.00 122 44.18 936 0.00 0.00 0 
U1438 47.11 122 46.33 636 0.00 o:oo 0 
WRK38 45,77 122 43.41 964 0.00 0.00 0. 

A6.4 fort.3.: starting wave-speed models and nodal locations 

Grid file used .in the final· stage o.f the graded inversion producing the wave-speed model 

presented in Chapter 5. · 

j 

1.0 15 '18'11 . . finest nodal spacing, number of nodes in x, y, and z directions 
-149.0-10.0-6.0-4:0-3.0 -2.0-1.0 o.b: 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 10.0 149.0 x-direction 
"149.0 -10.0-8.0-6.0-5.0 -4;0 -3.0-2.0 -1.0_0.0 1.0.2:0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 10.0 149.0 y-direction 
-149.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 7.0 149.0 z-direction 

2 2 2• 
3 2 2 
4 2 2 
5'2 2 
6 2 2 
7 2 2 
8 2 2 
9 2 2 
10 2 2 
11 2.2 
12 2 2 
13 2 2 
14 2 2. 

Umilodelled velocity nodes in x,y and z-directions 
. Nodes labelled 1~11 in z-direction refer to the Vp model 
Nodes labelled 12-22 in z-direction refer to the vp1v5 model 

shortened for brevity 

3 17 21 
4 17 21 
5 17 2l . 
6 17 :it 
7 17 21 
8 17 21 
9 1721 
101721 
1117 21 
12 17 21 
13 17 21 
14 17 21 
0 0 0 
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1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00.1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 vP model 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 J .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 For each horizontal depth 
1.00 ~ .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ·1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 section x increases across 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00.1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 increases across the page 
1.00·1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 andy increases down the 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.001.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 page 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 LOO f.OO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 LOO LOO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 l.OO 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 LOO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

. 1.00 LOO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1;00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1._00 1.00 1.00 '1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
LOO LOO 1.00 J .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.001.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.00 1,00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2.47 2.47·2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2A7 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
~~2~2~2~~~2~~~2~2~2~2~2~2~2.47U7 
2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2:47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.472.47 2.47 
2.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.47 
2.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.47 
2.47 2.47.2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
2.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.47 
2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
2.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.47 
2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
2.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.47 
2.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.47 
2.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.47 
2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 2.47 
2.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.472.47 
3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 
3.52 3.41 3.61 3.72 3.77 3.82 3.90 3.99 4.02 4.05 3.95 3.85 3.72 3.61 3.52 
3.52 3.35 3.50 3.62 3.67 3.71 3.69 3.68 3.78 3.88 3.85 3.81 3.67 3,60 3.52 
3.52 3.28 3.24 3.51 3.59 3.67 3.75 3.82 4.02 4.22 4.00 3.77 3.59 3.60 3.52 
3.52 3.23 3.27 3.44 3.42 3.40 3.63 3.87 4.01 4.16 4.03 3.903.60 3.60 3.52 
3.52 3.19 3.31 3.373.25 3.13 3.52 3:914.00 4.09 4.05 4.02 3.60 3.60 3.52 
3.52 3.15 3.33 3.21 3.04 2.88 3.27 3.66 3.82 3.98 3.99 4.00 3.61 3.60 3.52 
3.52 3.12 3.36 3.04 2.84 2.64 3.02 3.41 3.63 3.86 3.92 3.99 3.62 3.59 3.52 
3.52 2.89 3.12 3.40 3.15 2.90 3.32 3.7.3 3.74 3.75 3.90 4.05 3.56 3.58 3.52 
3.52 2.66 2.88 3.76 3.46 3.17 3.62 4.06 3.85 3.64 3.88 4.12 3.51 3.57 3.52 
3.52 2.90 3.08 3.58 3.55 3.51 3.69 3.88 3.79 3.71 3.773.84 3.53 3.56.3.52 
3.52 3.13 3.29 3.41 3.63 3.85 3,77 3.69 3.73 3.78 3.67 3.56 3.55 3.56 3.52 . 
3.52 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.51 3.51 3.49 3.47 3.46 3.44 3.48 3.52 3.54 3.55 3.52 
3.52 3.27 3.40 3.60 3.~8 3.17 3.21 3.25 3.17 3.10 3.29 3.48 3.53 3.54 3.52 
3.52 3.33 3.45 3.65 3.55 3.44 3.42 3.40 3.35 3.29 3.39 3.48 3.52 3.53 3.52 
3.52 3.40 3.50 3.70 3.71 3.12 3.63 3.54 3.52 3.49. 3.49 3.49 3.52 3.52 3.52 
3.52 3.60 3.59 3.58 3;58 3.58 3.57 3.56 3.56 3.55 3.52 3;50 3.51 3.48 3.52 
3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 3.52 
4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.33 
4.33 4.13 4.39 4.54 4.59 4.64 4.78 4.92 4.954.98 4.78 4.584.59 4.37 4.33 
4.33 4.08 4.27 4.44 4.39 4.34 4.43.4.53 4.72 4.91 4.74 4.57 4.53-4.33 4.33 

- 4.33 4.03 3~95 4.17 4.25 4.34 4.57 4.79 4.95 5.10 4.79 4.48 3.99 4.27 4.33 
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4.33 3.98 4.01 4.20 4.26 4.33 4.55 4.78. 4.79 4.82 4.67 4.54 4.11 4.26 4.33 
4.33 3.92 4.08 4.22 4.264.31 4.54 4.76 4.64 4.53 4.56 4.59 4.22 4.25 4.33 
4.33 3.85 4.16 4.24 4.364.47 4.74 5.00 4.73 4.46 4.66 4.86 4.30 4.23 4.33 
4.33 3:78 4.12 4.26 4.45 4.64 4.95 5.25 4.82 4.39 4.75 5.12 4.38 4.21 4'.33 
4.33 3.59 3.75 4.50 4.43 4.36 4.75 5.14 4.71 4.27 4.59 4.91 4.27 4.21 4.33 
4.33 3.40 339 4.75 4.42 4.08 4.55 5.03 4.59 4.15 4.42 4.70 4.16 4.21 4.33 
4.33 3.67 3-.70 4.54 4.35 4.17 4.40 4.62 4AO 4.17 4.2.7 4.36 4.30 4.19 4.33 
4.33 3.94 4.01 4.32 4.29 4.26 4.24 4.22 4.21 4.20 4.11 4.02 4.45 4.17 4.33 
4.33 4.04 4:17 4.65 4.53. 4.41 4.27 4.14 4.26 4.39 4.21 4.03 4.41 4.17 4.33 

. 4.33 4.14 4.32 4:98 4.76 4.55 4.30 4.06 4.32 4.58 4:30 4.03 4.37 4.17 4.33 
4.33 4.25 4.45 5.04 5.02 5.00 4.67 4.36 4.44 4.52 4.32 4.12 4.33 4.17 4.33 

. 4.33 4.35 4.58 5.11 5.28 5 . .44·5,04 4.65 4.55 4.46 4.34 4.22 4.29 4.17 4.33 

Shortenedfor.brevity ·. 

1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 vplv8 model 
l.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 i.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 

. . . 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 L74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.7.4 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 

· 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 L74J.74 1.74 1.741.741.74 1.74 1.741.74 L74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 . . 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.741.74 1:74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 L74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74.1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 (74 
1.74 1.74 1:741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 '1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 L74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74.1.74 1.74 1.74>1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.741.741.74 i.74 1.141.74'1.741.741.741.741.741.741.74'1.741.74 

. 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74,1.741.74 1.74 1.741.741.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1;74.1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 
1.74 1.741.74 L74 J.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 i.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 (74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 L74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1-.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1:74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1:74'1.74 1-.74 1.74 1.74 1:74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74.1:741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1;74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
L74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 L74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741.741.74 1.74.1.74 L74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ 
1.74 1.74 1.741.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.741;.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 

'1.74 1.74 .1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.75 1.76 1.75 1.74 1.74 1:74 1.74 1.74 1.74 
1.741.74L74I.741:Z41.74l.721.691.691.681.711.741.75 1.741.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.741._721.69 1~70 1.711.74 1.77 1.75 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74. 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.72 1.69 Lill.73 1.76 1.80 1.75 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.75 1.78 i.75.1.75 1.75 1.72 1.69 1.73 1.761.78 1.80 1.75 1.74 1.74 
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1.74 1.76 1.82 1.76 1.75 L75 1.72 1.68 1.74 L80 1.80 1.80 1'.74 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.75 1.78 1.77 1.78 1.79 1.75 1.72 1.74 1.75 1.79 1.82 1.77 1.75 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.78 1.811.84 1.79 1.75 1.73 1.71 1.77 1.84 1.80 1.76 1.74" 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.81 1.77 1.74 1.72 1.70 1.75 1.79 1.78 1.75 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.75 1.73 1.71 1.68 1.72 1.75 1.76 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.75 1.76 1.77 1.75-1.74 1.73 1.71 1.73 1.75 1.76 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.75 1.75 1.76 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.74 1.75 1.75 1.76 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.75 1.76 1.76 1.75 1.75 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.75 1.75 1.74 1.74 
1.74 1.74 1.74 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.75 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 1.74 

Shortened for brevity 

A6.5 fort.4: hypocentre and travel-time residuals 

Example input hypocentre and travel time data for three earthquakes at The 

Geysers. The first line provides information on the date, time, latitude, longitude and 

depth of the earthquake bsl. The remainder gives the station code, an impulsive (i) or 

emergent (e) arrival, arrival phase and quality and the travel time residual. For S-waves 

the S-P travel time is given. 

910401 23 1 53.35 38 50.17 122 46.37 1.46 0.00 

G004iPu1 1.876GOllePd1 1.707G01l_SP1 1.180G012ePd1 2.500G012_SP2 1.730 ACRiP _0 0.580 

CAPiPd1 0.940 CLViP _0 0.640 LCKiPu1 0.980 FNFiP _2 1.630 FNF _SP1 1.120 STYiP _1 0.881 

BUCiPd1 1.461 ANGiP _1 1.210 DXRiPuO 0.720 SQKiP _0 0.960 

0 

910401.2320 28.81 38 50.18 122 46.36 1.73 0.00 

G004iPu1 1.893G011ePu1 1.663G011_SP1 1.240G012iPd2 2.496G012_SP2 1.730 ACRiP _0 0.627 

CAPiPdO 0.987 CLViP _0 0.687 LCKiPu1 1.027 FNFiP_2 1.637 STYiP_2 0.917 ANGiP_2 1.257 

DXRiPuO 0. 757 SQKiP _1 0.987 SQK_SP2 0.690 

0 

910402 1720 17.67 38 48.22 122 45.24 1.33 0.00 

U14iP _1 0.712 ACRiP _1 0.921 CAPiPd2 1.662 CLViP _2 1.252 LCKiPd1 0.821 FNFiP _1 0.902 

FNF_SP2 0.630 STYiP_2 0.741 DVBeP_11.047 DVB_SP2 0.705 PFReP_2 1.352 SSR_P_O 1.772 

MNSiP _1 1.072 WRKiP_: _ _11.232 DESeP _1 1.412 TCHeP _1 0.762 ANGiP _1 0.642 SQKiP _1 1.212 

0 
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Appendix 7 Bourne-shell scripts used in data processing and 

presentation of results 

A 7.1 Calculating RMS travel-time residuals 

The program count.PS locates earthquakes using the program qloc3d and 

calculates the total RMS travel-time residual for both P- and S-phases. The program 

requires an event file specified on the command line containing a list of earthquakes to be 

included in the calculation. An example ofthe output is given below. 

Sum ofP sq res=9.68346; No ofphases=5658; RMS residual=0:0413698 s 

Sum of S sq res=7.96735; No of phases=1426; RMS residual=0.0747476 s 

Total rms residual=0.0580S87 s 

count.PS 

#! /bin/sh 

· # Version 1: A. C. Ross, October 1995 · 

#Locates an earthquake and calculates the RMS travel time residual for both P and S-phases. 

# Locate each event and append the location, event label, phase type and travel-time residual to the file. 

temp$$ 

infile=$1 

for event in 'cat infile' 

do 

touch temp$$ 

eloc3d $event I nawk 'NR==2 {print $2, $4, $6, "'$event"'} 

NR>5 {print $8, $10}' >>temp$$ 

done 

#Calculate the RMS travel-time residual for P- and S-waves. Output the results into the file "info.3dmod" 

nawk 'BEGIN {i=O; j=O; a=O; sump=O; sums=O; sima=O} 

NF==2 && $1=="P" {i++; sump+=$2*.*2} 

NF==2 && $1=="S" {j++; sums+=$2**2} 

NF==2 {a++; suma+=$2**2} 

END {print "Sum of P sq res="sump;"No of phases="i, "RMS residual="sqrt(sump/i); 

print "Sum of S sq res="sums, "No of phases="j, "RMS residual="sqrt(sums/j); 

print "Total RMS residual="sqrt(suma!a) 

} ' temp$$ > info.3dmod 

rm temp$$ 
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A7.2 Convert latitude and longitude into cartesian co-ordinates 

SIMULPS12 uses a cartesian co-ordinate system to parameterize the model 

volume. For presentation purposes it was necessary to superimpose surface features such 

as faults, mountains, steam production area and seismic station locations onto the three

dimensional tomographic models produced (Figure 5.8). The program convert.rotsl2 

takes latitude and longitude values and converts these into a cartesian co-ordinate system, 

taking into account the model volumes 45° rotation west of north. 

convert.rots12 

#! /binlsh 

# Version 1. : A. C. Ross September 1993 

# Rotates latitude and longitude co-ordinates into local co-ordinates i.e. 45 degrees west of north for 

#modelled volume at The Geysers. convert.rotsl2 takes an input file speCified on the command line with 

# latitude and longitude co-ordinates 

# cvangles ensures input latitude and lop.gitude co-ordinates are in degrees 

cvangles $*I 

nawk'· 

BEGIN { 

} ' 

olt=38.81 

oln=-122.784 

yltkm=l.8502 

xlnkm=1.4476 

if ($1 =="SEGMENT") 

· print $1 

else { 

x=60*($2-oln) 

y=60*($1-olt) 

xnorm=x *xlnkm 

ynorm=y*yltkm 

#Rotate local. co-ordinates into the new co-ordinate system. Give rotation angle in radians . 

. xl=(xnorm*cos(0.7854) + ynorm*sin(0.7854)) 

yl=(-1 *(xnorm*sin(0.78_54)) + ynorm*cos(0.7854)) 

print xi, yl 
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A 7.3 ·Colour contour cross-sections of wave-speed models 

The program new.plotcs was written to generate colour contour cross-sections 

through Vp and vplvs models such as thos~ presented in Figures 5.9 and 5.11. The user can 

·specify either a vp or vplvs model, the length and vertical dimensions of the cross-section, 

the scale the model is to be interpolated to and appropriate contours of the steam 

reservoir, felsitebatholith and well resolved areas of the model. The program expects the 

input wave-speed moqel t6 have the format x, y, z, model value. new.plotcs is most 

commonly called by a second program to produce a series of cross-sectional diagrams 

su-ch as._presented in. Figure 5.9: 

new.plo.tcs 

#! /binlsh 

.# Versi9n 1: A C. Ross, October 1995 . 

#Draw vertical colour plots of simul vpand vrJvs models 

usage="Usage: $0 x1 y1 x2 y2 z-top z-bottom -Inode_spacing -M model [-Btickinfo] 

[-overlay] [-Xposition] [-Yposition] [-hypos hypo-file] [-Wwidth] [-title strin 

g] xyzv.velocityfile" 

case$# in 

0111213141516171819) echo $usage 1>&2; exit 1 ;; 

esac 

# Set defaults . 

title;=""; fhypo=/dev/null·; ticks="a5fl/a2fl WSne" 

overlay:::"" ; px=0.7; py=6; model=vp; cscale=scale.perdiff 

#Process command line 

x1=$1; y1=$2; x2=$3; y2=$4; shift 4 · 

z1=$1; z2=$2; shift 2 

while test "$1" != ,,. 

do 

case "$1"·in 

-l*).node='echo$11 sed 's,-1,''; shift;; 

-M*) model=$2; shift 2· ;; 

-B*) tiCks='echo $11 sed's,-B,''; shift;; 
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esac 

-o*) overlay=-0 ; shift ;; 

-X*) px='echo $1 I sed 's,-X,''; shift;; 

-Y*) py='echo $11 sed 's,-Y,''; shift;; 

. -h*) fhypo=$2; shift 2 ;; 

-W*) W=$1; shift;;· 

-t*) title=$2; shift 2 ;; 

-*) echo $usage 1>&2 ; exit 1 ;; 

*)break;; 

done 

velfile=$1; shift 

# Get depth positions 

nd='echo $z1 $z2 $node I nawk '{print (int($2-$1)/$3)+1 }'' 

xwalk -x $z1 $z2 $nd > dep$$ 

#Get x,y positions of cross-section points 

project -C$xll$y1 -E$x2/$y2 -G$node I 

nawk' 

BEGIN { n = '$node' } 

{ 

if ($3/n - int($3/n) > 0.5) print $1, $2, n*(int($3/n)+ 1) 

else print $1, $2, n*int($3/n) 

}'I uniq >xy$$ 

len= 'tail -1 xy$$ I nawk .'{print $3} '' 

# Project hypocentres into plane of cross-section 

project $fhypo -C$xl/$y1 -E$x2/$y2 -Fpz -V $W >hypos$$ 

#Create target-node file: "x, y, z, a", where a is length along cross-section 

for depth in 'cat dep$$' 

do 
nawk '{print $1, $2, '$depth', $3}' xy$$. 

done > targ$$ 

# Define colour scale to be used 

if test "$model"= "vpvs" 

then 
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cscale=scale. vpvs 

fi 

echo "$x1 $y1 $x2 $y2" 1>&2 

# Plot cross-section and interpolate the velocity model to the specified scale using the int~rpolation 

#program csinterpolate and generate the colour image using the program grdimage 

psbasemap -JX4.25/-1.0 -RO/$len/-1/4 -Ba2fl wsen -X$px-Y$py $overlay -K 

sort +2 -n + 1 -n +0 -n $velfile I csinterpolate -t targ$$ I 

xyz2grd -Ggrd$$ -I$node -R 

grdimage grd$$ -JX -R -C$cscale -XO -YO -V -0 -K 

#Draw areas whiCh are well resolved with spread = 4 contours 

sort +2 -n +1 -n +0 -n .. /spread/spreadfun."$model" I 

nawk' 

if ($4 == -1) $4 = 16 

print 

} ' I csinterpolate -t targ$$ I 

· xyz2grd -Ggrdspread$$ -10.25 ~R 

grdcontour grdspread$$ -JX -R -Ccont4 -W6/255/255/255t15_25:1 -XO -YO -V -0 -K 

# Plot hypocentres 

psxy hypos$$ -JX -R -Sc0.05 -GO -XO -YO -0 -K 

# Get axis anotations correct, superimpose felsite batholith and reservoir contours 

psba:semap -iX4.25/~l.O:R-10/10/-1/4 -B"$ticks" -XO -YO -0 -K 

if test "$x1" = "$x2" 

then 

else 

fi 

file="$x1"x 

label="x = $xl km" 

· file="$y1 "y 

label="y = $y1 km" 
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# Plot the top of the felsite and reser:voir 

psxy -JX -R -XO -YO -W4/255/0/0 -M -0 -K digit.local/felsite."$file" 

psxy -JX -R -XO -YO -W4/0/0/0t15_25: 1 -M -0 -K digit.local/felsite."$file" 

psxy -JX -R -XO-YO-M -W4/255/255/255 -0 ~K digit.local/reservoir. "$file" 

pslabel -JX -R -0255/255/255 -0 -K <<END 

-9.25 3 12 0 4 5 $label 

END 

rm grd$$ grdspread$$ xy$$ dep$$ hypos$$ targ$$ 
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Appen~ix .~ Final v P and v ;v s models 

Final. vp. and vplvs wave-speeds are plotted at their nodal position on horizontal 

'slices through the three-dimensiomil model. Black lines: surface trace of -major fault; grey 

lihes: felsite batholith; black dashes lines: well resolved areas of the model; white triangles: 

mountains. 
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Appendix 9 Final earthquake locations 

Final earthquake locations calculated using the three-dimensional wave-speed 

models. For each earthquake the final RMS travel-time residual are calculated using both 

the regional one-dimensional and three-dimensional wave speed models. The RMS travel

time residual is calculated using the three-dimensional wave-speed models and is given as a 

percentage of the RMS travel-time residual calculated using the regional model. 

Event Latitude Longnitude Depth 1-d model 3-d model % diffin Events used 
number (oN) (OW) (km bsl) RMS RMS RMS Ill 

residual, s residual, s residual tomography 

091.230151.1 38:50.195 -122:46.348 1.534 0.093 0.059 63.81 * 
091.232026.1 38:50.147 -122:46.358 1.734 0.069 0.049 72.12 * 
092.172013.1 38:48.227 -122:45.196 1.459 0.077 0.025 32.27 * 
094.004643.1 38:50.571 -122:47.402 1.811 0.046 0.053 113.70 

094.020043.1 38:50.371 -122:48.325 1.473 0.079 0.040 50.27 * 
094.055513.1 38:47.523 -122:47.908 1.296 0.030 0.040 134.00 

094.075908.1 38:47.540 -122:47.711 1.015 0.106 0.088 82.41 * 
094.080008.1 38:47.520 -122:47.749 1.118 0.042 0.021 49.18 * 
094.154930.1 38:47.942 -122:47.940 3.813 0.086 0.023 26.44 * 
094.223105.1 38:47.562 -122:44.765 1.433 0.049 0.019 38.13 * 
094.224611.1 38:47.107 -122:45.542 0.522 0.056 0.025 44.09 * 
095.041156.1 38:48.998 -122:50.052 0.356 0.062 0.039 63.91 * 
095.203857.1 38:46.985 -122:46.456 1.571 0.089 0.040 45.40 

096.003948.1 38:48.708 -122:50.199 0.082 0.087 0.129 147.70 

096.195237.1 38:49.455 -122:49.925 1.083 0.082 0.070 85.82 

097.093540.1 38:49.095 -122:48.652 3.258 0.050 0.015 30.11 

098.081016.1 38:49.280 -122:50.141 0.989 0.024 0.010 42.41 * 
098.093353.1 38:48.989 -122:50.560 1.364 0.068 0.028 40.90 * 
098.132306.1 38:48.687 -122:47.757 1.463 0.104 0.057 54.57 * 
098.142119.1 38:49.911 -122:47.282 1.047 0.060 0.033 54.43 * 
098.172855.1 38:48.014 -122:44.439 1.923 0.056 0.018 32.07 * 
098.194144.1 38:51.127 -122:47.618 2.450 0.059 0.046 78.02 * 
099.051717.1 38:47.039 -122:43.118 1.630 0.055 0.033 60.18 * 
099.071950.1 38:50.100 -122:52.529 2.232 0.075 0.011 14.87 * 
099.082534.1 38:47.861 -122:43.694 4.892 0.059 0.037 63.07 * 
099.085008.1 38:47.330 -122:44.812 0.919 0.033 0.033 97.81 * 
099.103904.1 38:47.559 -122:46.870 1.844 0.061 0.019 31.80 * 
099.172654.1 38:48.953 -122:49.719 0.617 0.079 0.033 41.42 * 
099.193503.1 38:48.898 -122:49.513 0.897 0.089 0.086 96.27 * 
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100.040421.1 38:48.592 -122:49.797 0.630 0.054 0.038 70.99 * 
100.063803.1 38:50.061 -122:50.279 1.663 0.078 0.033 42.74 

100.072139.1 38:49.948 -122:49.947 1.536 0.072 0.052 72.57 

100.072355.1 38:49.955 -122:50.029 1.553 0.106 0.115 109.10 -
100.160056.1 38:45.893 -122:43.154 0.932 0.057 0.031 54.28 

101.021650.2 38:48.132 -122:46.067 1.082 0.086 0.070 81.19 * 
101.073007.1 38:48.832 -122:48.740 2.949 0.049 . 0.027 55.74 * 
101.131840.1 38:46.666 -122:43.227 1.874 . 0.052 0.027 50.84 * 
101.154344.1 38:47.037 -122:45.031 0.769 0.047 0.028 58.89 * 
101.184439.1 38:46.165 -122:44.721 1.875 0.052 0.025 49.10 * 
1 02.000244.1 38:47.592 -122:44.710 1.999 0.077 0.025 32.53 * 
102.074512.1 38:51.053 -122:47.511 2.421 0.059 0.047 79.00 * 
102.155946.1 38:47.324 -122:48.208 3.376 0.041 0.026 64.35 * 
103.031713.1 38:47.747 -122:44.105 1.544 0.077 0.042 54.84 * 
103.065739.1 38:50.650 -122:44.130 2.680 0.069 0.062 90.14 * 
103.105157.1 38:50.585 -122:44.068 2.313 0.079 0.047 59.84 * 
103.200103.1 38:48.921 -122:50.036 0.126 0.109 0.082 75.10 * 
103.214908.1 38:47.034 -122:43.425 1.826 0.119 0.042 34.87 

104.002347.1 38:47.198 -122:46.899 2.939 0.065 0.059 91.40 * 
104.050547.1 38:46.940 -122:46.401 1.453 0.072 0.037 51.17 * 
104.073739.1 38:47.135 -122:46.442 1.905 0.095 0.053 55.88 * 
104.112505.1 38:45.998 -122:42.908 0.950 0.085 0.075 87.33 

105.011724.1 38:47.226 -122:45.027 3.973 0.067 0.033 49.77 * 
105.025005.1 38:49.642 -l22:45.388 1.131 0.061 0.026 43.04 * 
105.092820.1 38:46.828 -122:43.444 1.889 0.074 0.066 89.32 

105.163806.1 38:49.511 -122:45.881 1.483 0.077 0.043 55.52 

105.172240.1 38:46.155 -122:42.971 0.635 0.091 0.070 77.28 * 
105.175448.1 38:47.278 -122:43.080 1.721 0.060 0.052 86.28 * 
I 06.005434.1 38:49.400 -122:50.043 1.115 0.080 0.069 85.67 * 
106.012254.1 38:49.000 -122:46.871 1.970 0.048 0.026 . 53.89 

106.024835.1 38:48.176 -122:48.170 2.139 0.038 0.028 73.57 

106.033104.1 38:48.206 -122:46.093 1.352 0.072 0.032 44.85 * 
106.061743.1 38:48.725 -122:48.197 2.157 0.059 0.022 37.48 * 
106.073158.1 38:49.200 -122:50.174 0.980 0.056 0.025 44.59 * 
106.080310.2 38:47.270 -122:45.223 1.220 0.036 0.033 91.85 

106.095059.1 38:48.992 -122:48.767 3.561 0.080 0.033 41.91 

106.095059.2 38:48.939 -122:48.810 3.575 0.058 0.036 61.77 

106.121658.1 38:48.270 -122:48.142 0.585 0.032 0.017 54.41 

106.121658.2 38:48.103 -122:48.278 0.504 0.033 0.026 77.12 

106.122309.1 38:47.362 -122:46.939 0.000 0.026 0.032 124.10 
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106.122309.2 38:47.340 -122:46.877 0.169 0.036 0.029 80.21 

106.125935.1 38:48.675 -122:48.102 2.019 0.069 0.013 19.11 

106.125935.2 38:48.720 -122:48.192 1.732 0.105 0.020 18.71 

106.132857.1 38:49.574 -122:47.543 1.243 0.039 0.044 112.20 

106.132857.2 38:49.502 -122:47.721 0.410 0.159 0.145 91.03 

106.144627.2 38:49.245 -142:47.471 2.34 0.062 0.055 88.30 

106.144627.3 38:49.166 -122:47.478 2.208 0.029 0.014 49.02 

106.160051.1 38:47.399 -122:46.874 2.820 0.069 0.027 39.00 * 
106.170850.1 38:47.617 -122:44.748 2.209 0.086 0.046 53.01 * 
106.184035.1 38:47.562 -122:44.921 0.861 0.043 0.031 71.72 * 
106.213412.1 38:48.620 -122:48.202 1.553 0.062 0.018 28.25 * 
106.220554.1 38:49.346 -122:47.179 0.783 0.075 p.043 56.55 * 
106.222746.1 38:48.792 -122:49.594 0.861 0.083 0.063 76.67 * 
106.222945.1 38:49.267 -122:47.281 0.658 0.069 0.033 47.27 * 
106.233408.1 38:46.439 -122:44.901 1.418 0.094 0.075 79.94 * 
107.015827.2 38:49.506 -122:49.657 0.967 0.057 0.031 54.53 * 
107.025528.1 38:48.051 -122:48.194 .1.098 0.025 0.027 106.6 

107.043328.1 38:49.712 -122:48.204 1.157 0.078 0.035 44.71 * 
107.045446.1 38:47.198 -122:45.279 0.713 0.054 0.034 63.99 

107.051947.1 38:47.562 -122:46.814 2.251 0.091 0.026 28.93 * 
107.094626.1 38:47.217 -122:44.711 0.806 0.081 0.049 ' 60.38 * 
107.102853.1 38:49.451 -122:47.540 1.520 0.055 0.023 41.51 * 
107.114327.1 38:52.094 -122:49.146 2.446 0.098 0.040 40.52 * 
107.131231.1 38:49.947 -122:47.947 1.325 0.067 0.050 75.03 * 
107.133652.1 38:48.686 -122:48.169 2.066 0.087 0.039 44.61 * 
107.162307.2 38:49.341 -122:46.957 2.168 0.068 0.031 46.50 * 
107.163420.2 38:46.216 -122:44.686 2.247 0.102 0.058 56.85 * --
107.164134.1 38:49.191 -122:47.103 2.419 0.074 0.038 51.09 * 
107.180043.1 38:46.213 -122:44.750 2.177 0.102 0.091 89.26 * 
107.183013.2 38:49.073 -122:46.076 1.642 0.050 0.02 39.32 * 
107.185943.1 38:47.377 -122:45.225 1.347 0.105 0.063 59.85 * 
107.225324.1 38:48.730 -122:48.140 2.988 0.082 . 0.029 35.87 * 
107.234524.2 38:49.606 -122:49.647 1.549 0.101 0.080 78.45 * 
107.234734.1 38:49.683 -122:49.621 1.445 0.060 0.041 67.29 * 
108.010924.1 38:49.434 -122:49.499 0.802 0.068 0.039 57.38 * 
108.012358.1 38:48.137 -122:50.953 3.401 0.058 0.032 54.59 * 
108.021016.1 38:47.812 -122:48.767 3.575 0.059 . 0.023 37.97 * 
108.042441.1 38:49.031- -122:47.102 0.715 0.095 0.052 55.44 * 
108.042714.1 38:48.915 -122:47.365 0.580 0.055 0.039 71.41 * 
108.044458.1 38:47.912 -122:48.242 2.195 0.062 0.030 47.87 * 
108.061652.1 38:48.167 -122:46.345 1.486 0.067 0.050 75.41 * 
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108.083429.1 38:47.377 -122:46.832 2.850 0.081 0.020 24.28 

108.092720.1 38:48.004 -122:48.718 . 4.001 0.051 0.021 41.77 * 
108.103729.1 38:47.569 -122:47.977 1.268 0.048 0.024 49.68 * 
108.121807.1 38:49.853 -122:47.955 1.280 0.092 0.033 35.46 * 
108.125929.1 38:48.085 -122:49.357 0.821 0.041 0.036 89.11 

108.142340.1 38:49.258 -122:46:191 0.834 0.067 0.037 55.26 * 
108.142502.1 38:49.233 -122:46.186 0.940 0.083 0.043 51.56 * 
108.160746.1 38:48.797 -122:47.981 3.470 0.078 0.031 39.22 * 
108.162130.1 38:49.309 -122:47.780 0.515 0.093 0.070 75.21 * 
108.183323.1 38:47.464 -122:45.272 2.314 0.045 0.023 49.95 

108.183323.2 38:47.500 ~122:45.316 2.426 0.046 0.019 42.63 

108.195823.1 38:49.070 c 122:48.365 3.630 0.071 0.035 50.01. 

108.195823.2 38:49.022 -·122:48.420 3.248 0.039 0.030 74.85 

108.212940.1 38:48.810 -122:46.497 1.213 0.073 0.053 72.23 

108.212940.2 38:48.813 -122:46.401 1.688 0.059 0.039 65.97 
-

l08.2i5852.1 38:49.478 -122:47.648 1.452 0.067 0.043 63.82 

108.215852.2 38:49.527 -122:47.605 1.227 0.070 0.024 34.68 

108.235853.1 38:50.219 -122:48.215 1.137 0.084 0.075 88.77 

108.235853.2 38:50.194 -122:48.178 0.915 0.043 0.021 48.00 

109.000116.1 38:48.564 -122:46.476 1.829 0.041 0.025 61.76 

109.000116.2 38.:48.549 -122:46.438 1.794 0.041 ·0.037 89.08 

109.004250.1 38:48.020 -122:46.516 1.477 0.055 0.029 52.55 

109.004250.2 38:48.005 -122:46.568 1.237 0.043 0.034 78.23 

109.020058.1 38:48.285 -122:46.539 1.580 0.050 0.040 79.15 • 

109.044334.1 38:49.430 -122:47.411 1.789 0.107 0.096 90.01 

109.044334.2 38:49.403 -122:47.445 1.795 0.047 0.034 74.09 

109.054442.1 38:51.018 -122:49.091 1.888 0.096 0.019 19.69 

109.054442.2 38:50.917 -122:49.099 1.633 0.061 0.025 41.01 

109.070015.1 38:47.052 -122:45.270 0.428 0.052 0.030 58.29 

109.070015.2 38:47.012 -122:45.256 0.702 0.026 0.037 141.00 

109.094056.1 38:50.369 -122:48.885 1.597 0.082 0.066 80.40 

109.094056.2 38:50.355 -122:48.895 1.316 0.061 0.036 57.98 

109.120502.1 38:45.409 -122:43.505 2.983 0.044 0.014 33.11 . * 
109.132027.1 38:49.114 -122:50.233 0.604 0.015 0.014 92.33 * 
109.142417.1 38:49.260 -122:48:352 3.179 0.047 0.021 44.56 * 
109.143901.1 38:49.231 -122:47.498 2.262 0.024 0.010 40.26 * 
109.144419.1 38:49.295 -122:48.333 3.054 0.048 0.025 52.15 * 
109.183213.1 38:50.032 -122:49.661 2.030 0.020 0.018 86.60 * 
109.190413.1 38:49.343 -122:49.299 1.480 0.026 0.020 73.87 * 
109.194700.1 38:50.551 -122:46.122 1.683 0.031 0.013 42.21 * 
109.232135.1 38:47.781 -122:45.021 1.921 O.Q15 0.036 233.90 

110.005936.1 38:48.452 -122:46.843 3.532 0.128 0.123 96.58 
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110.005936.2 38:48.555 -122:46.888 3.378 0.034 0.016 46.31 

110.204504.1 38:49.519 -122:47.335 0.751 0.061 . 0.057 93.84 

110.204504.2 38:49.590 -122:47.252 0.517 0.043 0.057 130.40 

111.002359.1 38:46.995 -122:45.330 0.000 0.103 0.086 82.97 

111.002359.2 38:47.058 -122:45.234 0.723 0.045 0.030. 67.10 

111.012558.1 38:47.606 -122:46.939 2.885 0.106 0.079 74.10 

111.012558.2 38:47.707 -122:46.949 2.878 0.059 0.014 23.28 

111.025530.1 38:48.259 -122:49.087 1.000 0.047 0.028 60.33 

111.025530.2 38:48.327 -122:49.160 0.545 0.050 0.049 98.63 

111.030149.1 38:48.765 -1 ~2:48.537 3.643 0.088 0.017 . 19.06 

111.030149.2 38:48.780 -122:48.565 3.704 0.057 0.030 51.97 

111.035226.2 38:47.368 -122:46.116 0.202 0.042 0.046 110.20 

111.035226.3 38:47.418 -122:45.972 0.000 0.058 0.026 44.35 

111.093646.1 38:47.953 -122:44.447 1.882 0.092 0.075 81.67 * 
112.183823.1 38:49.013 -122:46.738 2.051 0.102 0.076 74.40 

112.183823.2 38:49.041 -122:46.778 1.988 0.049 0.025 50.73 

112.190610.1 38:49.556 -122:4 7.670 1.237 0.162 0.209 128.70 

112.190610.2 38:49.219 -122:47.540 0.463 0.055 0.081 146.90 

112.190714.1 38:48.330 -122:46.807 0.694 0.040 0.039 95.88 

112.190714.2 38:48.446 ~ 122:46.729 0.006 0.099 0.061 61.45 

112.190937.2 38:49.237 -122:47.726 0.616 0.040 0.042 105.10 

112.190937.3 38:49.241 -122:47.646 0.483 0.035 0.013 37.80 

112.190937.1 38:47.300 -122:45.752 0.185 0.052 0.032 61.63 

112.190937.2 38:47.314 -122:45.787 0.305 0.044 0.023 52.43 

112.191150.4 38:47.047 -122:45.544 0.158 0.082 0.068 82.23 

112.191524.2 38:47.982 -122:44.885 1.091 0.061 0.040 65.88 

112.1926562 38:48.877 -122:49.917 0.559 0.043 0.045 105.30 

112.204619.1 38:49.226 -122:46.765 2.052 0.082 0.042 50.78 

112.204619.2 38:49.248 -122:46.799 1.540 0.050 0.023 46.08 

112.205228.1 38:48.386 -122:46.961 1.642 0.076 0.035 45.49 

112.205228.2 38:48.406 -122:46.881 1.473 0.049 0.026 52.78 

112.211245.1 38:48.922 -122:47.534 0.266 0.058 0.068 116.00 

112.211245.2 38:49.028 -122:47.484 0.622 0.058 0.067 113.90 

113.021008.1 38:48.763 ~122:48.340 2.050 0.111 0.105 94.24 

113.021008.2 38:48.730 -122:48.327 1.808 0.061 0.016 25.61 

113.033735.1 38:49.180 -122:4 7.634 3.872 0.053 0.028 53.28 

113.033735.2 38:49.102 -122:47.546 3.292 0.051 0.024 47.14 

113.044738.1 38:46.413 -122:46.247 2.772 0.092 0.030 32.96 * 
113.063533.2 38:48.410 -122:45.430 1.394 0.056 0.050 89.99 

113.065243.2 38:49.089 -·122:48.383 3.259 0.055 0.031 55.77 

113.193101.2 38:46.759 -122:43.580 1.257 0.046 0.039 84.96 

113.203615.1 38:47.446 -122:46.680 2.365 0.067 0.049 73.05 
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113.203615.2 38:47:398 -122:46.706 2.633 0.078 0.029 36.74 

113.210118.1 38:48.611 -122:48.324 1.503 0.074 0.037 50.34 

113.210118.2 38:48.702 -122:48.365 1.675 0.081 0.037 45.89 

114.015820; 1 38:47.557 -122:45.133 . 2.159 0.088 0.054 61.43 * 
114.021729.1 38:51.498 -122:47:810 1.291 0.050 0.122 246.1 

ll4.094346.1 38:47.356 -122:46:596 2.271 0.065 0.040 61.25 * 
114'.102307.1 38:49:160·· -122:49.588 0.996 0.063 0.052 82.72 

_ll4:112308.1 38:49.177 -122:48.694 3.428 0.102 0.023 23.12 * 
114.115429.2 38:50.061 -122:49.545 1.968 0.098 0.074 74.64 * 
114.124939.1 38:48.648 -122:46.838 1.843 0.050 . 0.027 53.80 * 
114'.141635.1 38:50.319 -:122:49.474 2.269 0.081 0.069 85.05 * 
114.141808,1 38:48.200 -122:48.747 0.784 0.046 0.036 77.69 * 
114:212724.1 38:49.721 -122:49.290 1.294 0.067 0.035 51.47 * 

. 114.214421.1 38:47.872 :122:46.084 2.418 0.073' 0.023 31.03 * 
115.003727.1 38:46.213 -122:44.702 2.267 0.064 0.052 80.64 

115.003727.2 38:46.281' -122:44)04 2.121 0.063 0.034 54.64 

115.0:22239.1 38:46.233 -122:44.704 2.233 0.071 0.059 83.70 * 
. ll5.022452.1 38:46.203 -122:44.684 2.305 0.062 0.020 32.09 * 

115.045418.1 38:46.699 -122:43.441 1.198 0.048 0.034 72.14 * 
115.062846.1 38:49.417. -122:47.550 1.609 0.067 0.028 42.50 * 
115.085212.2 38:49.206 -122:48.363 3.421 0.081 0.030 36.79 * 
115.100049.1 38:48.082 -122:46.339 1.472 0.098 0.072 73.71 * 
115.110449.1 38:47.329 -122:46.7 43 2.783 0.091 0.028 30.56 

115.125055.1 38:47.333 -122:45.101 .1.186 0.049 0.030 60.67 * 
115.134541 .. 1 38:47.776 -122:44.969 1.547 0.072 0.060 83.82 * 
115.142606.1 38:48.210 -122:4&.192 1.691 0.084 0.065 77.75 * 
115.14260.6.2 38:48.206 -122:48:197 1.836 0.063 0.030 48.23 * 
115.143339.1 38:48.214 -122:48.130 1.977 0.089 0.026 28.86 * 
115.150203.1 38:47.182 -122:46.181 0.163 0.046 0.045 96.67 * 
115,155752 .. 1 38:47.172 -i22:46.384 2.103 0.070 0.022 31.59 * 
115.160329.i 38:49.186 -122:48.370 3.324 0.099 0.023 23.28 * 
115.161502.1 38:50.150 -i22:49.602 1.967 0.040 0.024 59.88 * 
115.180654.1 38:47.433. -122:46.620 0.263 .0.049 0.038 77.85 * 
115.192505.1 38:49.16.3 -122:48.316 3.396 0.114 0.033 28.88 * 
U5.214304.1 38:48.209 -122:48.570 0.482 0.064 0.047 73.68 * 
115.225530.1 38:47.389 -122:46.885 4.075 0.086 0.050 58.72 * 
116.031113.1 38:47.235 -122:46.416 1.826 0.083 0.040 48.18 * 
116.040529.1 38:48.106 -122:48.231 3.949 0.071 0.047 65.34 * 
116.050252.1 38:47~630 -·122:44.887 1.515 0.058 0.023 39.23 * 
116.052923.1 -38:48.053 '-122:48.371 3.918 0.085 0.026 30.70 * 
J16.06310Ll 38:47.320 :_122:46.516 2.130 0.057 0.016 28.07 * 
116.100326:1 38:49.084 -122:48:736 3.325 0.108 0.023 21.28 
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116.100326.2 38:49.169 -122:48.720 3.103 0~066 0.041 61.87 

116.114418.1 38:48.752 -122:46.506 1.988 0.065 0.053 82.06 

116.114418.2 38:48.735 -122:46.448 l.983. 0.052 0.035 67.00 * 
116.120620.1 38:47.625 -122:46.872 2.033 0.076 0.017 22.63 * 
116.123207.1 38:49.415 -122:50.256 0.589 0.081 0.083 102.10 

116.153747.1 38:49.515 -122:47.136 1.428 0.063 0.026 41.70 * 
'1!'6.171258.1 38:49.102 -122:48.7 49 3.316 0.041 0.012 29.83 * 
116.201219.1 38:49.402 . -122:46.726 . 1.090 0.190 0.190 100.10 

116.220821.1 38:45.597 -122:43.696 1.174 0.083 0.065 77.88 * 
. Jl7.004516.1 38:48.222· -122:48.397 0.970 . 0.042 0.037 88.02 

117.011824.1 38:47.217 -122:45.137 1.816 0.057 0.022 37.98 * 
117.062926.1 38:49.147 -122:48.252 3.512 0.104 0.025. 24.20 * 
117.102704.1 38:49.646 -122:48.538 1.008 0.084 0.052 61.07 * 
117.111310.1 38:46.856 -122:44.514 0.280 0.085 ·o.o5o 58.98 * 
117.132033.1 38:49.254 -122:'4 7.598 1.650 0.058 0.040 68.27 * 
117.144000.1 38:52.500 -122:48.790 2.956 0.101 0.038 38.10 * 
117.150450.1 38:49.358 ~122:46.929 1.869 0.056 0.042 75.28 * 
117.153329.1 38:48:242 -122:48.643 1.517 0.083 0.050 60.61 * 
117.15471~.1 38:48.185 -122:48.624 1.554 0.051 0.034 .67.75 * 
117.154906.1 38:47.228 -122:46.485 1.105 0.060 0.031 50.94 * 
117.184401.1 38:50.397 -122:49.106 0.533 0.089 0.074 82.29 

118.020136.1 38:50.045 -122:49.639 2.374 0.059 0.019 33.11 * 
118.020914.1 38;49.333 -122:46.807 2.125 0.072 0.047 65.14 * 
118.033015.1 38:48.232 -122:48.638 0.680 0.066 0.057 85.02 * 
118.033015.2 38:47.178 -122:46.393 2.552' 0.072 0.021 29.03 * 
118.051552.1 38:47.396 -.122:46.555 2.052 0.063 0.017 26.36 * 
118.062541.1 38:49.971 -122:48.595 1.750 0.092 0.064 69.58 * 
118.154843.1 38:45.962 -122:42.346 5.249· 0.052 0.055 104.30 

118.154843.2 38:46.210' ~122:41.787 4.253 0.060 0.051 85.64 

118.160954.2 38:47.323 -122:54.671 5.692 0.085 0.066 78.19 * 
118.171534.1 38:49.210 -122:48.502 3.542 0.122 0.030 24.69 * 
118.183234.1 38:48.343 -122:46.798 3.772 0.059' 0.035 58.43 * 
118.213911.1 38:48.727 -122:48.292 1.911 0.075 0.027 35.57 * 
119.021240.1 38:46.284 -122:44.671 1.877 0.084 0.046 54.09 * 
i 19.023146.1 . 38:47.421 -122:46.739 2.287 0.071 0.025 35.79 * 
119.061323.1 38:49.154 -122:47.375 1.926 0.068 0.018 26.62 * 
119.063749.1 38:50.357 -122:46.461 1.522 0.052 ·o.o35 67.59 * 
119.115615.1 38:48.847 -122:49.922 ·0.964 . 0.074 ·0.064 86.07 * 
119.124754.1 38:49.641 -122:47.681 1.776 0.062 0.028 45.23 * 
119.152525.1 38:49.003. -122:49.004 0.331 0.076 0.039 51.85 * 
119.221128.1 38:48.310 -122:46.941 1.463 0.047 0.040. 84.40 * 
120.013734.1 38:49.090 -122:48.697 3.100 0.096 0.044 45.66 * 
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120.021319.1 38:48.009 -122:48.415 2.170 0.073 0.030 41.57 * 
120.023443.2 38:50.243 -122:49.281 1.500. 0.054 0.039 71.38 * 
120.075101.1 38:47.639 -122:46.853 2.330 0.068 0.016 23.15 * 
120.095348.1 38:45.329 -122:43.039 1.098 0.066 0.058 87.96 * 
120.151019.1 38:47.567 -122:45.196 2.365 0.054 0.035 65.27 * 
120.194215.1 38:47.396 -122:46.553 2.281 0.069 0.019 27.53 * 
120.195132.2 38:47.156 -122:46.496 1.908 0.070 0.028 39.58 

120.225016.1 38:48.719 -122:49.153 0.402 0.061 0.044 72.22 * 
121.002440.1 38:49.109 -122:48.728 3.187 0.065 0.021 32.42 * 
121.013136.1 38:45.582 -122:43.568 0.701 0.044 0.033 75.80 * 
121.022005.1 38:48.544 -122:46.298 2.732 0.056 0.031 56.25 * 
121.054750.1 38:47.278 -122:46.940 3.440 0.068 0.022 32.33 * 
121.055952.1 38:47.924 -122:56.438 5.469 0.041 0.029 70.92 

121.065532.1 38:48.083 -122:48.411 0.169 0.059 0.053 89.41 * 
121.082410.1 38:48.869 -122:48.400 3.715· 0.044 0.020 44.14 * 
121.111438.1 38:48.922 -122:47.112 0.844 0.048 0.037 77.51 * 
121.141656.1 38:47.794 -122:44.962 2.031 0.053 0.026 48.28 * 
121.142747.1 38:47.313 -122:46.856 0.362 0.034 0.029 85.31 * 
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Abst.ract. · · Three-dimensional.· seismic travel-tio{e [lyer e.{ .f?l., _19~1]. The reservoir temperature.is about.240"C 
·tciiTI'ogr~phy of Ttie Geys.ers gebthermiil' a~ea, in , the coas~ . and the pre-prod!Jcti6n pressure was about 3.5 MPa (35 bars) 
'ranges of northern Californfa, shows a strong (-9%) anomaly ·[Bqrker et ·at., i992f Tempe~atur~s up to .. 350"C and 

' 'in 'vp 1\'s; th~ ratio ~f the (;~rripre;si(~ma.l·'in~ ~hea~ w~ve anon{~lous 'iso'tope ratios in .the north~estern part of. the field 
Speects, that is riot evidenLin Y; alone <\nd (;Ofrespqnds may indicate a young, p,erhaps partly molten and degassing, 
clo's't:iY to·· the ~ost : lptensiv~ly ~·xpioited · part of the. pluto~ th(!re [Watt~r.)' et.al., 1992]. · 
ge.othermal reservoir. . This anomaly probably indicates low The 'geotherm~I .area is yery active s·eisl]lically, generating 

: p~re pressure and feJatively dry' c~nditjons, "q.used p'artiy· by abouL140 'e~rthqua~~s per month with ML > L 2 0 • Altho~gh 
boiling of p 0re w~ter as steam'is .extracted..:. Steam:pressure .·pre-production earthquake rates are uncertain [Ludwin and Bufe, 

0 • dec'rea'ses . over the. last· decade . have . probably caused. 1980],. it is clear 'that mqst or' the c_u'rrent seismicity is i!lduced, 
S(!ISIT!ologicillly. ·mea~uratil~ 'chang~s in._' way~· ··speeds, by b6th. ~teao'J· ~xtr~cti~m and liquid injection [Sta~k, 1990]. 

_ycmiographi,c -~e~sl.Jrelllent or'v?fvs . is a· promis!ng . The· most acti~e zone is within the reservoir, and activity has. 
technique 'qoih.'for'ideriti.fYing geothermal resources and foi in~rea?ed iu'ui spread 'laterally along ~ith exploitatio~. . . 

. monit'oril)g th~m durihg ~xploitati<)n. . 
... ' . ;•.: . 

. liltro.~uction. · 

· ,The Geysers is the world's largest producer of geo!~ermal 
eleet~icity: . Large'- scale steam' pro(luction and .. electrjcity 
gerieni.tion began about 1970, a~celerat~d in the': early 1980s, . . . .. . .. . . . . 3 . .I . .. . 0 • 

and peaked.•iJl. I 987 at abqut 3:5 X I 0 kg~- . and 200Q MW. 
Since·the:late 1~8Qs production ha~ decreased by about. !Qo/q/yr 
[Ba~ker. et al.; I 992] becliuse ofa drop i~ steam. pressure as 

· .. pore. w~~er .ha_s· b~ile .. d away .. ·_.This' :¥na~tic~pat~~ ~~c.·ynel 
_emphas_Izes the. need for ll1eth9ds. of measupng conditiOns 
within geothermal reserv,oirs: ·· Here we .usej·loca!-earthqu!lke 
travt<l~ti~·e tomography to obtajn th'~ee-dimensioll'aj im\lges 
of seislplc-w~ve speeds. a{ The Geyse,rs,, and. find th.it the t3,tio 
of th~·wavespeeds, vpjy.;, is re_latively irise'risiiive to 
lithology but quite sensitive to the ·compi<:sslbility. of the . 
p9re fltii<;J; and thu~ its· state of saturation. . ·· · 

Ttle G~ysers reservoir (Figure I) C/c¢upies metamorphosed 
matiii.~ · ~e.di.inentary. an.d · igneous nkk's· qf the ·FranCiscan 
C9IJ1ple'X arid .th~ upper portion of ca "'felsite"- b'atholith 

. [Thompson,. 1992]: It un.:Jer!ies an 'area of ab9ut 75 krri~,and 
e~tends from near· the ~l.Jrface. to .ai. least 3 kill pel ow sea ·leveL"'. 
The . heat sou'rce '.is 'tin~nOW!l, ~.bU,t: surface grayity aqd 
teleseismic travel-time' ~norrialles near. Mi. Hannah ar~ 
cq.~siste~t. with. a _body qf·partial ~elt ~t ·piid-crustai··depth~ 

'· • • . . ~ • • • . 1 • • ' • ' • ' • . : • '· . ; ·, ' 

I Also·.~t'u: S. Geologic.al Survey; M~rilo Park; Calif. · · 

. '•. 
<::;opyright (9.96 by the Americim G~bphys!cal Union, 

• I' • • . •. 

··Paper number 95GJ._033'2I 
. bo94-8534/9'6/95GL-03321 $03.00 .. · · 
.• • • ', • . . ••.;'' ···, • ''j I 

Data 

We use these ~icroearthquakes to study th~ structure of the 
geothermal ·reser.voir; · applyi.ng tomographic inversion 
techniques tci' 4032 P- and 944 S-wave arrival times from I 85 
earthquakes. rec.orded on dens~ local seismometer networks 'io 
deriv.e thre~~di!Tie~sional~~ode1s of the compressi~nal-~av~ 
sp'eed V p and,. the. COf!lp;essional· : shear ~ave-speed 
ratio VP/Vs . T~e study volume is 20 X 20 km in surface area 
and ranges in depth from. -I km to 6 km. The data were 

. ~ecorded iri April 199 ( by 32 stations of the. permanent 
seismometer networks ·of the Ul\!OC::AL·Corporation a!ld the U. 

· s: Geo,logical -Survey (USGS) and. by- 15 ·portabie PASSCAL 
. in'strumen.ts (Figure 1). Arrival 'times· were measu~ed ·from 
- digit_ized seis~ognlms usjng ~n· interactive graphical-computer 
p~ognim, and are a'~curate to about 0.01 s for P waves and 9.02 

·s for s ':Vaves. _·Ail $-wave meas\]rements are- from· horizontal
coll}ponent . seismograms . .' All the earthquakes in the 
geothermal area are shallower than about 4 km (Figure 2). 

Inversion Method 

The arrival times.'were·inverted using the computer program 
SJMULPS12' [Evans .et 'at., 1994], which solves 
:simult~neously fqr, ~artiiquak~ ·locations and crustal str!Jcture 
• ( vP· and· optionallyVP./Vs) by the iterative damped-least
squares· ·method. · At .each iteration step; ray paths ·arid 
~~rthquake locations are fully updated. The program VELEST 
[Ki~sling et a(, I 994} proyided- a one-dimensi.onal :.V/> !TIOC\el · 
used as the starting point for· ~he inversion .. The initial 
estimate -of !.74' fo·r: the ratio -v P f.vs is the :median ·(Jf.-1 26 
values. obtained frol]l Wadati diagrams- for- evei1tS with five or 
more ~..,.p 'tiip~ mea'surements. We derived, !hree-dimensional 
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38" 55' 

38" 50' 

38" 45' 

Figure 1. Map of The Geysers geothermal area, showing 
seismometer locations. Gray shading: geothermal field (e.g. 
. I . . . -

Thompson, 1992). Large square:· s4rface projection of the 
v9.lum~ studied,. ~ith· grid lines in _gray. Crosses: epicenters of 
e(\rthquakes used. ' . 

' .. 

models i~ a series of "graded"_ if!~ersions, iJ1 which a relatively 
coarse initial grid . (63 nodes, I 0-krri horizontal spacing) is 
macle progressiVely finer during· successive inversi'ons. The 
fin~! grid ·has· 1232 nodes with 1-km spacing: The final model 
gives a 70% reduction in variance, with RMS residuals of 
0:022. s for P waves and 0.048. s for S. wayes.: To assess ·the 
re·solutjon of the re.sults, we evaluate at each node a spread 
function, which measure; the distance o~ei- which wave speeds 
a:re. averaged ·[Foulger e( bl., 1995]. In the inain, the r~gion 
sh~llower than 3 ~in-is ~est resolved (Fig~res 3 & 4). 

Results-

.·.-.The compressional-wave· speed· V P varies horizontally by 
±8.6% (RMS deviation) in the wei! resolved ~egion above ,3 
~m (F,igur'e 3). The V P f110~el ·agrees broadly with those 

. obtained in an early tomogra-phic ·study of the coast ranges 
based ()ri, sparse .USGS network ct'::~ta [Eberhart- Phillips, 1986] 
and a re·cent higher:resolu:tiori study of t\le central and 
northwest Geysers based on d<J.ta .from the UNOCA_L netwo~k 
[Zucca ~t.al., 1993]. .The regions ?Liow Vp at _Cobb Mtn. and 
north~!lSt of the Co!layomi fault are attributable to. rocks of 
the (]reat Valley sequem:e and the Clear Lake vqlcanics [Hearn 
ei al., i 981]. V P is _systematically about· I 0% lower in the 
ncirt~western than in the central part ofthe reservoir at all well 
re~oived depths. This anomaly is ·too large to be the effect ~f 
hig~ te~perature on the elastici~y of rrii~erais (about-3% for a 
1 OO"C change) and most of it must reflect variations in 
lithology or in the ~ompressibi!ity of the pore fluid. 
· ··~ompared· wjth V P, variatio1,1s in .the. wave-speed ratio 
. VP/Vs. (Figure•4) are weaker(< ±3% RrytS deviation) and hiJ.v~ 
a 'simpler distribution. ~y far th~ strongest V P / Vs anomai¥. 
(about -9%). coincides closely with the most intensively 
ex~ploited par~ of the reserv~ir ·at d~pths-of -I to 2 km. At sea 
levei t~is anomaJy consists of twci separate paits, as does the 
resery?ir: The'. anomaly does· not extend as far to ,either the 

northwest or the southeast as. the reservoir. In the sou~he?s( 
this discrepari'cy may be an artifact of limited resolution, but 
·in t~e ~o-rthwest.the difference isreal. A high- VP/Vs."haio" 
surrou~ds the reservoir at depths down to 1 km; but:this may 
·be an. (lrtifact of limited resolution and. hig~ v~lues may 
actually extend to greater distances. 

Dis~ussion 

Table· I gives t~eoretical estimates of~ the VP/Vs 
anomalies that would be caused by differences· in por~-f1uid 
phase, temperature, and· pore·· pressure, for rocks with 
porosities ·of zero and 0.02, the approximate 'value in ·the 
reservoir. For zero porosity, the VP/Vs r(\tici equals that of 
the rock matrix, and the effects of pressure and temperature are 
much too sm~ll to contribute significantly to the observed 
an~maly, At finite poro.siti~s, the c01ppressibility o{ the pore 
fluid strongly affe~ts_ VP/Vs. The larges~_effect is caused by 
the :contrast between liquid ·and vapor, although the 
depe.ridence of'the vapor's 'compressibility on teJ!~perature a~d 
pressure is aiso significant. · · . 

Th·e. VPjv; ano~aly is probably caused mo·~tly by vapor 
domination. The reservoir was vapor-rich in its natural St\}te, 
whereas the .surrounding rocks are not, so the reserV<~ir 

pr.obably had a large V P/Vs anomaly before 'exploitatio~ 
. began.· This conclusion is supported by the results of a ·one" 
dimerisional seismic study of the production area in 1984 
(O'Conl'l:ell, 1986], which found low VP/Vs values a( depths 
from.O.to 2 km.: The magnitude.ofthe anomaly fn;1991 (-9%.) 
could be expiained entirt<IY by the difference b~tween water 
·v;Ipor in the reservoi~ and liquid water. in the: surrounding 
rocks~ on the basis of the sensitivities in Tabl~e 1. 

Production probably has increased the magf1itude; of the 
anom'aly and changed its spatial variation, both by boili!l-g 
away interstitial liquid and by decreasing ste.am pressure. 
B'etween 1968 and 1988, borehole pressures decreased by as 
much. as i..o MPa in ~laces, and they v~ry spatially by more 
than 1.0 MPa [Barker ·et al., 1992]; which tould c~us.e · V P j Vs 
variations of 6.6% or more. The two largest pressure minima 
cqincide with the two VP/Vs minima found at.depths ofO and 
) km from tomography. 
: ·' High temperatures in the-northwest Geysers. can not e~plain 
hig~· 'V~fvs there, because the temperature effect is smallest 
at·-:high temperature and low pressure, so that the low('!r 
sensitiyities from Tabk I apply. 
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Figure 2. Northwest-southeast cross-.section s~owin~ 

locations of earthquakes. used. Lines connect locations 
determined using three-dimensional crustal model (circies) and 
one-dimensional starting _moqel. _ Earthquakes are virtually 
absent below 4 km iri the geothermal field. · 
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Figure 3. Maps showing variation of compressional-wave speed V p from mean values at different depths (values to 
the left of maps). Areas within dashed white lines are well resolved (spread < 4 km). Solid white lines: boundary of 
steam reservoir. Red lines: boundary of felsite batholith. Gray shading (bottom right): surface projection of steam
production zone. V P is low in the high-temperature northwest Geysers. 
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, for wave-speed ratio VP/Vs. The value of VP/Vs varies from 1.64 to 1.81 (average 
1.74), corresponding to Poisson's ratios from 0.20 to 0.28. 
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Table L Theor.etical VpjV s Anom~lies 

Caus~ 'Porosity 

0 

Liquid->V?por~' 9~ ·-14% 

Eberhart-Philllps,- D., Three-dimensional velocity structure in the 
·northern California coast ranges ,from inversion of local ~arthquake 
arrival times, Bull. Seismot."Soc. Am.: 76, 1025.-1052; 1986. 

Evans, J. R., D .. Eberhart-Phillips, and e. H. Thurber, User's. manual for 
SIMULPS 12 for imaging' v P ·and v P / v 

5
, a d~rivative:ofthe Thurber 

tomographic . in~ersion SIMlJL3 for -local earthquakes. and !:J.T = +10°C (Liquid) -,--0.06% .-i.70% 
· !:l.T.=+100C (Vapor)- ...:.o:o6o/o · +6.to%·to +0.68% 

' explosion·s, U. S. Geol.. Surv. Open-Fi/~ Rept., 94-431, 142 pp., 1994.· 

~ = -1. MPa (Liquid); +0.004% .-·0.20% 
!:J.P = -'-1 MPa (Vapor) +0.004% ~6.6% to -10% 

FFom Vpfvs =[[(/.U+4/3]Y2 ~ndthe ~l_astic moduli of 
water [Keenari et al., 1969] and isotropic aggregate.s of 

· rockc forming minerals· [A~derspn -and· Liebermann, 1969]. 
The macroscopic bulk modulus K is rel')ted to those of the 

. fluid and the rock: imitri"', K f _and K m ~.and· ~he ,porosity ¢ 
by 1/ K = ¢/ K.f +.(1'- ¢)/ Ifm_ ·.. Both Km· and the 

. macroscopi:c rigidity IIJOdulu~ fl are taken ·proportional to 
the correspondin'g moduli of quartz, and indept<il.dent of .the . 
por~-fl~jd properti~~- Pressure cfia~ges' in. the matrix ate 
assumed equal and opposite to-those'in the-fluid. The r~nges 
of values for the vapor phase correspond to condjtjons in 

· the reser.voir ( P = 2.'0 to 3:6 MPa; T = 240 to 350°C). . 

. Althou'gh the pore fluid's prop_ertie~ ·affect the V P /Vs ratio 
primarily by changing v p, the anomaly is- not clear in 'the v p 

field alone (Figure 3)"' The:·reservoi~ must differ systematically ·· 
from its surroundings in· a way that .increases ·both V p and. V s 
arid iargely counters-the· effect of Ul)dersaturation. Lithologic 

' variations a,ssoc'iatecJ. with t4e ~.'tel~ite" pluton and a 
metamorphic aureole abov'e it [Hulen and Nielson, i993], as 
well as hydrothermal alteration~ ,may contribute to this ·effect. 

Temporal variations in V? fvs, caused t:Jy decreases in both . 
liqujd ·saturation. and pressurt<, probably_ are :large enough to. 
111easure. seismologically. ·u, as expected, the compressionalc 

·wave speed V? is changing mos't rapldly; then analysis ofP
_phase .data fr.om . existing single-_co~ponent seismometer 
networks can provide .v.1lluable, inforinatiop on the state of the ~ 
geothermal reser.voir ?nt;l its· response to. exploitation. 
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Cover. Ratio of compressional and shear seismic-wm•e 
speeds, Vp/Vs, 1 km below sea level (2 km below the 
surface) at The Geysers geothermal area, northern Cali
fornia, as determined by local-earthquake seismic to
mography. The red and yellow coio'rs mark a strong 
( -9%) anomaly that corresponds closely to the heavily 
exploited part of the geothermal reservoir. This. anomaly 

( collfinued on inside back cover) 

is attributed to high compressibility of pore fluid, 
caused by boiling of interstitial water to steam during 
exploitation. Dashed white line: limit of good tomographic 
resolution. Black lines: faults. Red line: boundary of 
"felsite" batholith at -J km depth. Solid White line: bound
ary of steani reservoir at I km depth, as determined by 
drilling. (See paper by Julian eta/., this issue.) 
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Industrially induced changes in Earth structure 
at The Geysers geothermal area, California 
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B. R. Julian 
Seismology Section, U. S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California 

, . Abstract. Industrial exploitation i!;; causing ~!early-mea- Data and Tomographic Inversions 
· surable changes in Earth structure at The Geysers geother-

mal area, California. Production at The Geysers peaked in Steam extraction at The Geysers induces many small
the-late 1980s at -35 x 103 kg s·1 of steam and 1800 MW ·. magnitude earthquakes, widely distributed throughout the 
of ele~tricity. It subsequently decreased by ,about 10% per reservoir [Eberhart-Phillips and Oppenheimer, 1984; Stark, 
year [Bqrker et al., 1992]" because of declining reservoir 1991]. These are monitored by a permanent seismic net
pressure. The steam reservoir coincides with a strorig nega- work operated by the UNOCAL Corporation, which com
tive anomaly ( ..:o.l6, -9%) in the compressional-to-shear prises 22 stations, 7 "of which have three-component sen
seismic wave speed ratio V.p/Vs, cqnsistent with the ex- sors. We used compressional- (P) and shear-wave (S) ar-
pec.ted effects of low-pressure vapor-phase pore fluid [Julian rival times from local earthquakes observed -on this net-
et al., 1 ~96]. Between 1991 and 1994 this anomaly· in- work to determine the three-dimensional distributions of P-
creased in amplitude by up to about 0.07 ( -4% ). This is and S-wave speeds ( v P and v s) in and around the reser-
consistent ·with the ·expected effects of continued pres!;;ure voir. The tomographic method used incorporates ray 

· reduction and conversion of pore water to steam as a result 
of exploitation. 'These unique' results show that Vp/Vs 
tomography can easily detect saturation changes caused" by 
exploitation of reservoirs, .and is a potentially valuable 
technique for monitoring'environmental change. They also 38' 55' 

provide geophysical observational evidence that geothermal 
energy is not a renewable energy source. 

Introduction 

The Geysers geothermal reservoir occupies greywacke 
sandstones and· a felsite batholith,.and lies within the San 
Andreas shear zone [Thompson, 1992] (Figure 1). it's sui
face area is about 75 km2 ahd it·e~tenos from aboutO.Jkm 
above sea level, down to at l~ast 3 km . below sea l~vel 
Ali:hough the fluid. emerging from wells at The Geysers is 
dry steam, the total amount of fluid extracted.-since 1960, 
when significant explqitation started, js too large to have 

. been storeci. in the reservoir as vapor. It is thought that 
much of the reservoir fluid _is stored as liquid'wa.ter in the 
rock pores, which boils as steam is extraCted [Barker et al., 
1992]. Since 1968, reservoir pressure has declined from. 
-3.5 MPa (ref. 1) tci less than 2 MPa throughout an 
extensive volume, while th~ temperature has remained 
constant at about 24o·c in the main reservoir [Truesdell et 
al., 1992]. Steam production has declined by 10% yr1 in 

. recent years arid power generation is now only about 65% 
of the installed capacity. · - · 

Copyright 1997 by the American Geophysical Unio~. . ' . . 
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-122' 55' -122' 50' -122' 45'-

5km 
: I 

-122' 40' 

Figure 1. Map of The Geysers geothermal area. Gray 
zone: geothermal production are [UNOCAL et al., 1991], 

- diamonds: seismometers of the permanent UNOCAL net
work which were used in this study, circles: epicenters of 
earthquakes of the 1994 data set, large square: surface 

· projection of the volume StJJdied. Grid lines are shown in 
gray and intersect at nodes· where seismic velocity is 
calculated. The grid extends from -1 to 4 km depth with 1.

. lqn node spacing, and has 12~2 nodes. Heavy black lines: 
surface traces of the Collayomi and Mercuryville fault 
zones . 
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Figure 2. (a) Maps of wave-speed ratio vpjv5 at two well-resolved depths for April 1991. Solid 
white line: boundary of the steam reservoir, black lines: surface traces of fault zones shown in Figure 1, 
(b) same as (a) except for December 1994, (c) same as (a) except showing change in Vpjv5 between 
1991 and 1994. 

bending and iteratively solves for earthquake locations and 
wave-speed structure, updating ray paths at each iteration 
step [Thurber, 1983; Eberhart-Phillips, 1986]. Separate 
inversions were performed using data from April 1991 and 
December 1994 and the results compared to reveal interim 
changes in the reservoir. 

High-quality P- and S-wave arrival times were hand 
picked from digital seismograms to an accuracy of -0.0 I s 
for P and -0.02 s for S waves. We measured S-wave arrival 
times at three-component stations only, and chose the ear
liest S wave wherever there was evidence of S-wave bire
fringence caused by material anisotropy. Both inversions 
imaged a volume extending from -1 to 4 km in depth 
(Figure 1 ). The 1991 data set includes 163 earthquakes, 
2268 P- and 226 S-wave arrival times and the 1994 data set 
146 earthquakes, 2522 P- and 656 S-wave arrival times. A 
one-dimensional starting model was obtained from an ini
tial inversion of the 1991 data and a starting v P / v s ratio 
of 1.74 was obtained from Wadati diagrams [Julian et al., 
1996]. A series of inversions was performed with progres
sively decreasing nodal spacing for the 1991 data [Julian et 

al., 1996] and a 75% reduction in arrival-time variance was 
achieved. The final RMS arrival-time residuals are 0.021 s 
for P waves and 0.036 s for S waves. For the 1994 data 
set, the starting model used was the three-dimensional 
model obtained using the 1991 data and the reduction in ar
rival-time variance was 77%. The final RMS arrival-time 
residuals for the 1994 data are 0.019 s for P waves and 
0.055 s for S waves. The spread function, derivative 
weight sum [Julian eta!., 1996] and node resolutions con
firm that the reservoir volume is well-resolved in the depth 
range 0 to over 2 km below sea level for both inversions. 

Results 

First order spatial variations in v P and v s are similar 
and reflect variations in lithology [Julian et al., 1996]. In 
the reservoir, however, Vpjv5 shows a clear, coherent 
negative anomaly of about 0.16 (9% ), which is strongest 
in the most heavily depleted volumes, northwest and 
southeast of the center of the reservoir (Figures 2a and b). 
In these places, pressure had dropped from an initial 3.5 
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M;Pa to as little as 1.4 MPa by the lat~ l9SOs'[B~rker ~t . Bwi~se th~ COmpressional-wave speed Vp. changes m'ost: 
aL, 1992.]. The 1991 and ·1994.resuits·arci similar except iri itinight be possible to detect changes in pore-fluid ptop~r
the center of· the resetvoir, ·where the anomaly became t!es using repeated tomogtaphlc inversions and P-phase 

. stronger by about 0.07 ( 4%) in the interverii'ng 3. '7 years data alone, despite the fact that identifying even a strong 
(Fig~res 2a. aiJd p; Figure i.e). This change arises mainly reservoir anomaly like .that in The Geysers from P-wave 
from lowering <:>f vI' 1991 ~ 199_4, which indiCates ·ari .i~- data aJone is difficult or impossible because it is masked 
crease in the rock compressibility. . . . . . by inuch ·stronger anomalies associated with lithologic;al 

In order to ensure that different inversio'n'procedures did variations [Julian et aL; 1996]. If so, then data from com
n6t cause spurious differences iil 'the results; the two inver- rrionly-~xlsting single-component seismometer networks 
sions were kept as similar as possjble; The'Same nbde cori- may provide valuable information on the state of geother
figtiratl6ns and seismic stations wer¢ used. barriping val- mal reserVoirs and their response to exploitation. 
ues· were optimized for each inversion, but differed only 
slightly ljetweeil the two. inversions, an~ tests showed th;;tt · ·Acknowledgments. We thimk M. Stark, w. Cumming and 
this:·. made ~~ significant 'differe·nce tq the:: results. The the UNOCAL Corporation for assistance In obtaining data and 
d~mping ·used was relatively str~mg; to minimize ~tatist!- fot many helpful discussions. Figure. preparation was done us
cally ins.ignifi'carit differences in the results. We ais.o. iri~ ing the GMT software [Wessel and Smith, !991]. 
vetted the 1994 d!ita:starting witii a one-dim~nsional, start~ 
ing model and cm:itpared the result~ with an ·inVersion of 

· 1991 data ·that inCluded additional stations froriuhe U.S. 
Geologicai Survey CALNET n~twork, and 15 tempqtaty 3-
componerit stations that we d~plbye(L That latter inversion 

. involved i 85 earthquakes, 4032 P~ and944,S~wave ·at
ri~als1. ~nd produced a very well const~airiect .. v~fvs· field 
that correlated excellently with the pro.duction area [Julian 
eiai!, 1996j. This coiriparisciil. showed an even higher~airt~ 
plitude an~ spa~ia.lly more extensive increasejn die VpfVs. 
anomaly than. that revealed by the conservative results that 
we preserii here, · · 

Interpretation and Coilcl_usioiis' 

. 'Juiian 'ei ~1. d996) interpreted tqe n~gative .. vpfvs 
imomaly as a z~:me of low pressure that was alSo relatively 
dry as a consequence of.boiling of the original liquid pore 
f!'u'id as sieain was extracted. Such a correlation between 
Vp fvs an9pore-fluid p~op~rties is expected on the: basis of 
theory and-laborat9ry experiments .on porous rocks. These 
show that vpfvs is sensitive to the ·compressibility of the 

. pore fluid, through its effect on ·v P, anc~ isrelatively in
sensi~ivt:: to tpe propeities of'the ro~k matr~x [Ito et al., 

. 1979]. The change ofthe vpfvs .imomaly is thus .most 
likely a result of both decreasip.g pressure and depletion of 
the remaining pore water remaining bet~een 1991 . and 
1994, This .conclusion is. supported by· the fact that the. 
zone of maXii,UUm th~nge iri Vp/Vs was, ·in the.late. 
i980s; the site of a· local pressure in!lximurri; and the re
giqi:i of niosttapid·pressure,decline. Atemperatur~increase 
of about 25"C in· a water--~aturated reservoir couid; ln. tlie; 

. ~ry,,alsci c·a~,~se the obsetved change iri Vp/Vs.Hrj.wever, 
the reservoir temperature remained constant 1991--1994 and 

. certainly no cooJing to such a large. degree occurred 
[Mitchell Stark, personaLcomiJnmlcation; i994]. · · · · 

The seisinically~detecied v;; /Y s ~ charige implies that 
pressure imd/or liquid ~aturation decreased. in the center of 

.. The Geysersreservoir between·'I99fand.1994, a predictio.ri. 
' that is consistent with the sparse published information 

based on well data. 'These linique results show .th~t seismic 
tomography. c~m be . us.ed to monitor. the ·depletion of 
geotherrrial rt:servoirs a~d perhaP,s,reservoirs of other kinds 
where gas and liquid e~change takes. place. Further t9mo
graphic St\ldles at The Geysers, for 'Yhich_ extensive. propri: 
etirry data ori production; i!Jjection, and reservoir conditions 
exist, would be valuable· for calibrating such a .. method. 
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Abstract. Shear-wave splitting from local microearth
quakes recorded in The Geysers geothermal field shows 
that seismic anisotropy is distributed in ·a complex geo
graphic pattern. At stations within about 2 krn of 
northwest-striking regional faults, the fast polarization 
direction· is parallel to those faults. The geothermal field, 
lying between two such faults, has bot!} northwest and 
northeast fast polarization directions, often at the same 
station. This pattern suggests at least two causes of split
ting: (1) extensive dilatancy anisotropy (EDA) and (2) 
fault-produced fractures or rock fabric. The observed an
isotropy may derive from the upper I .5 km of the crust, 
averaging 4% there; or it may be heterogeneously distri
buted · throughout the upper 5 km: Fast polarization 
directions coincide with fracture directions inferred from 
borehole data for one of the youngest rock types in the 
region, a felsite pluton of about 1 Ma, and with injectate 
pathways inferred from microseismicity and geochemis
try. ·Including in reservoir models a permeability aniso
tropy with a pattern similar to seismic anisotropy may 
help in optimizing fluid injection and steam recovery. 

Introduction 

The Geysers area is the largest commercially ·exploited 
vapor-dominated geothermal field in the world [McLaughlin, 
1981]. It lies in McLaughlin's "central belt" of the Franciscan 
assemblage (late Jurassic to late Cretaceous melanges and bro
ken formations of metamorphosed sandstone, argillite, basaltic 
rocks, chert, and exotic blocks). The area is complexly faulted 
by Franciscan thrust faults and Quaternary strike-slip and dip
slip faults; with extensive secondary ophiolite and serpentinite 
along many of these faults. Great Valley sequence rocks are 
present locally [McLaughlin, 1981]. The geothermal field is un
derlain by a -I Ma "felsite" pluton composed of at least three 
silicic to intermediate rock types [Hulen and Nielson, 1993]. 
The felsite appears to be responsible for atypically high porosity 
in the overlying rocks through (I) intrusion-induced tensional 
fracturing; (2) hydrothermal rock fracturing, and (3) mineral dis
solution. The reservoir is mostly in Franciscan rocks and the 
upper I km of the felsite, both of which show extensive hy.
drothermal alteration. The felsite is approximately coeval with 
the Clear Lake Volcanics (<2.1 Ma), lying/within and east of 
the geothermal field, and appears to be cogenetic with some of 
them. 

In April, 1991, Foulger et al. [1993] operated a portable 
seismograph network in The Geysers region. Fifteen high
quality digital seismographs recorded continuously at .I 00 sam
ples per second from 2-Hz three-component L-22TM geophones. 
Several thousand shallow microearthquakes (0.5 to 4 km below 
sea level), were recorded. Most were within the boundaries of 
the geothermal field. · 

Steam pressure has decreased rapidly since 1987 [Beall, 
1993]. This decline has been mitigated by injecting water, with 
the greatest benefit derived at injection sites having high per
meability, low steam pressure, and high reservoir superheat. 

In this paper, we evaluate upper-crustal seismic anisotropy to 
infer permeability anisotropy. To the extent that seismic aniso
tropy reflects fracture orientation or other rock fabric, this infor
mation can help in designing optimal programs of injection to 
augment steam production. Most local earthquakes at The 
Geysers appear to be induced by production or injection [Op
penheimer, 1986; Stark, 1992]. Fracture data also will help in 
understanding earthquake induction and evaluating any hazard 
the earthquakes may pose. 

Data and Method 

We measured shear-wave splitting on 173 three-component 
records from 119 microearthquakes. These records are well 
within the "shear-wave window", with incidence angles 'Jess 
than the critical angle at the surface. 

We inspected horizontal-plane particle-motion plots for linear 
S motion followed by elliptical or more complex motion [e.g., 
Zhang and Schwartz, 1994]. Records were first processed to re
move the acausal effects of anti-alias filtering in the 
IRISIPASSCAL recorders (J. Fowler, personal communication, 
1993) and then resampled to 800 samples per second using the 
FFT algorithm (IRISIPASSCAL records are rigorously unaliased). 
Both proved helpful in identifying and measuring the fast polari
zation direction, Q>, and arrival times of the fast shear wave, Is 1, 

and· the slow shear wave, t52 . 

We analysed all records with the PrrsA software system 
[Scherbaum and Johnson, 1993], first using a horizontal-plane 
particle-motion plot to determine Q>, then rotating the horizontal 
seismograms to this direction, and finally timing Sl and 52. 
Each of these three measurements, Q>, ts" ts 2 , was characterized 
subjectively as "Excellent", "Good", or "Marginal". Examples 
of each grade of record are shown in Figure I. About 69% of 
the records-an average of one per event-had a pick triple that 
was entirely at or above "Marginal", while 24% of the records 
were entirely "Excellent" or "Good". The vertical components 
of "Good" and "Excellent" records offer little evidence of an S
to-P converted precursor phase. (The lower example in Figure 
Ia has a noticeable vertical phase, but it lags 52 by about 0.02 
s.) In contrast, "Marginal" records, including those in Figure 
lc, may be contaminated by precursor phases. We disregard the 
vertical components. of all records, and emphasize "Good" and 
"Excellent" picks in the discussion that follows. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

~ 
~s2· 

\ 
Figure 1. Seismogram examples, with horizontal components rotated to the measured Sl direction .. A 0.5-s 
window centered near SJ is shown; relative amplitudes between components are correct. Horizontal particle
motion plots are for the 0.1-s subwindow between the verticallin'es. (a) Examples of clear splitting (pick triple 
all ''Excellent"). (b) Examples of "Good" records. (c) Examples of "Marginal" records. 

Results 

The similarities in Figures Ia and lb between SJ and S2 
waveforms is consistent with anisotropy but not in general with 
multiple-scattering models. However, systematic scattering 
effects cannot be ruled out as the source of observed particle 
motions. High-angle layering due to imbricate thrusts faults and 
their associated ultramafic rocks might produce multipathing and 
waveform complexity. A low-veiocity surface layer can pro
duce cruciform particle motions that could be misinterpreted as 
anisotropy [Booth and Crampin, 1985]. We proceed upon the 
assumption that these are .anisotropy-induced split shear waves, 
at least in enough of the "Good" and "Excellent" records to per-
mit meaningful interpretations. . 

Figure 2 is a map of observed <j>. We noted no correspon
dence of <1> with station-to-epicenter azimuth, so these are not 

·122" 52.5' 

38" 52.5' 

' 
38" 45' 

Azimuthiauality 
• Excellent 

-Good 
....... Marginal 

-122" 52.5' 

0 

I 
G012 • 

I 

simply measurements of Sv and SH directions. The pattern of 
polarizations is complex, but northeast and northwest <1> are most 
common (Figure 3). The principal compressive stress, cr~o in 
this region lies between northeast [Mount and Suppe; 1992] and 
a more northerly azimuth near 15° (inferred from minimum 
compressive stress cr3 :::::105° [Oppenheimer, 1986]). Hence, <1> 

directions are not in simple agreement with the extensive dila
tancy anisotropy (EDA) hypothesis of Crampin [1978], which 
predicts <1> parallel to cr 1• (The EDA hypothesis is that wave
speed anisotropy in the crust is dominated by subvertical micro
cracks striking parallel to cr 1• Subvertical rays from local earth
quakes are approximately in the plane of· the cracks, yielding 
shear-wave splitting observable in horizontal particle motions.) 

On the contrary, <1> near the Mercuryville fault zone are most
ly northwest-fault-parallel. The Mercuryville fault zone is a 
thrust with . at least local Quaternary strike-slip motion 

:122" 45' 

Skm 
I I 

-122" 45' 

+ Siegler Mtn. 

6 Loch Lomond 

..._GOO? 

+Boggs Mtn. 

Fast Polarization 
Directions 

38" 52.5' 

38" 45' 

Figure 2. Map of stations used (squares) and observed Sf polarization directions, <j>. Shading: geothermal 
field; triangles: settlements; circles: earthquakes used here; dots: other earthquakes examined. Only data with 
reasonable estimates of both <1> and delay time are shown, except at G006, G007, and GOI5, where either or both 
ts 1 and ts2 is unreadable. Qualities "Excellent", "Good", and "Marginal" refer to <j>. Figure made with the 
"GMT System" [Wessel and Smith, 1991]. 
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Figure 3. Histograms of <P for four groups of stations with similar directions. Groupings determined by exa
mining individual-station histograms of this type. The median ts 2 - ts I "lag" .is given where known, with the 
number of data contributing. Same data selection as Figure 2. "E", "G", and "M": "Excellent", "Good", and 
"Marginal" data qualities. 

[McLaughlin, 1981]. A few data of marginal quality suggest 
that stations G007 and G015 near the Collayomi fault zone, also 
have fault-parallel <j>. The Collayomi fault zone is a regional 
right-lateral strike-slip fault with some local dip slip [McLaugh
lin, 1981]. 

In the geothermal field between these faults, two stations are 
dominated by northeast <P (Figure 3b) while others have mixed 
northeast and northwest <P (Figure 3d). We examined <P for 
different station-to-epicenter azimuths to isolate geographically 
the sources of these variations. No simple pattern emerged, oth
er than that the few northwest <P at station GO 14 are all from 
events southeast of that station, near mixed-polarization station 
G008. 

To determine the depths at which S traverses the dominant 
anisotropic medium, we plotted ts 2 - ts I against event depth 
(Figure 4). ·We also plotted data by individual station and also 
made plots of just the highest quality picks. None of these plots 
suggested any correlation between lag and depth, with the possi
ble exceptions of (I) events shallower than about I km below 
sea level and (2) the three best picks for GO II (among the aster
isks in Figure 4). Both weakly suggest an increase of lag with 
depth, but there is scatter, even in the "Good" and better data, at 
least as large as any such signal. 

The usual interpretation of this apparent depth independence 
would be that anisotropy at The Geysers is dominated by the 
shallowest -1.5 km of rock. Following that inference, the medi
an delay time of 26 ms (based on the 77 "Good" and better 
picks) and an average vs of 2.4 krn/s in the shallowest 1.5 km 
imply that the anisotropy averages 4%. However, the large 
scatter of lags suggests instead (I) large measurement errors or 
(2) strong, heterogeneous anisotropy throughout the sampled 
volume. 

Discussion 

We observe evidence of seismic wave-speed anisotropy in the 
splitting of S from shallow earthquakes at The Geysers. The 
measured <P make a pattern that is geographically complex but 
seems to correlate with distance from regional faults. The 

"Transverse" stations, particularly station G014, suggest an al
ternate correlation with distance from the center of the steam 
field or from the felsite. In other words, sites near the periphery 
of the steam field may be dominated by <P parallel to the boun
dary of the field. Additional stations near the northwest and 
southeast edges of the field are needed to distinguish between 
these alternatives. 

The observed <P group, about in equal numbers, near 
northwest and northeast. Most stations are dominated by one or 
the other polarization direction, but several in the central part of 
the steam field are mixed. There is little correlation between 
event depth and t52 - ts I· and there is a great deal of scatter in 
these lags, implying shallow anisotropy, measurement inaccura
cy, or heterogeneous anisotropy throughout the upper 5 km. 

The Geysers, S2-S 1 delay times 
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Figure 4. Earthquake depth below sea level versus t52 - ts I· 
Larger dots are "Good" or better data; stars: entirely "Excel
lent". Horizontal line: mean elevation of stations used. 
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These results are similar to those of Zhang and Schwartz 
[ 1994] for the Lorna Prieta earthquake aftershock region along 
the San Andreas fault, 200 km south of The Geysers. There, 
most <1> are parallel to the fault, while three stations show mixed 
northwest and northeast<)>, and one station, the furthest from the 
fault, shows only northeast <)>. Zhang and Schwartz interpreted 
the latter as indicating EDA, and the fault-parallel directions as 
indicative of fractures or other rock fabric related to the San 
Andreas fault system. They found no correlation with event 
characteristics for the mixed-polarization stations, and had no 
definitive explanation for this phenomenon. 

We infer that <1> near regional fault zones at The Geysers is 
controlled by fractures or other rock fabric resulting from fault
parallel shear. The other, northeast, group of <1> is near that ex
pected for EDA, and may be caused by that mechanism. Near 
the northwest and southeast ends of the steam field, northeast <1> 

could also be caused by tangential fracturing at the periphery of 
an uplifted region formed over the intruded felsite-analogs of 
cone sheets. Mixed-polarization stations in the center of the 
steam field may sense both EDA and fault-shear effects. 

Our results compare favorably with the borehole "steam
breakout" data of Thompson and Gunderson [ 1992] and with 
data from an orie.nted core sample studied by Nielson et al. 
[ 1991]. The former suggest that fractures in the young ( -1 Ma) 
felsite pluton underlying much of The Geysers field are mostly 
oriented near northwest and northeast. These fractures presum
ably reflect Quaternary: tectonism, including the San Andreas 
fault system .. The Franciscan metagraywacke overlying most of 
the felsite and containing much of the geothermal reservoir has 
no apparent clustering of fracture azimuths in the steam
breakout data. One metagraywacke core examined by Nielson 
et al. [1991] had north-northeast oriented subvertica1 fractures 
while the other had low-angle fractures subparallel to bedding. 
This metagraywacke has been affected by previous stress re~ 

gimes possibly overprinted only recently by the two modern 
fracture sets. If the felsite records recent fracturing and/or· 
shearing, then the younger anisotropic features of the ' 

. metagraywacke may be responsible for much of their seismic 
signature. Fractures that are open enough to cause seismic an
isotropy also may dominate fluid flow patterns, so. <1> may be 
closely related to permeability anisotropy. To .. the degree that 
fault-parallel <1> reflects rock fabric· other than fractures, this fa
bric may block orthogonal flow and provide pathways for paral
lel flow. In either case, fluids are likely to flow parallel to <!> .. 

The strongly fault-parallel <!> near the Mercuryville and Collay
omi fault zones may be related to the bounding of the steam 
field at those fault zones. · 

Stark [ 1992] used microearthquake patterns and geochemical 
signatures of injectate in produced steam to infer injectate mi
gration in the central part of field. Stark interpreted these pat
terns as evidence of injectate migration primarily down local 
steam-pressure gradients, although there is evidence of up
gradient flow in some areas. The microearthquake patterns in
stead suggest to us a predominance of northwest and northeast 
striking lineaments-a crosshatch. These are precisely the 
permeability-anisotropy directions we infer for this area from se
ismic anisotropy. Fractures or other rock fabric yield two dom
inant, orthogonal flow directions parallel to observed <)>. Reset
voir modeling may be improved by a priori inclusion of 
northwest and northeast permeability anisotropy in the geo
graphic pattern suggested by Figure 2. 

Since a heterogeneous distribution of anisotropy throughout 
the upper 5 km would explain both the scatter in t52 - ts 1 and 
the mixed-polarization stations, we favor that explanation. De
tailed mapping of anisotropy in three dimensions should be pos
sible with a larger data set. A three-dimensional anisotropy 

map would be valuable for reservoir modeling, including the 
design of a reinjection program to extend the productive life of 
the reservoir. 
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Non-double_~couple · earthqu,ake mechanisms at. The· Geysers 
geothermal' area, . California. 

Alwyn Ross 1 and G. R. Foulgeri 
Dept. Geological Sciences, University of Durham, Durham, U.K. 

Bruce R. Jtilian2 
Branch of Seismology, U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California, U.S.A. 

Absiract. Inverting P- and S-wave. polarities and P:SH am-
. plitude ratios using linear prognimining methods suggests 

that about 20% of earthquakes at The Geysers geothermal area 
have significantly non-double-couple focal mechanisms, with 
explosive vohimetric 'components as 'large' as '33% cif the 
seismic moment. This conclusion 'contrasts with those of 
earlier studies, 'which. interpreted data in terms of double 
couples. The non-double-couple mechanisms are consistent 
with combined shear and tensile faulting, possibly caused by 
industrial water. injection,. Implosive mechanisms, which 
might be expected because of rapid steam withdrawal, have not 
beeri found. Significant compensated-li"near-vector-dipole 
(CL VD) components in some mechanisms may indicate rapid 
fluid flow accompanying crack opening. 

Introduction 

Non"dmible-couple (i10n-DC) ·earthquakes; whose seismic 
radiation is inconsistent with shear faulting, ·have recently 
been found at many volcanic and geothermal areas throughout 
the· world [Miller et al., 1995]. Suri:irisingly; however, most· 
mechanisms published for earthquakes at the intensely 
seismically active Geysers geothermal area in northern 
California are of-DC type [e.g., Oppenheimer, 1986]. Almost 
all mechanisms have been derived solely from the polarities 
oCr-wave first motions, which have limited information 
coritent and resolving power. O'Connell and Johnson [1988] 
obtained· a ncin-DC ·mechanism for one of three earthquakes 
studied by .inverting waveforms, but attributed this result to 
error. Iii· tlii"s study, we obtain focal mechanisms of higher· 
quality, using P~ and S-wave amplitude data along with 
polarities, to determine whether non-De-earthquakes do in fact 
occur at The Geysers. 
· The Geysers is the most intensively expioited geothermal 
field in the world. The area experiences about 140 earthquakes 
of Mt > 1.2 per month, and events in recent years have local 
magnitudes up to 4.9 (UCB). Although the pre-production· ac
tivity level is poorly known, it is clear that most of the earth
quakes are induced oy steam removal and water injection 
[Stark, 1990]. 
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Data and Method 

Ih April 1991 we deployed a .temporary network of fifteen, 
three-component ·PASSCAL digital seismic stations with 
Mark Products model L22D 2~Hz sensors and REFfEK niod~l 
72A-02 data l<)ggers·in an array 15 km in diameter at The Gey
sers (Figure 1). We recorded continuously at a sampling rate of 
100 sps and detected about 4000 local earthquakes. The 
network geometry· provided good focal-sphere coverage for 
events in the central, most active· part of the. geothermal area. 
In addition,. the UNOCAL Corporation operates 22 
seismometers in the area and the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) 18. 
. Seismic-wave amplitudes are strongly distorted by geomet
ric spreading of rays, to which P:S amplitude ratios are rela
tively insensitive. We therefore used linear-programining 
methods [Julian, 1986; Julian and Foulger, 1995] to invert P
and SH-wave poiarities and P:SH amplitude ratios ~d. deter
mine seismic moment tensors. We supplemented polarity and 
amplitude data recorded on the temporary network with polar
ity data from USGS stations. Data from the UNOCAL network 
contributed only to estimating earthquake locations, and not 
focal mechanisms, because the instrument polarities are un
known. 

38'45' 

Seismometers 
v PASSCAL 
0 UNOCAL 
o USGS 

6 
MtHannah 

0 

0 
0 I I 

40' 

5km 
I 

Figure 1. Map of The Geysers geothermal area, California, 
showing the steam production area (shaded), events used to de
rive the tomographic velocity structure (black dots) [Julian et 
al,, 1996] and events (a-f) for which focal mechanisms are 
shown in Fi'gure·J. Seismic stations are also shown. 
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The seismognims. recorded on the PASSCAL inst~merits 
· were first processed to remove acaiisal effects of anti-alias fil
tering in the recorder (J. Fowler, personal: communication, 
1993) and then low~j:Jass filt~red (three-pole Butter-Worth re-

. sponse; 5 Hz comer frequency) "to reduce the effects of wave 
scattering and· attenuation. . Rays were numerically traced 
[Julian and Gubbins; 1977j through high-quality velocity 
models of V P and V.s [Julian et al., 1996] as part of the p~ocess 
of determining hypocenter locations and. mapping rays onto 
focal spheres.· P~wave amplitudes were measured on vertical
component seismograms. SH-wave amplitudes were measured 
on transverse"component seismograms obtained by 
numericaily rotating the digitai seismograms. Amplitudes. 
were measured from the first onset to the first" peak, and oniy 
signals with siinilar rise times were used· in ratios .. ·We 
corrected amplitudes for the effect of the free surface and 
multiplied amplitudes by the cube .of the wavt; speed at the 
focus to approximately eliminate systematic differences in Pi 
and S-wave amplitudes (see Aki and Richards [1980], eqri. 
4.91). 

Wave attenuation aff~cts compressional arid shear waves 
differentiy, mtiltiplyirig R:S amplitude ratios by 

(
. . 

exp -~[ ~-~ ]}-

where. m _is angular frequency, QP arid- Qs ate the figures of merit 
for compressional and ·shear. waves; and ·tp (lnd is are their 
tnivei times .. We corrected for attenuation using QP = 60, a 

. reasonable- value .for the reservoir [Zucca et al., 1993] and a 
range of values for Qs , which has not been measured ·at Th.e 
Geysers. We present resul,ts for Qs = 84:CQ;iQP = 1.4, 
appropriate for attenu.ation . by scattering from cracks . and 
voids [Menke et al.; 1995]). A value as low as Q5 ,; 27 (Q/Qp 
= · OA5, appropriate for attenuation by shear anelasticity), 
does not change the results enough to affect the conclusions 
of tJ:tis paper. 

Results . 
We studied focal mechanisms for 24. of th~ b~st-recorded 

.. earthquakes in detail. Hypocenter !~cations (Figures 1 and 2) 
were: deterrriined using up to 39 P- and i 2 S~wave arrival· times. 
The events were distributed throughout the deeper parts of the 
seismogehic voluine ~ecause focal sphere coverage was best 
for those· events cral'iie o. Fig~n~ 3 shows solutions .for six 
events and Table 2 gives the moment tensors. . 

The restilts. for most of the earthquakes studied are close to 
DCs and, in terrris of conventi"onal shear-faulting interpreta~ 
tioris, include strike-slip, thrust and riormal ·orientations. 
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Figure 2. NW -SE cross-section showing hypocenters of the 
events iilustrated in Figure I. Symbois as in Figure. I.·. 

Table 1 .. Origins and magnitudes of the earthquakes studied. 

event date; origin tiine latitude depth bsl, moment mag 
longitude km Mt 

a 91/04/30 01:37:39.22 38.8183 . 3JO 1.77 
-122.SII6 

b 91!4i14 00:23:50.30 38.7867. 2.95 2.75 
-122.7812 

c 91/4i17 16:41:38.00 38.8i99 2.40 2.02 
-122.7850 

d 91/4/21 09:36:49.29 38.799§ 1.94 2.09 
-122.7412 

e . 91/4/26 05:~9:27.17 38.8001 ·3.99 1.88 

v- -122:8060 
. f 91/4/27 06:29:31.08 38.8190 3.49 1.84 

-122.8035 

1 log M0 = 1.5M + 16 (M0 inN m) 

Figure 3a shO\~s a good example. Focal-mechanism solutions 
for the five earthquakes showri in Figure 3b~f depart strongly 
from DCS. These earthquakes all have areas of compression 
dominating the focal sphere, with one. earthquake (everit b) 
exhibiting no dilationai arrivals: The explosive components 
~omprise 20:.:33% of the total momerit ,and indicate volume 
increases at the sources. Simiiar sol4tions are obtained if 
only P•wave. polarities are used. Events b and f are particularly 
good examples. . 

The orientations of the principal axes of the moment ten
sors vary considerably, suggesting a locally: heterogeneous 
stress field. In generaL the P axes tertd to be sub-hori~ontal 
and: trend· NW through NE. ·The T-axes tend to trend mote east-

. west. · 

Discussion 

In· our limited data set about 20% of earthquakes at The Gey-
. sers have substantial n~n-DC components that include vcilume 
increases of up to 33%. Figure 4 shows a "source type plot'' of 
the six ev~rits shown in Figlire 3 [Hudson et al., 1989} About 
half of these iie between the DC and +Cnick loci oil the source 
type plot (earthquakes e, c and ci) a~d thus may be explruried by 
combined shear· and tensile. fauiting. .Earthquakes b and f lie 
between the +Crack aM +CL VD -loci and thus depart from the 
simple shear/tensile-fault model. They might be interpreted as 
opening. cracks that are partially compensated by fluid 
flowing into the crack [Julian, 1983]. Such a process Is likely 
in The Geysers, where ea"rihquakes are induced by major 
changes in pore fluid pressure caused by the extraction of 
steam and reinjection of water. · 

Fluid injection would be expected to increase pore pressure, 
and th~s io enc~urage crack opening and explosive mecha
nisms . . Stark [1990] showed that some microearthquakes at 
The Geysers cluster a~otind injection wells. The epicenters of 
events b, c and e are less.than 600 m from injection wellheads, 
which s~pports• the theory that they may be induced by local 
pressure increases caused by injection. 

. The removal of large volumes of steam at The Geysers has 
greatly decreased pore pressure; which inight be expected to 
encourage events with implosive mechanisms. These were 
not well constrained in this study, though 1-2% of the best
constrained earthquakes of Oppenheimer [1986] ate dominated 
by dilational arrivals [Julian et al., 1993j. Implosive 
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Table 2. Relative moment tensor components for events. 

event Relative moment tensor comjlonents 

M I M M M M M 
XX xy yy xz yz zz 

a -5.06 10.45 19.15. 6.54 -13.43 -14.96 
b 18.34 3.83 1.30 20.55 4.74 22.12 
c -1.17 -15.65 16.74 -5.23 13.03 14.27 
d -1.98 7.08 24.56 9.66 -19.34 -1.05 
e 5.64 -19.96 18.36 -1.60 - 14.06 4.73 
f 8.40 -10.88 8.69 -10.48 12.79 14.39 

1 Component coordinate system, x = nort~. y = east, and z = down. 

earthquakes ·have been reported from the Krafla geothermal 
area, Iceland, but their first arrivals are less .impulsive than 

. those of explosive earthquakes there [Amott and Foulger, 
1994]. Earthquakes of this kind may be difficult to observe· 
because .cavity collapse may occur relatively slowly and excite 
seismic ·radiation inefficiently. Also, earthquakes induced by 
steam extraction may tend to be smaller and shallower· than 
injection-induced earthquakes and thus poorly constrained ·by· 

·this study. · 
The observations presented here add to the mounting vol

ume of evidence .for non-DC earthquakes in geothermal areas. 
Future studies of earthquakes in .geothermal areas should be de
signed to detect non-DC focal mechanisms, as this informa
tion may. be key to understandiQg the processes of -fluid 
movements in the reservoir. ·Furthermore, the importance of 
fluids in· the nucleation of earthquakes and in the propagation' 
of failure is becoming increasingly appreciated. A broader 
search for non~oc components in focal mechanisms thus has 
the potential to increase our underStanding of ·earthquake' pro
cesses in general. 

• 
o. 
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Negative polarity 

Observed amplitude 
ratio bounds · 

p1 
Ratio-· 

. SH p ......... ·---:-': 
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Figure 3. Focal mechanisms of six well~constrained earthquakes at The Geysers. Left: P-wave polarities;. 
right: P:SH-wave amplitude ratios; open symbols: dilations; filled symbols: compressions; squares: lower
hemisphere observations plotted at their antipodal· points. Theoretical amplitude ratios are represented as the· 
directions of small arrows and pairs of lines indicate ranges compatible with the observations (see:key). Upper 
focal hemispheres in equal-area projection. · 
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+V 

-V 
Figure 4. · Equal~area "source type plot" [Hudson et al;, 
1989] showing the earthquake mechanisms studied. The 
horizontal position shows the -ratio of the CL VD component 
to the non~v.olumetric .(CLVD+DC) component. The vertical 
position. shows the volumetric component. Letters a-f . 

· correspon~· to earthquakes. shown in Figures 1-3 and Tables 1 
and 2. ±V: lsotroRic volume: change~;. ±Dipole: Linear vector 
(force) dipoles; ±CLVD: Compens~ted linear vector dipoles; 
±Crack: Opening and closing tensile cracks. 

Conclusions 

. 1. . Study of a limited set of data suggests that about 20% of the 
earthquakes at The Geysers have substantial non-DC compo
nents. 
2 .. ·Some earthquakes have explosive volumetric components 
of up to about 33%. Approximately half of these are consis.
tent wit~ combined shear and· tensile faulting .. The rest have. 
significant CL VD components that may indicate fluid' flow ac-
companying failure. . . . . 
3. The non-DC events studied are probably caused by reinjec
tion· of water~ Steam extraction· might be ·ex petted to cause 
implosive earthquakes, but these are not well-constrained; and 
may be fundarrientaliy· more difficult to observe. 
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